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Ladies and Gentlemen, Fellow Members of the Varsity Outdoor Club.
On behalf of Her Majesty The. Queen, I want to dedicate this brief
epistle to that finest of Canadian traditions. The Great Outdoors.
Having heen used to British Mountaineering and the ennervating
experience of travelling for two or more days just to get near a
mountain over 4000 feet, let alone climb it, I have found the British
Columbia experience a great contrast.

People living in Vancouver are

really very lucky to be so close to such a vast array of outdoors
experiences.

Even more so the members of this club have a unique

opportunity to try their hand at all the various facets of mountain
eering without being committed to a large capital investment in equip
ment.

As a member there is the chance to get out and see some of the

"Super Natural" scenery at a time when the external pressures of life
are at a minimum.
Vancouver has more than enough to offer for all levels of exper
ience, ranging from easy climbs at Lighthouse Park in the summer
evenings, to long technical routes on the Chief; from easy rambles on
the North Shore to long hard days in the mountains, and from being a
novice skier on Grouse (like myself) to serious winter traverses across
the mountains.
Perhaps its only fault lies in its apparent lack of snow in recent
years.

But then snow anywhere is rather like sex

one never knows

how many inches there will be nor how long it will last 11
Few people would deny that one's University days are probably the
happiest of one's life. Being a member of this club must surely adds
to the enrichment of these days.

The club is now nearly sixty years

old and has established for itself a very fine and honourable tradition
in the history of mountaineering in Western Canada.
I hope that everyone who passes through this club will take full
advantage of what it has to offer,, both from the trips organized and
perhaps less obviously from the involvement in the day to day'organiz
ation of the club's affairs and activities. Thanks are due to this
year's body of helpers and as usual to the general membership for their
continued support of the club.

It is good to see that despite the

usual barrage of feeble excuses about overwork, lack of time, money
and energy, plenty, of V.O.C.ers are out in the hills having a good
time.

May I wish, you all many more happy years in the hills. I would

like to conclude with, a quote by Edward Whymper.

His words of wisdom

seem as relevant today as they were in 1866.
Good luck and Berg Reill
'"There have been joys too great to be described in words,
and there have been griefs upon which I have not dared
to dwell; and with these in mind I say. Climb if you
will, but remember that momentary negligence may destroy
the happiness of a lifetime.

Do nothing in haste; look

well to each step, and from the beginning think what may
be the end."
E. whymper. Scrambles amongst the Alps.

EDITOR'S MESSAGE - 1978

In April they tell you that you are the One,
By early next year the THING must be done —
Meanwhile Dave in his woolies and I in my cap
Had just settled our minds for a long winter's nap.
Then that time came around - we sprang to our task.
Of article victims we could beg, plead or ask.
We had to read all Rye Cracker descriptions in sight,
Handwriting puzzles led far into the night.
We learnt acid details of the unintentioned bivuouac.
Of D.Q. locations we must now have the knack.
Long technical descriptions of each climbing route.
The belay station posterior, and pictures to boot.
Of skiing through powder, of waking at dawn.
The moon's rising at twilight, we now can but yawn.

My thanks to you all - whose talent we could drain,
Dave's rantings on Wednesdays, thus were not in vain
For what its all worth, you need no longer wait.
For your reading pleasure, the Journal of '78.

Jane Weller and Dave Waldichuk
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GENERAL CLUB ACTIVITIES
VOC Social Calendar Prom March * 78 to February '79
March 31, '78 - Dinner at Paul Hooper's for incoming and outgoing
executive membersApril '78 - A month-long social event at Sphinx Camp.
May 10, '78 - First summer meeting at Marianne Etchell's house.
July 6, '78 - Second summer meeting at Anders Ourom's house.
July 13'78 - Barbecue at Locarno Beach.
July 20, *78 - Barbecue at John Baldwin's house.
x

Sept. ll ' 78 - Back to school summer reunion party at Graham
f

Underbill's house.
Sept. 23-24, '78 - Longhike at Squamish High School gym with day
trips to Garibaldi Lake, Squamish Chief and
Petgill Lake.
Sept. 29

f

'78 - Good-bye party for Jay Page and Gail Franko at Hot
Jazz.

Oct. 27, '78 - Hallowe'en Party at Westlake Lodge.
Nov. 7, '78 - Party at the White Spot Smorgasbord for John
Baldwin's 21st.
Nov. 24, '78 - Swimming Party at Lord Byng Pool.

Pizza pigout

afterward.
Dec. 20, '78 - Christmas Party at Louise Hooley's house.
Jan. 5, '78 - Ice skating on Deer Lake and party at John Baldwin's.
Jan. 26, '78 - Christmas Reunion Party at Rob McLaren's house.
Feb. 2, '78 - Swimming Party at Lord Byng Pool and yet another
pizza pigout.
Mar. 23,- '78 - THE BANQUET at the Copper Kettle, with Dick Culbert-.as guest speaker.
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GRAD HEWS

Seems that a lot of V.O.C.'ers are back at UBC finishing up or
getting graduate degrees.

Ross Beattv is in his final year of law

school and is already starting his career by helping the V.O.C. in the
Whistler Cabin case.
chemistry.

Eileen Bohn is doing a Master's degree in Bio

Julian and Mary (nee Bussell) Harrison are both in Medicine,

Julian in fourth year and Mary in third.

Eric Watts is in third year

Medicine, and Heather Manson is studying hard in first year Medicine.
Curtis Kennedy is working for the Biology department.
finally in his last year of Engineering.

Ernie Bode is

Julie Ourom is back from

Toronto and finishing her Master's in Library Science.

Wayne Naqata

is doing a Master's in Mathematics. . Alex Szabo is doing a Master's
in Astrophysics, and Phil Kubik is doing a PhD in Physics.

Bob and

Janet (nee Lockie) Britchard are both at .UBC, where Bob is doing a
Master' s with /the Music' department.

Bruce and Christine

(nee Bullen)

Neiison are J.n Vancouver. .-Bruce is finishing his PhD is Mathematics
and-ChristinedLs working for a travel agency.
back at UBC.

Steve White is also

Betty Walsh is doing a Master's degree in Art Restora

tion at Queen's University in Kingston.

Bob and Margot

(nee^Mann)

McMechan are also at Queen's .and are both working on Doctorates.
• Marvin Currey -is in third-year law at Osgoode Hall in Toronto.
and Pam

Mike

(nee Grant) Ransden.3xe in New Zealand where Mike is doing

his internship- and Pam is working as a Pharmacist.

Ann Carter is

presently travelling in Australia and New Zealand.
Eric White and Vivien Bowers are travelling together in Mexico.
Tom and Diane (nee Bodie) Volkers are still on their world wide
wanderings and when- last heard from were ski-patrolling in Invemere.
Jay Page and Gail Franko are travelling in South -America.
is working in Montreal.

Rory McNeill

Rob Boyce is still working for Endako in

Fraser Lake, but will be moving back to Vancouver in the spring.
John Leighton is working for the city engineer's office in Kamloops.
Robyn Fierheller is teaching somewhere in B.C.
in Calgary.

Robin Tivy is working

Chris McNeill is still working with juvenile delinquents.

He's bought a new van to replace the McNeill mobile.

Dave Lemon and

Pat Jav'orski have returned to the west coast from Halifax.
working for Arctic Science and Pat is teaching in Victoria.
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Dave is

Marg Mathews is still working in Port Alberni as a lawyer.
Thiessen and Dave whiting are both living in Nelson.

Fred

Peter Jordan

has finished his Master's thesis in Geography and is now teaching at
Capilano College. Steve Ludwig worked in Garibaldi Park for the Parks
Branch this fall and is now a certified cross-country ski instructor.
Erich Hinze is working as an Engineer in town.

Jacques Bilinski has

returned and is employed in Vancouver as is John Hallidav.

Vicki

Seraphim. John Romein and Helen Lemon are all still job hunting in
town, Helen having just finished a job with the Archeological depart
ment at UBC. Moira Lemon is still working for the Canadian Wildlife
Service in Ladner.

Roland and Heidi (nee Piltz) Burton are both in

town arid working at UBC.

Sara Brusse is teaching in town.

Barford and Bill Prescott are working in Vancouver.

Gouin

Kent and Joann

(nee Zvla) Watson are still in town. Kent is working for the Forestry
department. Wendy and Roger Savers are moving back to Vancouver.
Bruce Fairley is back from his travels and looking for a teaching job.

Hitchings
Grant McCormack and Jennifer Campbell.

June 1978.

They were in New Zealand for six months while Grant did an Intern
ship, but are back in Vancouver now.

He's doing a residency in

Internal Medicine at UBC.
Graham Fishlok and Edie Akriqg.
Both teaching in Delta and spending all their time in their cabin
at Seymour.
Anthea Farr and Fred Dnnnell.

June 1978.

Living in Scotland for a year.

Offspring
To Cam and Gail Pierce - a girl.
To Walter and Terry Peachy - a boy. Spring 1978.
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AWARDS PRESENTED AT 1978 SPRING BANQUET
GOON AWARDS
THE BROKEN TOOL AWARD - PAUL HOOPER
THE
THE
THE
THE

BROKEN CANOE AWARD - GRAHAM UNDERHILL
WHITE TIE AFFAIR - ROBIN BRICEL AND "CLAUDE"
HARD HAT AWARD - ROB MACLAREN
BROKEN SKI AWARD - STEVE LUDWIG AND JULIAN DUNSTER

SILVER PINS
HELEN LEMON
PETER JORDAN

THE 1978 V.O.C. CABIN COMMITTEE
JULIAN DUNSTER
HELEN LEMON
KATHY HIGGINS

JULIE OUROM
ROB MACLAREN
HANS VON TIESENHAUSEN

THE 1978 V.O.C. JOURNAL COMMITTEE
JULIAN DUNSTER

HELEN LEMON
ANNE DONALDSON

LEON KOLANKIEWICZ
JULIE OUROM
TREVOR BOYD
JOHN BALDWIN

DOUG DEAN
SHEILA CHURCHILL
KATHY OUROM
JOEL FELDMAN
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Steve Grant on the Spearheads
by J. B a l d w i n

Traverse

ARTICLES
SPRING 1978
SPEARHEADS TRAVERSE
Steve Grant

Feb. 17-21

Starting from white Gold Estates, six people slowly
struggled up through the woods south of Hortsman Creek on Black
comb Peak.

In a couple of places, skis had to be removed for
:

short steep climbs. We stopped at about 5200* just below treeline and made camp.
In the morning, Bob headed back down to the highway, closely
followed by the cloud ceiling.

We got above the trees and up a

small valley, then onto the slope between Blackcomb Lake and the
Hortsman Glacier.
out and snowy.
the gloo,

At this ridge it became windy, cold, whited-

Several hours were absorbed peering blindly into

researching hopeless routes and debating our location

and tactics.

We knew where the Blackcomb-Spearhead Col was, but

we couldn't find any way to reach it.

So we carved a huge plat

form into the ridge for the tents and went to bed.
The white-out was worse in the morning and the tents were
sheathed with ice from the storm.

Some people wanted to abort

the trip, but John talked them out of it.

His line of reasoning

was that we were one with the white-out; in fact we were the
white-out, so we couldn't leave.

Then he put up some difficult

routes on nearby rocks using a shovel.

Len appeared later out

of the murk, travelling with a minimum of equipment.

The snow

stopped, then the white-out brightened and broke up.

The sun

shone on a glorious day.

we hastily broke camp and six hours

later we were at the Tremor-Shudder Col, after a tremendous
day of crossing glaciers and passes in brilliant sunshine.

The

snow, an icy crust over sticky powder, had detracted from the
skiing, and we had a few nervous moments crossing the ridge
northeast of Decker Mtn.

The views of these peaks and Wedge Mtn.

with glaciers and deep valleys was stunning.

While the sunset

bathed the Platform and Curtain Glaciers in pink-purple light,
some people tried to destroy their skis on the rocks on Tremor

Mtn.

The others dug another pit for the McKinley and

a plat

form for Graham's tent in the col, which was located at 8500'.
We congregated in the McKinley to argue about equipment.

The

weather report on the radio was sufficiently favourable that we
decided to complete the traverse, rather than backtrack.
The morning sun shining into the tents awakened us.
we had breakfast, the wind picked up.

While

Paul forced his frozen

boots on and we climbed to Tremor and Shudder.

It was noted that,

contrary to the map, Tremor is higher than Shudder.

The

panorama from both peaks displayed our route for almost all of
the trip.
crossed.

Platform, Ripsaw and Naden Glaciers were quickly
Graham almost went into a crevasse while skiing past

Paul and warning him to watch out for crevasses.
at the top of the MacBeth Glacier,

Soon we stood

one by one we dropped over

the windy col and made our various ways 1700 * down to the lower
Fitzsimmons Glacier.
crashes.

The treacherous crust caused spectacular

Having surmounted this obstacle, the next task was to

climb the 1200* wall which separated us from Overlord Glacier.
We prepared our diverse equipment for the climb.

Graham and Len

broke a steep trail up the slope, with the snow cracking open
under the track.

It was with considerable relief that we

reached the top of the ridge.
The clouds were beginning to obscure Overlord Mtn. as we
passed through a crevasse area on the way up the Overlord
Glacier to the Whirlwind-Fissile Col.

There followed hundreds

of feet of powder snow for the competent skiers, but down closer
to Russet Lake the same nasty crust confounded most everyone.
Himmelsbacher Hut was a welcome change, since we didn't have to
melt snow for water in John's nauseating pot any more, and our
own damp sleeping bags could begin to dry out.

Spirits were high

that evening since we knew that the trip was "in the bag" and the
pranksters ran amuck.

"*

The last day we skied to Singing Pass, then along the
peaks to the bottom of the Blue Chair on Whistler Mtn.

The lift

attendant had so much trouble getting Graham's pack onto a chair
that the rest of us carried ours.

At the Roundhouse, we tried to
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attract attention with a fine display of shovels, ice axes, ropes
and bomber hats, but the downhillers either weren't impressed or
didn't understand.

The people with x-c skis worked their way

down the Olympic run, while the rest of us took a few extra runs.
Steve Ludwig retrieved his truck and we returned to Vancouver
having crossed ten glaciers and climbed a total of over 11,000
vertical feet in five days.
Graham underhill

Steve Ludwig

John Baldwin

Steve Grant

Paul Hooper

Len Soet

(no designated leader)

OLYMPIC BEACH
Gail Franko

Feb. 17-21

Leaving midterms behind, the four of us put our packs on
top of Jay's Volkswagen, piled into the car and headed for the
border.

The first important stop was the Marysville Pie Shop,

just out of Everett.

We arduously made the decision, between over

twenty-five varieties of pies, all baked within the last hour and
smothered with ice cream.

Next, we loaded the VW with all the

essentials: several pounds of potatoes, sausages, chocolate bars
and a half gallon of wine.

We were ready for the Olympic

Peninsula ... and after a one-hour battery charge, so was the VW !
The Bremerton ferry took us across Puget Sound; we drove
west along Crescent Lake to the campsite where we met the other
four VOCers who would traverse the beach in the opposite direction
from us.

in the morning, while they beetled off to La Pushe, we

drove their car to the more northerly ozette.
through the forest, partially

A three-mile walk

atop a treacherous boardwalk

brought us to the open Pacific.

As we walked south along the

rocky beach, the surf crashed unendingly at distant sea-stacks
and a west wind blew salt in our faces.

Then, from somewhere

among the campsites, an Airedale dog materialized; despite our
attempts to chase it back, it insisted on providing us with
company.

As the high tide rose behind us to cut off escape, it
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became clear that this whimpering beast was now our problem.
By this time, we were keeping one eye out for a campsite
and the other eye on our watches, noting that February days don't
last very long.

Rather than skirting around another large head

land with the tide coming in and the sun going down, we perched
pur camp upon a 12* by 14' overhanging platform with tents guyed
to clumps of grass. No one moved much that night ! Though our
camp didn't float away, it did lock us between two headlands for
the morning, forcing us to sleep in, then cook a leisurely
gourmet brunch.
Our second day on the beach brought on an occurrence very
rarely found on VOC midterm break trips; the sun beat down on us
ALL DAY as we walked barefoot in the sand in t-shirts and rolledup jeans.

A few yoga sun salutations ensured that it continued

to shine.

As we picked our way through sharp, algae-covered

rocks, we ran into the four VOCers going north, tip-toeing
barefoot on the barnacles,

we made it to the Norwegian Memorial

that evening, which is a large camping ground above the beach.
Under a full moon, our feast began: wine, roasted sausages and
baked potatoes laden with butter and salt (Trevor: "Mmm! These
#!% are the...mmm!!...best#!%!?ipotatoes...1've.mmm.!! ever
eaten!•").
The third day's walk along a series of well-sorted pebble
beaches brought us to Hole-in-the-Wall, a natural monument to
the sea's huge erosive potential.

Late in the day, we reached

the Ranger station at La Pushe, and offered our bleary-eyed, saltencrusted Airedale to the Park Ranger.

The dog was recognized

at once as he is a regular of the beach.

Future VOC Olympic

Beachers be forewarned !! Well, our sun-salutations didn't work we reached our waiting VW just in time to retreat from an
Olympic downpour.

But, thanks to the plastic tarp, we later

enjoyed a dripless dinner and six-pack in the campground.
Our drive home took us through Port Angeles, and here,
just beyond the eastern city limits we discovered a restaurant
certain to become a traditional VOC stop.

For a mere $2.39 (US),

the "Chuckwagon Diner" served a full course smorgasbord worthy
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of any hungry beachwalker*s appetite.

Thus, with bulging bellies,

we headed back to Vancouver, via Port Townsend and whidbey Island.
Gail Franko

Julian Dunster

Jay Page (L)

Trevor Boyd

TYAUGHTON TO SPRUCE LAKE A HIGH LEVEL SKI TOUR, MARCH/78
John Baldwin
The Bridge River area is somewhat drier than the coast, and
tends to offer better weather, which makes for better ski touring
above timberline.

There is a reasonably well-described route into

Spruce Lake known as the "high trail" (VOC J. 1976, pg. 29). It
stays above treeline for eight of its fourteen miles, and offers
some excellent ski touring.

This was our route.

The road was ploughed to Tyaughton Lake where we left the
cars.

A small mining road takes off up Pearson Creek from the south

end of Tyaughton Lake.

Snow conditions were somewhat dismal as we

started up the road in the afternoon.

The road climbs steeply to

treeline where it flattens out and vanishes.
6000' at the head of Pearson Creek.
out and windy.

We camped at about

The next morning it was whited

We climbed up and contoured around to the 7000' pass

leading into the Taylor basin,

unfortunately this whole pass and

ridge system was draped with large cornices and new snow.

This

being so, we continued west and over the 6700' pass into the Eldor
ado Creek Valley.
At the pass, the weather cleared, and revealed an incredible
basin ideally suited for ski touring.
apparent.

From here the route was not

We had to ski part-way down the south fork of the Eldor

ado Creek, and then at some point climb back up the north fork.
tremendous run on packed snow took us down the creek.

A

At about

5800', the north fork of the creek revealed itself through a very
narrow steep-sided gorge.
of the Eldorado basin.

We went up this, and then the N.W. branch

Every small ridge along the creek was draped

with cornices, often not revealed by the flat camp into the hill
side, surrounded by the slopes of the Eldorado basin.
The terrain is not rugged; the peaks are gentle; and above
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treeline the valleys are u-shaped.

In the morning, we climbed up

to the interesting four-way divide at the head of the Bar creek.
We swung hard left and down towards the Gun Creek Valley.
trees were tight and made for invigorating skiing.

The

We passed the

odd sign of a trail now and then; at 5500' we left the creek and
started guessing the direction of Spruce Lake.

Steve turned and

asked where Ted was, as he had dropped behind.

Richard said that

he was probably "hugging the trees."
frowned upon it.
lake was.

He called it arbormy and

We continued sidehilling and wondered where the

At one point Richard said he could hear the "trouts

jumping" and headed off.

The rest of us followed and sure enough

it was the lake.
We stayed at the north end of the lake - I came down with
1

the flu, and the weather destroyed any hopes of climbing Sheba s
Breasts that the other members of the party may have harboured.
We met a fellow who had a cabin on the lake; he had flown in via
a ski plane.

He had never heard of anyone skiing in along the

high trail.
The precipitation turned to rain as we skiied out the Gun
Creek valley and Richard retrieved our cars from Tyaughton Lake.
John Baldwin (L)

Ted Johnson

Steve Grant

Richard Wiedeman

The VEDDER RIVER RUN
T = „ Page
March 1978
Jay
This past year an old VOC tradition was revived as it was
about to go under for the third time - The Vedder River Run.
Rumours of it were circulated at the banquet by a small cadre of
keeners. Old excuses were brought up: too much work, it'll be
too cold, it's going to rain. Saturday morning found a small
group busily renting wet suits, scrounging old inner tubes and
imitating the Michelin tyre man.
Rent your suits in Vancouver. They come without boots or
gloves, so bring some wool mitts and socks along. Also, each
person an inner tube - the river has a greedy appetite for inner
tubes, consuming many which come into its reach. Next stop is in
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Vedder Crossing to blow up

the inner tubes, put patches on the

tubes that are leaking, and try to put all the tubes and people
back into the cars. Continue south along the main road until
you come to a bridge over the Vedder River. Do not cross this bridge
but turn left onto the Chilliwack Lake access road. Several miles
down the road you will come to a small gas station and a few
buildings on the south side. Just past them is a small gravel
road which leads to the river. Get out and familiarise yourself
with the area - its going to look a lot different with your eyes
full of water. Note that you will be taking the main south channel
which turns into a chute and empties into a pool. Leave one car
here and continue driving east a couple of miles until you come
to a bridge crossing the river. Just to the right before the bridge,
is a small access road where you can park.
Now the fun begins. If you haven't been getting psyched up
by all the glimpses of white water you've seen from the road, then
your first step into the water will shock you back to reality.
River runners debate for hours on the various merits of the quick
immersion

vs the slow immersion; but don't worry, the cold is only

a passing sensation, once the initial set of rapids is negotiated,
you'll feel like a pro. It's easy - just keep the tube between
you and the rocks, and

be prepared to have one of the best times

of your life. We didj
Two weeks later, halfway to Leavenworth a garage man is
examining my flat tyre. " I can't understand how a tube can become
so abraded !"
John Baldwin

Jay Page ( L )

Steve Ludwig

Al Knutson

Rob Boyce
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SPHINX CAMP

1978

- excerpts.

Edited by Jane Weller.
Monday. April 17th.
" Today I woke up with the sun shining on my face! was
this a sign of the day to come ?

No, I soon discovered that the

the bloody * wolverine ' had been in the refrigerator. If I catch
him, I'll make him into a part of the Sphinx supplies!! After
surveying the damage, I immediately set to work digging a new snow
cave, this time six feet down
1

wolverine proofing ' the

weather had socked in again

By the

time I had finished

food and finally eaten brunch the
I also saw the bloody thief (twice!)

The J wolverine * is not as big and fearsome as I expected. He's
about one foot long with a bushy tail which measures about six
inches... and covered by a thick brown coat of fur... That night,
I scared the 'shit'

out of him - he never returned."

Maybe your 'wolverine' was a marmot, John! Eds. note.
Sunday. April 23rd.
" Skied in under brilliant blue sky..."
Wednesday. April 26th.
" Having sat around in the cabin all yesterday to protect
our raw faces from Ra, we were desperate to get out today. Not
forgetting the wrath that ravaged our faces, we sacrificed a few
old T - shirts for masks...A few holes for our glacier goggles
and we slugged up to the Guard Deception Col. There was hardly a
breeze. My, it was hot! "
Thursday. April 27th.
The epic by Graham and Geoff underhill, P.Hooper, M.Etchell.
" when we reached

Garibaldi Lake it was 3.30 am, pouring

rain and we were all sleep walking, so we decided to sleep in one
of the shelters and cross the lake later that morning

Graham

fearlessly led on, confident that we would meet up with the
trail - we did, having made an almost complete circle. We were
soon curious as to why John Romein was skiing out when he was
supposed to be skiing in, while John wondered why we were skiing
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out! We had met up with the trail, but had turned in the wrong
direction and had been going around in a circle for about an
hour. We finally arrived at the cabin 16*1 hours after we had left
the parking lot! "
Friday. April 28th.
" As the new VOC President I felt it was my duty to stay
at 'base camp* today and ensure enforcement of procedures. Since
the sun was out, Gail and I had to sunbathe - in fact we had to
eat one gallon of jello to reduce the incredible excess of food
in the hut - hence the reader can see we all had a very hard day"
Sunday. April 30th.
" Some 'wolverine' hid the fourth cheesecake - you know,
the usual VOC confusion. "
Monday. May 1st.
" After leaving the parking lot at 7:05 am this morning,
and only three stops on the way in to 1. take off my pants (!)
2. look at the barrier and 3. put on skis at the lake, I arrived at
the cabin after a two hour and fourty five minute walk. Even
though I was travelling with ridiculously heavy cumbersome
trowels, time for the lake crossing was 28 minutes and 31 seconds.
Joined the cabin crew for an afternoon ascent up to Sphinx Col, "
General Halftrack. ( S.L. )

LA HAUTE ROUTE
Wayne Nagata

April 30 - May 8, 1978

La Haute Route (H.R.), or the High Route is a ski-touring
route from Chamohix, France to Saas-Fee, Switzerland through the
Western Alps.

Many parties stop at Zermatt^ Switzerland,

which is along the way- about a weeks leisurely travel from
Chamonix in good weather, then two or three more days to SaasFee.

There are two main variations to the HR, but whichever

way you go, the route is easily accesible, has luxurious cabins
along the way, and passes through spetacularly beautiful mount
ains.

But all this means the HR can be absurdly crowded during
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some parts of the year- especially late April to early May.

We

partially escaped the crowds by camping in a tent away from the
huts.

In spring '78 Berni Claus was studying avalanches at the
Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research (EISLF)
in Davos, Switzerland, and I was skiing in Chamonix.

After

intense correspondence by postcard, we finally got organised and
on April 29 Berni arrived in Chamonix.

We left for the HR next

afternoon in uncertain weather.

Day 1- April 30
Telepherigue ride to 3300 m. (10,800') from Argentiere,
near Chamonix, to the top of Grands Montets. We ski down to the
flat Glacier d'Argentiere and camp near its edge.

No view of

the mountains today, although this area is fantastic in clear
weather!

We entertain ourselves by gaping at the hordes of

climbers crossing the glacier towards a hut.

You never see

this many peopleski-touring at once in Canada- up to at least
thirty to a party, and many parties.

Day 2
The hordes pass our tent in the morning, pointing in
amazement and laughing at our foolishness (sleeping in a cold
tent instead of a warm hut??). While we point in amazement and
laugh at the foolishness of the endless line of skiers climbing
the slope in front of us.up into the cloud.

We join in the

foolishness and 700m. vertical later we stand wheezing at the top
of the Col du Chardonnet (3300 m.).

The view from here is

spetacular (I came up here later in good weather), but no view
today.

Going down the back side of the Col, the hordes clutter
up the fairly steep narrow gully, rappelling on ropes their
guides have set up for them.

Actually, it's possible to ski

down, depending on the snow, taking care to avoid the berschrund
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a t the bottom.

Berni and I wait around impatiently for a while,

then start to walk down amongst the bodies littering the gully.
We're surprised when the guides offer to let us use their rope.
We slide down and get out of the way.

Cross another glacier,

up another pass, and ski down the other side onto a wide gentle
glacier (plateau du Trient).

The hordes stop at a hut, and

Berni and I discuss what to do for the afternoon.

Berni's concern

ed about avalanches ahead, but I point out that tenting on a big
flat glacier in a blizzard is no fun either, so we continue.
Down past an icefall, over another Col and then down a valley
to Champex, a small Swiss mountain village.

The guidebook says

this run is "delightful", given good snow.

We have crust, then

slush, zero visibility, wet snow avalanches, hissing unseen
in the mist and rain.

Delightful!

Soggy and hungry, we find shelter under a hotel balcony
and camp there.

Day 3
Buses and trains to Verbier, Switzerland (about 20 km.
from Champex) where we stock up on food at the Migros super
market,

up a telepherique to 2700 m. (tough men!), then ski

DOWNHILL to a. hut! We camp past the hut and spend a cold clear
night.

Day

4
Wow!

Rosablanche.

Really clear today as we climb to the summit of
Spetacular views of the Alps.

glimpse of the Matterhorn.

My one and only

We ski down the other side and I set

up camp while Berni digs himself a hole to inspect the snow.
A front approaches.

Day 5
We traverse above Lac les Dix in partly sunny weather.
Impressive blocks of ice all over the slope from recent avalan
ches.

Glad it's still morning, although we see big avalanches
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already at the far end of the lake.

We stop at the next hut (Cabane

des Dix) and spend a night just for the experience.

Mont Blanc de

Cheilon, rumoured to be spectacular in clear weather, looms in the
haze above the hut.

Day 6
Our tent would have been flattened if we'd spent the night
out.

A real mother of a storm blows this morning.

start out but the wind keeps pushing us over.
we go back inside.

We heroically

Slightly embarrassed,

Nobody moves until the afternoon, when a few

people leave for Arolla, a nearby village.

We spend another night

in the hut.

Day 7
Whiteout.

Wander around confused for a few km from the hut,

when a guided party comes by and the guide invites us to join him.
We put away our compass (wasn't much help anyway) and follow the
party up to the Pigne d'Arolla, 3796m (12,540*), but big deal, all
we see is white.

We ski down the other side, avoiding crevasses,

and I do some unplanned freestyle aerials over avalanche debris and
rip my pack.
lanche.

While I'm fixing it, Berni catches himself in an ava

Fortunately, no loss of life involved, and Berni cleans

the snow out of his orifices and we continue.

The sun comes out

and lights up the Cab. des vignettes, perched high on a cliff above
a glacier.
Alps.

The outhouse must be one of the Great Thrills of the

We visit the hut, then head a couple km onto the Al. du Mont

Collon (not the one underneath the outhouse!) and camp.

The weather

seems to be finally clearing and we only need a day now to get to
Zermatt.

Day 8
Horrible weather.

Lie around and eat.

Day 9- May 8

Gaah!

Horrible weather again.
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I've eaten nearly all my

food.

Berni, wise as always, has several days worth stashed away

but I need to be punished for my lack of forethought.

Berni's due

back at the Institute yesterday, visibility is less than 40 m, and
the route ahead is crevassed, so we decide to go down to Arolla.
After awhile, navigating by compass ("Left...left...right a bit,
good!") we run into an icefall.

Oh-oh.

We don't have a clue where

we are anymore so we dig a snow cave to get out of the wind.

Three

hours and a nice 3 m trench later, some Germans on a Pieps practice
come by and ask us what we're doing, only 150 m from the hut (Vig
nettes).

We blush and sheepishly make our way to the hut, leaving

behind the hole to trap some poor skier.

A brief stop for tea,

then down a glacier by compass and altimeter (calibrated in feet,
but our map is in meters), successfully this time, to Arolla.

We

spend the night in an abandoned building.
Next morning we catch the bus down the valley.

The weather

is beautiful, of course.
General Notes
1) Skis

Everyone uses Alpine touring equipment (downhill skis,

skins, etc.) but it's possible to do the route on XC skis if you
have ski-mountaineering experience.
2) Huts

Almost all ski-tourers in Europe use the excellent hut

system.

If you stay in huts, leave behind your tent and sleeping

bag but bring $ money $.

The huts cost 20 Swiss francs a night for

a be and kitchen privileges (you can even buy meals, with wine).
The hut wardens are around from late April throughout the summer
and then into the fall,
a box, but....

other times they ask you to leave money in

Since 20 SF ($12, May '78) is a lot of money, if

you plan to use huts much in the Alps generally, it might be worth
while to join the Austrian or French Alpine Clubs (OeAV and CAF,
respectively).
night.

Then you get priority for spaces and pay 10 SF per

CAF has an office in Chamonix.
But it's much nicer in a tent.

Peace returns to the moun

tains at night in your tent, not in the huts.
3) Accommodation

In Chamonix, the clalet "le Chamoniard" is cheap

(12 French francs - $3 in May '78 - to sleep in the loft with use
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of a kitchen) and might be a good place to find some English-speak
ing people to ski-tour with, if you stay awhile.

This place seems

to collect an undesirable (to hotel-owners) rabble of Englishspeaking (American, Canadian, English, Scottish, Irish, New Zealandish, etc.) mountain enthusiasts who make fine companions for
skiing, riotous living, etc.
In Switzerland nothing is cheap and camping for free is il
legal.
4

Bonne chance!

) Insurance

Might be worth considering, since you pay the full

cost of any rescue called out on your behalf.

It's available

through CAP in France and Schweizerisch Rettungsflugwacht (SRFW)
in Switzerland.
5) Maps and Book

1:50,000

Swiss national topographical maps are

indispensable in whiteouts, useful on summits and beautiful any
time.

Printed on ordinary paper (green covers), or on water-resis

tant paper with ski routes marked and brief route descriptions pro
vided in French (blue cover).

Not cheap, naturally.

They're avail

able in bookstores in Chamonix, or in Switzerland.
English-language guidebook: The High Level Route, by Eric
Roberts; West Col Publications; available in London mountain shops
or at REI.

MT. BRUNSWICK
Mark Latham

May 28, 1978

We met at the bottom of the logging road at 8 AM, and under
partly cloudy skies began to hike up the road.

The cloud began to

sock in however, and when we reached the summit, the mountain was
completely enveloped in cloud.

Twenty minutes for lunch, some good

butt sliding on the way down, and we were back at the cars by 2:30.
A good hike, if only because we didn't get rained on!
Richard Christie

Paul Sigmundson

Mark Latham (L)

Peter Spasov

Jan Pachl

Brian wagman

Ed Pickett
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(Eds summary)

SUMMER 1978

WEDGEMOUNT
Kathy Ourom

June 10 - 11,1978

This is not a trip write-up but rather a story about a
trip in which a goon award was earned. In fact, the award was
earned before the trip actually began. Jay MacArthur decided to
lead this trip. Jay, Margaret and myself left Vancouver around
6.30 a.m. We drove off towards Whistler and managed to aim for
every bird flying across the highway. Anyway, Jay kept talking
about the great food they were going to eat that weekend,
including real huge pieces of meat - namely, STEAK I! My stomach
gurgled appreciatively since my brain was too busy thinking of
such comments as piggy-pig. We arrived at the end of the road with
the other cars and everyone got busy packing their gear. By this
time the rest of the party knew what Jay and Margaret were going
to have for dinner that night and were busy trying

to think of

ways to invite themselves for a bite. I will never forget five
minutes later when a voice whined, " Margaret, I've left the
steaks in the freezer! "
Moral:- Never rely on an Engineer!

MARITIMES-NEWFOUNDLAND-NEW ENGLAND BICYCLE TOUR
Leon Kolankiewicz

June 30 - Aug. 15, 1978

This lengthy episode began and concluded beside a quaint
19th century cottage outside Picton, Ontario ( on Lake Ontario's
Bay of Quint, and two hours drive east of that sprawling glass
and concrete empire inhabited by a most

B

pernicious breed of

vermin " who, in their native tongue, refer to their homeland as
" Ta-ron-o " and are possessed of a peculiar and singularly
repugnant brand of big-city snobbery ) after 47 days, 3000 miles
( 4800 km. ) , six provinces ( Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick,
prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland ) , four states
( Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, New York ) , countless cookies,
doughnuts, candy bars, goodies, goo-goos,boo-gies, and a variety
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of more intense experiences than even a California hippy on a
( you-know~what=kind-of~a ) trip could "Wowwww" all night about.
Our equipment consisted of

well broken-in bicycles

outfitted with handlebar bags and two rear panniers sewn from a
kit ( by the party's female member, of course ) . The only breaking
-in this gear received was on the trip itself—in fine VOC style,
no frivolous precautions for us! Things held up rather well,
considering— I only went through one rear wheel, three rear tires,
four innertubes, one freewheel, 1,045 spokes { rear freewheel side,
where else ? ) ; Janet through 2 spokes; and that old pro Charlie
Bungi through nothing at all. This mild difference is attributable
to the expedition's fittest member being loaded with all it's
weight.
The trip started inauspiciously—we had to push our fully
laden beasts of burden ignominiously along the very first 100
yards of the trip—up a steep, rutted,gravel driveway. Fears and
self-recrimination wracked us as the bikes threatened to tip over
with every step; why? oh why had neither of us bothered to try
riding a loaded bicycle before this, the long-awaited day ?
Visions of a trip aborted after two miles of uncontrollable
swaying and harrowing brushes with bloodthirsty, sideswiping
automobiles paralyzed us. Then, after a portentous pause, we got on
and were off... with suprising grace and only modest wobble we
moved down the road towards an unknown destiny.
Living accomodations were cheap, and therefore interesting.
We carried a two man tent, the greatest worth of which was the
comparative bug-free evenings and nights it offered. Mornings
usually found us where dusk had caught us the night before—
we camped in forest and field, beach and bog,backyard, churchyard,
and graveyard. Only once were we 'caught* so to speak, and that was
when an old hag spied us one morning wheeling our bikes down to
the road from a blueberry patch that we'd thought was'Wild and
free." ( Sigh... ) we couldn't have been discovered at a more
opportune time—just as we were leaving— and giggled merrily at
her threats to call the RCMP.
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Janet after lunch in Maine

By L.

Kolankewicz

Our only real run-in with the upholders of law and order
occurred one Saturday night in Cornerbrook, Newfoundland.

As

part of our "rub shoulders with the locals" philosophy- the
better to gather accurate scientific information and observat
ions to return to civilization with, I was cruising the bars
with an old salt of a sailor who'd picked us up hitching that
very day.

Well, apparently the waitress in one bar remembered

his none-too-friendly tongue, and literally pushed him out the
door, in spite of his protests.

This wouldn't do at all! My

sloshed friend demanded the RCMP for an explanation.

When the

two six-gun and billy-club toting centurians arrived and inform
ed him of the right of a private establishment to refuse anyone
entry, they also asked him politely, "And how are you getting
home sir?"

Old Conner pointed over to me (sitting inobtrusively

out of the way, feigning nonchalance) and replied, "Why my son
over there is driving.
week, boys".

Just got out of the U.S. Army last

I got up and watched them regard me as I walked

calmly and soberly towards them in my army surplus field pants.
As the four of us walked outside together, Donner continued,
"Don't worry boys he won't hurt you!"

If they'd seen my knees

give at this remark, they would*ve laughed.

While on the "Old Rock" (Newfoundland) we visited Gros
Morne National Park, marveled at its fjords and striking sea
shores, and climbed the mountain known as Gros Morne itself.
A picturesque heap of rubble nearly devoid of trees, at about
2600* it is thesecond highest mountain in the province.

New

foundland is not particularly renowned for the loftiness of its
mountains, though they can be quite scenic.

On the return journey to Ontario, we developed the fine art
of exploiting most people's inherent hospitality and curiosity.
Rather than stopping at gas stations and stores to fill our
water bottles for the evening meal (cooked on a small camping
stove), we began going to homes instead.
be rewarded with more than water.
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As often as not we'd

One of my fondest memories was

riding past a lawn picnic in upstate New York.

One of the picnice-

rs held up a bottle of beer in greeting, and shouted, "Want one?"
SCREECH! Who was I to deny someone the opportunity to be a Good
Samaritan?

We arrived back in Ontario absolutely convinced that the
luckiest tourist is the bicycle tourist.

Judging from the

incredulous expressions and grimaces on those to whom
we revealed our goals and destinations en route, however, it
looks as though the most persuasive argument that can be must
ered in favour of our approach to touring a region for the average
car or RV "camper" is that we travelled three thousand miles
on thirteen cents of gas (what it took to supply our cooking
stove for the entire trip)!
Leon Kolankiewicz

1

Chas Bungi (VOC s first member

Janet Robinson

from Boston Mass.)

SKY.PILOT, COPILOT, LEDGE MTN., MT. SHEAR, BEN LOMOND
and RED MOUNTAIN IN TWO LONG DAYS
Heather Manson

June,.1978

Have you ever been out on a V.O.C. trip,
with a maniac marathon crew?
If you have, you'll appreciate this little note
of what certain madmen will do.
List' well, dear friends, to the story I tell
(for I'll swear to my God it's all true)
Here is a tale that will shake off your, hide.
And show you what you can do too.

In a Land Cruiser truck driven by some young buck.
And in Baldwin's old "people's mobile"
We sped to the Chief, where we found with relief,
The~5tart of the logging-road trail.
IS
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On a boulder-bed, that seemed paved with lead.
We bottomed out Baldie's mobile.
But the car didn't croak, so we thought it a joke
And continued with vigour and zeal.

We tumbled and crashed, through the logging-slope's slash.
Slipping on hands and on knees
Gripping on shoots, that pulled out at the roots
At last we broke out of the trees.

In snow that was mush, we sloshed and we slushed.
To the base of the rocky stair
Then we turned to the rock and proceeded "ad hoc"
To climb where eagle's don't dare.

Dick Culbert would laugh at the choice of our path,
(O'er ice and gravel it strayed)
But he wasn't there, so we didn't much care.
And proceeded to do it "our way".

We got to the top, and sat down for a spot
While Al, John, and Kathy climbed the Gendarme freehand.
The others, I'll note, descended unroped,
1

Our climbing's improved, 1 11 be damned!

Wasting no time, we slip-slided and climbed.
O'er Copilot's easterly side.
The rock was the pits; it pulled off in great bits.
That fell on the guy next in line!

In rivers of snow, which proceeded to flow.
With eddies and haystacks and swirls
We slid on our bums, 'till our bodies were numb.
Behind us, a path of great furrows
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After we'd" dined, some felt then inclined
To

mounts the top of the Ledge,

From such as were bold, the story was told that,
"Climbing Ledge was like walking up an
inclined sidewalk covered with ball-bearings.
With a thousand foot drop on one side and
nothing to hold on to, on the other".

We found a fair camp, on a snow-covered ramp.
Our tents were set up for a storm.
Yet the wind whispered soft, from Squamish far-off.
And we woke to a sun-streaming morn

Away to Mt. Shear in the morning we steered,
Hopped o'er the bergschrund and climbed.
The route was fine, the view-sublime!
No better a day could one find.

The descent from Shear would fill you with fear,
It wasn't severe, just a mess
Adding some spice, were headwalls of ice.
With mud, trees and gravel at best.

To Ben Lomond we slogged, over snow half sogged,
by the heat of the summer unborn.
In the valleys we fried, but to keep up our pride.
We stuck to goal that morn.

We slogged and we mushed and slid down in a rush,
From Lomond's precipitous spire (ha-ha!)
Red Mtn. was next, the last and the sixth.
Of a weekend which must inspire

From Red at last, downwards we passed.
To the sun-filtered forests below

*

We found ourselves bound in a rock theatre round
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As we followed the river's fresh flow.

The falls did abound and came tumbling down.
Music was everywhere heard.
While the moss-covered wood, in melodious mood.
Moved gently, yet constantly stirred.

Have you ever been out on a V.O.C. trip
With a maniac marathon crew?
If you have, you'll appreciate this little note,
of what certain madmen will do.
List' well, dear friends, to the story I tell,
(for I'll swear to my God it's all true)
Here is a tale that will shake off your hide
And show you what you can do too!
Victims:

Heather Manson

Steve Ludwig

Kathy Ourom

Steve Grant

John Baldwin

Trevor Boyd

Al Knutson

Terry Chow
LIZZIE CREEK

Peter Spasov

June 30th - July 3rd,1978

A cabin lies in a col at an elevation of about 5,300,
reached after a 3 h hour hike from the logging road. Bob,Bev

#

and myself arrived Friday and camped at the beginning of the trail.
Events of interest: almost loosing the tent on Friday night. Bob
slipped at a small crossing enroute to the cabin whereupon the
author caught him, by stabbing him with a walking stick. A day
hike took place on Saturday morning. Bob lost a roll of film.
Nevertheless, dayhikes were enacted with much enthusiasm.
Progress was made in the direction of'-.the Stein River area.
Pancakes, overproof rum and cheese cake were the daily fare.
Peter Spasov (L)

Bob & Bev Gephart

John Romein
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MOUNT BAKER
Kathy Ourom

July 3

The original leader of this trip wimped out so, having the
same telephone number as the summer chairman, I found myself
answering calls inquiring about the trip.

By Saturday night, two

people definitely wanted to go to Baker - namely Paul Phillips
and Jane Weller.

Since I had a vehicle at my disposal (not to

dispose of you understand), I counted myself in as well and we
t

/

made plans to leave later on Sunday after Jane got off work.
Whizzing through the countryside, we promptly missed the
turnoff and sailed on through the dark (stretch your imagination,
eh!) past signs telling us of camping grounds until we arrived at
the ski area.

As we turned around, we imagined how pretty the

flowers in the meadows looked since at the moment we could see
only one non-colour - midnight black.

Back on the road we turned

off at the correct place this time and arrived at the parking lot.
By this time it was well after midnight and our wishes to climb
Baker in a day-trip were being realised,

originally we had

planned to camp out up by the cabin, on snow.

Because of the

time, we decided to set up the McKinley in the parking lot. First
of all it was quite dark.

This caused a few hilarious moments

such as sending someone in to put up the centre pole by trying to
crawl through the air vent.

Then we did not have tent pegs and

our ice axes managed to poke holes in the road about two inches
deep.

The tent sagged.

sagged.

We tied it up to the VW.

It still

By this time setting up the tent had reached a noisy,

hysterical level.

We finally crawled in for a snooze.

No sooner

had we fallen asleep than we began to hear car doors opening and
shutting.

It was 3:00 a.m.

shining into our tent.

Loud German voices, car lights

Two skiers were getting ready to go up.

They cooked their breakfast and left about 4:00.
and were away by 6.

We got up at 5

Making great haste we were at the cabin about

a half hour later and charged past snoring bodies and empty wine
bottles in the snow.
conditions.

Onto the mountain, plenty of snow and cloudy

Jane led; we had a look at a massive ice fall and
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decided a new route would be a bit too keen for a day trip.
weather still looked crummy.

The

Jane said, "Let's go for it I" so we

roped up and ploughed on.

when I say ploughed, I mean it, we were

almost wading through it.

Jane fell and creatively tried to self

arrest with the cover still on her ice axe. We broke through the
clouds around 8,000' and discovered a broiling hot sun.

By now

other parties were emerging from other directions, including the
Gore-Tex party - they all had on Gore-Tex gaiters, Gore-Tex superparkas, Gore-Tex overmitts, all brand new stuff.

We reached the

col below THE WALL and decided to eat lunch since we had to wait in
a line-up to ascend THE WALL.
us.

About six parties were in front of

They were slow, very slow.

party turned back.
merciless.

We fried.

under our footsteps.
ascent.

The Gore-Tex

The sun was

The steps that had been kicked collapsed
Step, slide, wheeze.

Such was our pattern of

We beat THE WALL and stepped out on to the summit

plateau.
stood.

We wondered why ?

It was finally our turn.

A party was just turning back.

They headed down.

We

Suddenly it cleared and we could see the summit ahead.

Jane said, "Let's go for it". We went for it.

When we got to the

summit, we had about five minutes of clear sky before it started
to cloud in and blow again.

We left behind on the summit two

fellows who had been sitting there for some time, just smoking
away in the cloud and 40 mph winds.
sliding through the snow,

Going down was a slog,

we trotted on down the trail and were

passed by a crazy from the glacier study who was running down to
Glacier for a beer.

I guess if they'd walk a mile for a Camel

they'll run 10 for a Schlitz.
and headed for home.

So we got to the VW just after 4

So ended our trip except that Jane spent a

few days suffering from snow blindness and we all had frazzled
skin to pick off our bodies for a few weeks.
Kathy Ourom (L)

Paul Phillips

Jane Weller

MOUNT TANTALUS
John Baldwin

July 1-3

Ross and I sat atop the lofty, rocky summit of Tantalus

devouring the remains of our lunches. We were savouring what both
of us agreed was one of our most enjoyable climbs.
were spread the major peaks around Vancouver.

At our feet

A wall of puffy

white clouds lay to the west, whisps of which would come rushing
past the impressive rock pinnacle - the Witch's Tooth - that lay
between us and Mt. Dione.
Our trip began just above sea level on the Squamish River.
Using a canoe, we crossed the river just above the cable.

Julian

Dunster and I had learned on a previous trip that a Tyrolean
traverse, although manageable and novel, is a bit cumbersome with
packs.

We quickly climbed the trail and basked in the sun over

lunch at Lake Lovely Water.

Here we split into two groups - the

"others" for various reasons remained at the lake, the "climbers"
carried on.

We continued on around the right side of the lake and

up past Lambda Lake to a camp just below the Alpha-Serratus col.
We put the tent atop a small hummock.

Surrounding us were all the

peaks of the Lovely Water cirque and Garibaldi.
The next morning we were off by six, contouring and
climbing slightly to the lona-Serratus col.
ideal - firm yet soft for good traction.

Snow conditions were

As we curved around to

the north of Serratus, Dione came into view — the same slope that
is visible from many a campus clubroom.

A brief look at the Red

Tit Hut - a bit crooked and still partially buried in snow, but
still very useful as a shelter, although no longer "airtight".
For the most part we remained on the snow, climbing to just
below Dione.

Here we put the rope on, and crossed over a small

bergschrund onto the rock.

A traverse directly below the witch's

Tooth brought us up into a major gully.

We took the right fork.

At the top of the gully we did an ascending traverse across the
east face to below the summit and then directly up.

Fantastic I

We spent several hours on the rock with some interesting route
finding.

About ten leads (short rope) of class 3 and 4; a bit of

class 5 when off route.
The clouds to the west were beginning to resemble thunderheads.

We retreated and arrived back at camp by eight.

The next

morning we trotted up Alpha to eat the second course of our
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breakfast/lunch. , A fine finish to a fine trip.
John Baldwin (1)

Steve Ludwig
climbers

Ross Beatty

Wayne Nagata

others

Bruce Blackwell
Trevor Boyd

LAKE LOVELY WATER - ALPHA

Dorothy Fairley

July 22-23

After a latestart due to a typical Underhill idiosyncrasy,
the Mount Alpha Assault Crew took off from Vancouver.

The car

trip was uneventful except for. a short stop for apples in
Squamish.

However, we were soon to be entertained by Geoff's

descriptive analysis of "enemy vehicles".

(Ed. note: an enemy

vehicle is anything which is not a Toyota Land Cruiser or a BMW.)
We approached the Squamish River via the Squamish River Road.

To

get there, we had to travel to Cheekye, where there is a bridge
over the Cheakamus River.

The road then continues on for 1.5

miles to where a small dirt track branches left from the main
road.

The road reached a state which would have been undriveable

for normal vehicles; however Steve persevered in his Land Cruiser
to get us within a 5 minute walk of the river cable crossing.
We took John Baldwin's shiny new canoe from the top of
Steve's truck and carried it to the river.

With Geoff as the

captain and navigator, we crossed the river in fine style.

Having

hidden the canoe and paddles, we started up the trail.
The trail starts out rather flat, but soon begins to climb
steeply until reaching Lake Lovely Water.

Here there is an ACC

cabin which charges outrageous prices for accomodation J The
weather was splendid, and after a short bathing session we set up
tents on the bluffs north of the cabin.

After an evening of Idi

Amin impersonations courtesy of Geoff, and moonlit views of Mt.
Garibaldi, we adjourned to bed.
After an 8:30 start, we found the trail from the north side
of the lake and proceeded up to Lambda Lake, towards the Alpha-
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Serratus col.

Our approach was unique, to say the least.

led the way initially, but soon wished he hadn't.

Gordon

The lower

approach was via steep bush and scree, which served to separate
the ascent team into three groups.

After a short encounter with

a snowslope, Gordon rejoined the main party for a high
ascent to a notch below four minor bumps on the divide.

class 3
We then

traversed to the divide, and ascended a scree slope to the
summit.

It must be understood that this short description does

not do justice to the perils encountered while making the ascent !
We reached the summit at 2:00 p.m., approximately 2-3 hours later
than our scheduled time of arrival.
After suitable celebration and jubilation, we began our
descent.

initially we encountered steep snow slopes on the north

side of the Alpha-Serratus col.

Dave roped up with Gordon and

Geoff, as he was the only member of the party without an ice-axe.
The next perilous encounter was with an overhanging section which
required each member to go down roped, with Steve belaying.

After

Gordon pendulumed over the section, bashing his knees which had
already been thrashed by the ascent, the rest of the party decided
simply to slide along the wet rock, as opposed to downclimbing.
We then made our way down several scree slopes, until we
came to a short steep section of bush.
rest of the party another.
party downclimbed.

Gordon went one way, the

Gordon had to*rappel; the rest of the

We enjoyed the view and comfortable seating

while listening to Gordon rant and rave.

The rest of the descent

to base camp was quite simple, and we shared the late afternoon
light with marmots.

We arrived back at the tents at about 7:00

p.m., packed up and set off down the trail.

A fellow climber

staying in the ACC hut cheered us on our way by telling us that
we'd never make the descent before dark.

He was right.

half mile of the trail was done in darkness.

The last

We crossed the river

with only two flashlights and Geoff to give us directions.

By

midnight we had mounted the canoe on the truck, and everyone
except Dave was inside the truck on the way to Squamish.

Dave

valiantly rode on the front bumper to warn us of dangers in the
dark.

However, he could enjoy the sensation of brittle branches
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ripping at his calves for only a short time, and he soon joined us
inside the vehicle.
We zoomed up to the Cariboo Cafe in Squamish at 12:25 - 5
minutes before closing.

Our adventures were celebrated with warm

milk and cold sandwiches.
Geoff Underhill

Steve Ludwig (L)

Gordon Schindell

Dave Waldichuk

Dorothy Fairley

MOUNT SEDGEWICK
Trevor Boyd

July 22-23

Mt. Sedgewick is situated west of Howe Sound.

One can get

there by taking the Woodfibre ferry across the bay, then driving
up the road behind the Woodfibre pulp mill for four miles to the
start of the Mt. Roderick hiking trail, when our group went,
there were problems with the pulp mill employees not wanting us to
use the private road, so be sure to gain permission from them
before starting the trip.
Despite the late start, we made good time (much to our
surprise) up to a camping spot beyond Mt. Roderick.

The weather

was strange and untypical for the Coast Mountains in that it was
hot, dry, clear and sunny.

We ran into the unusual problem of

finding little running water to drink along our route.

Some

people (Californians ?) love this type of weather, but it can be
somewhat miserable for someone like me who has had very little
experience hiking and climbing outside these mountains.
Fortunately, the trail was typical of the Coast Range in
that it was hard to find and follow (especially beyond Henrietta
Lake) for there was little flagging and many parts were almost
totally overgrown with bush.
fall of 1978.)

(It has since been flagged in the

After camping overnight we scrambled up the ridge

to the top of the mountain.

Considering the elevation of the

summit (approximately 6700') the view was fantastic,

one could

see east to the Golden Ears, south to UBC, north to Mt. Jimmy
Jimmy, and west beyond jervis inlet. Never had I seen such a
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clear day in these mountains.
While up there we found the peak register and in it was an
entry of just the week before by a hiker who had been lost for four
days (she got out o.k.).

it read something like this:

"Help...it's closing in (referring to the whiteout
fog).. .1 can't see anything."
It reminded us how quickly the weather can change up here.

We

scrambled down and found the trail again, despite my uncanny
ability to lead people in the wrong direction.

It was a good trip

despite the heat.
Trevor Boyd (L)

Bob Gephart

Bev Zubot

Steve Grant

MOUNT REXFORD SOUTHEAST RIDGE
Robin Bricel

July 22-23

In the beginning, a diverse group of four climbers set
about organizing themselves for the enjoyable climb which lay
ahead.

The group represented climbers from all ranges of

mountaineering experience.

There were near novices (such as

myself), as well as hard-core rock enthusiasts and climbers of
expedition fame (not to mention any names).
In order to avoid rappelling down the treacherous southeast
ridge, and since we had the advantage of two not-so-high powered
VW's, it was decided that we would leave a car in the Nesakwatch
Valley road, at the base of the standard route.

(A useful hint

here is to obtain the key from the obliging service station
attendant at the last gas station before reaching the Nesakwatch
turnoff.)
Rising in true alpine style, the group set out to reach the
summit before dark.

(Culbert, in his well-read alpine guide book

estimates the route takes longer than one day, which is true as
some of us were soon to discover.)

Although the bush separating

the logging-access road from the base of the route could not
justifiably be called "serious bush", I'd advise climbers to roll
up their sleeves.

After a bit of bush crashing, we had the

opportunity to climb some very aesthetic slabs lying between the
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SE and NE ridges.
At the base of the route, we broke into two teams.

The

intrepid Baldwin joined Al on one rope; Fuller, with flashbacks
of McKinley fresh in mind, joined me on the second.

About

thirteen or fourteen pitches of class 4 and 5 lead one to a
"flame-like pinnacle".

If all went exactly according to plan (as

it invariably never does), after a few moderately difficult moves,
the objective is supposed to be within easy reach of this point.
However, ... from our bivi site, slightly to the north of
the flame-like pinnacle, colourful and even breathtaking
panoramic views of the surrounding mountains were enjoyed during
sunrise and sunset.

Unfortunately, team two wasn't present to

enjoy the display of colours, at least not from this vantage
point.

A.K. and J.B. camped some 500'- above us on the summit.

The cover of darkness and possibly even a bit of fatigue kept us
from the simple class 5 move and short scramble which separated us
from the summit.
Regrouped and ready to go, we descended the NW side,
rappelling down one tower and downclimbing the rest of the way.
While the SE ridge had a great deal of vegi-holds to contend with,
the standard route on the other side of the mountain was covered
with a maze of loose rock which proved to be quite tedious for the
first few hundred feet.
After the thrills at the top, some interesting
glissading
and
alpine meadows
brought
us
back to the
beaten
path
leading down to the base of the standard route.
John Baldwin

Robin Bricel

Stephen Fuller

Al Knutson

(no designated leader)
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GLACIER PEAK (AN ATTEMPT)
Jane Weller

July, 1978

"All I need is a tall" ship, and a star to steer her by..."
A superlative weekend in July - a perfect time to indulge in
some enjoyable puttering around English Bay in blue-sailed dingies.
But the rear commodore of the UBC Sailing Club had other ideas...
no, not quite that

but an assault of Glacier Peak, the 11,600'

peak that is located about two hours south of Baker.

Six AM: had a

quick glance at the glassy sea, where the 24 hour Enterprise sailing
race was entertaining the sea-gulls.
on our way.

I did not envy them - we were

Eventually we arrived at the trailhead.

The sun was high, yet trees shaded most of the trail. We
were greeted by several American girls who looked slightly worn
out; they exclaimed, "wow! We've actually done it!" as if they
had just done something horrendous like conquering Mt. Everest with
out oxygen.

It transpired that they had walked fifty miles of the

Pacific Crest Trail, along with hordes of other Americans who like
safe easy hikes along broad cattle paths, to show off their GoreTex.
Yes, the trail was flat and most pleasant until distant
aroma of hydrogen sulfide wafted through the air.

Well, the delect

able aroma come from the hot springs - already crowded by wildlife
of the male species.
This is where we left most of our "Gore-Tex" American
friends.

The trail became steeper and muddier, yet we were able to

obtain glimpses of our goal, in all her majesty (NB. Water is not
plentiful along this portion of the trail).
however, quite plentiful.

Flora and fauna were,

My biggest thrill was to find an enorm

ous tree toad who did not seem at all bothered at the sight of me.
(Ed. note - Perhaps the toad was a handsome prince in disguise!)
A fairly decent campsite is found on the slab rock at the
base of the talus slope with Glacier Peak looming above us. We
were very tired after our ten mile jaunt and we were content with
the usual monosodium glutamate mush and crashed onto our sleeping
bags.
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The following day dawned foggy. After discussing if the weather
would take a turn for the worse, we decided to "go for it" anyway.
The sun soon broke through the misty mountains however, and we
attempted a route.
Crampons, rope, and ice screws were the order of the day.
Such items we did not have at hand, and we were forced reluctantly
to turn back.

The mountain presented a challenge to be met on a

longer weekend.
Perhaps it was time for some puttering around English Bay in
blue-sailed dingies...

SOUTHERN TWEEDSMUIR PARK EXPEDITION
John Baldwin

July 29-Aug.15

Great scouring glacial fed rivers, huge expanses of ice,
shimmering blue lakes nestled in the trees, towering rock peaks
draped in snow and ice.

On July 29, with a trunk full of food

and a tank full of gas, we were chugging westward across the
vast expanses of the Chilcotin plateau.

Looming in the distance

were the peaks of the coastal range, drawing ever closer.

We

followed the road to Bella Coola, driving {and pushing the car
as needed) across the rolling glacial debris to the edge of the
plateau.

Then down the HILL, dropping the car beside the Atnarko

River in Tweedsmuir park.

This is the main valley which follows

down to Bella Coola, about fifty miles away.
The idea was to follow the Atnarko south past Lonesome
Lake, to the north end of Knot Lakes, then head up West Creek to
Pandemonium Pass and then south to Monarch Mountain.

Before we left,

we found a park ranger and introduced ourselves, told him our plans,
and mentioned that we would be back by the end of August.

He told

us great stories of grizzly bears heading into the lower valleys
in anticipation of the salmon beginning to fill the rivers and
creeks.

He pointed to his detailed map of western B.C. and

suggested we detour past the Turner Lake chain and romp through
the green flowering meadows above the Talchako River around to
Pandemonium Pass, thereby reducing bear problems, and "increasing"
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aesthetics.
So late one afternoon we loaded our packs and stumbled off
up the Atnarko River.

The youth crew has recently cut

a Parks Branch standard trail from the Hotnarko River to the north
end of Turner Lake.

Something like seventy-eight switchbacks to

climb two thousand feet out of the Atnarko River Valley up to
the plateau area of the Turner Lake chain.

Arriving at Turner Lake,

our shoulders crushed beyond the threshold of pain, we literally
dropped our packs on the ground and fell into the water.
was noon on the second day.

This

Since we were there, we figured

we might as well walk around and see Hunlen (sic.) Falls.

The

trail winds through the woods until it suddenly opens onto a
promontory looking head-on at the falls.

A thirty feet wide

creek that falls absolutely free for eight hundred feet-an
awesome sight indeed.
Rather than grunt, sweat, and groan through the bush
to the other end of the lake, we built a log raft from deadfalls.
We christened it, wrapped our cameras in numerous plastic bags
and pushed off.

A girl came running down the trail.-shouting,

"Wow just like Tom Sawyer.

How did you ever think of that?

This

place is neater than Disneyland!"
Well, it turned out that John Edwards, whose father homesteaded on Lonesome Lake, had a summer cabin on the southwest
corner of Turner Lake and rented canoes, and this girl had a
canoe.

We eagerly agreed to return the canoe to John Edwards,

and quickly abandoned our raft.
The next day we followed old blazes around to the south
shore of Turner Lake and climbed up above treeline.

At Turner

Lake the blazes ended and the bush began. One last swim on the
sandy beach against a backdrop of impressive peaks across the
Talchako River.

Shortly after our first halfway point we began

to question our sanity as we pulled our way through overgrown
deadfall.

As we approached the treeline, the number of bugs incre

ased.
At one point we were balanced in the air on a log,
slapping at the bugs.

While knocking a horsefly off his nose,
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Steve sent his glasses hurtling to the forest floor below.

A

minute long battle ensued as Steve was wrestled to the ground,
shoulders first, by his sturdy frame pack.
At treeline we found ourselves looking back on the Turner
Lake chain and the chilcotin plateau in one direction, and large
jagged peaks and icefields in the other.

A warm balmy summer day

in bear country, and it was a matter of mere seconds before the
tent was erected and we dove into it, driven by an enormous
cloud of black flies and horseflies.
In the morning, another perfect day, we began contouring
around, heading west and then south, staying above Hunlen (sic.)
Creek.

It soon became apparent that the park ranger was out of

his mind, more to the point he was probably laughing and slapping
his thighs this very moment.

The lush green meadow did exist.

The trees grew up gnarled into an incredible, tightly knit mat, and
the talus rolled down.
For two days we continued south; our progress was slow.
In the afternoon the talus baked in the sun, radiating heat like
a blast furnace, and all the time small drops of blood were running
down our chests from successive black fly attacks.

It was tough

for broken men.
On the fifth day, yet another perfect day, we climbed
into the side valley containing the large glacier north of the
Pandemonium Pass.

There was a beautiful alpine meadow covered in

flowers of every colour, as well as an emerald alpine lake fed
by a waterfall, behind which was the Lymph glacier and several
peaks.

Below was the canyon of the Talchako, and across was Mt.

Ratcliff and the Jacobsen glacier.
ation.

Yee haw! This was our new destin

That left us three and a half days here, allowing four

days to get out. We celebrated with a culinary triumph and went
to bed.

As he drifted off, Wayne attempted to master his self-

control to keep from scratching his blood covered fly bites. The
art of Zen, and intense concentration had kept him from succumbing
to the terrible itch.
bodies beside him.

He lay there quietly with two scratching

Suddenly there was a yell of agony and his arms

rose from his. sides, his fingernails poised, and he too began to
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scratch.
Day six, another perfect day, saw us racing to the glacier
to go where no living creature had gone before or at least where
no living creature would be. We climbed up on to the Lymph
Glacier and headed for the highest peak at its head,

our route

took us up a snow and ice gully on the northwest side; it was very
enjoyable.

As we emerged on the summit ridge, a sea of peaks rose

to the south, dominated by Monarch to our immediate south.

We

continued to the summit of this peak, called Nodal Peak (9300').
Much to our chagrin, we found a few rocks piled together, and one
name - Dick Culbert, Sept. 1959.
Day seven - this weather is nice but we've got to have a
rest sometime.

The weather has deteriorated somewhat.

Wayne declare a rest day.

John and

Steve gathers his things and says he'll

just go up the closest peak.

We yearn for a rest day but at the

same time, realize that we'll never hear the end of it if Steve
gets a first ascent and we didn't because of a rest day.
sets off for this peak which we called Itchy Peak.
summit an hour after Steve.
but it is a first ascent.
dropping.

Steve

We reach the

We may still never hear the end of it,

A cloud ceiling has moved in and is

That night and the next day a small storm passes over,

shaking the hell out of the tent, breaking several guylines and
bending one pole.

At last a rest day !

Day nine, the storm has passed; yet another perfect day.
In a long push, we travel clear out to the east end of Junker Lake,
collapsing on the beach for a swim as the sun sets.
we manage to borrow a canoe on Turner Lake.
friendly and invites us i'n for tea.

Once again,

John Edwards is

We exchange stories.

He has

lived in the area for over fifty years and never had any real
trouble with bears, a comforting thought.
One last look at Hunlan Falls and we go down the trail,
travel much faster than coming in, and get out a day earlier,
tired but alive, and glowing inside.

We drive on to Bella Coola

for a few days before returning home.
John Baldwin

Steve Grant

Wayne Nagata
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we

MOUNT GARIBALDI
Dorothy Fairley

Aug. 1-2

On a sunny Saturday, the Garibaldi Ascent Crew (similar in
composition to the Alpha Ascent Team) left Vancouver for Squamish.
After travelling through Squamish, we continued on for about 9.5
miles to the Brohm Ridge turnoff.

A steep road climbed east, then

headed south across Brohm Ridge.

After some reverse grade, we came

to a major fork at about the 1000' level (300 metres, think metric!)
The north fork climbed to the divide at 4800' (1475 metres) where
a ski development has been partially completed.

As we continued

up Brohm Ridge in the truck, the party encountered a PERILOUS
section of road.

But Steve refused to be defeated,

with the rest

of the party safely out of the truck, Geoff directed Steve through
this section of road of questionable quality.

At this point, Steve

was hoping that he wouldn't need the roll bar that he didn't have !
Having surmounted this obstacle, we continued up Brohm Ridge until
we reached the end of the Brohm Ridge four-wheel drive road.

How

ever, we continued along until we reached an area of deep snow
where it was impossible to continue. Under the experienced
direction of Geoff we parked our vehicle.

We unloaded our packs

and strolled along the ridge to our lunch spot, which had a view
of the Warren Glacier.
After lunch we roped up and started making our way amongst
the crevasses, under the skillful leadership of Steve, the ascent
was relatively uneventful, with the exception of a snowbridge of
dubious integrity.

Then we encountered an ice-fall just short of

the final ridge before the summit, we organised ropes, and under
Steve's direction, each member of the party crossed successfully.
After unroping, we climbed some loose scree, followed by a snow
field.

The final ridge below the summit is composed of loose rock.
We reached the summit and recorded our feat for eternity in

the container kept in the cairn. We noted that Reid Carter had
been there twice before in the previous three weeks, and were
suitably humbled.

We then descended from the peak down a short

but intense section of high angle shit-rock to the col between
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Dalton's Dome and Garibaldi.

We set up camp, and with the wind

caressing our tents, had dinner,

with the magnificent view of the

Brackendale lights in our minds, we crashed for the night.

Geoff

was unusually quiet all night, with the fear of God in the wind!
Next day, we ascended Dalton's Dome and made a spectacular
glissade descent.

We thought about climbing Mt. Atwell (Diamond

Head), saw the condition of the rock and the exposure, and thought
better of it! The tents and supplies were packed up, and we made
a slow ascent of the final ridge which lies just north of Garibaldi
Peak.

We descended through the icefall and across the snowbridge,

and then practiced crevasse-jumping.

While roped with Steve and

Geoff, Dorothy took a fall, but the party reacted quickly and
saved her!

We continued off the glacier, where we unroped, and

then gave instructions to some hikers who were attempting to
cross the glacier without ropes or ice-axes! What was even more
confusing was that they were on their way to the Cheakamus River!?
Curious.
The remainder of the descent to the Whistler Highway was
bumpy, but uneventful.

Steve's truck took the road in stride and

we ended the trip in the Cariboo Cafe, where Geoff led a discussion
on the merits of being a gentleman adventurer.
1

Steve Ludwig t )

Geoff Underhill

Dave Waldichuk

Dorothy Fairley

FALLS RIVER EXPEDITION
Steve Grant

Aug. 27 - Sept. 4

When one contemplates an extended trip into the Coast
Range, one of two images comes to mind: that of a helicopter or
that of wet undergrowth and devil's club.

Yet foot approaches can

be very pleasant, as on the Chilcotin Plateau at over 4000' - a
drier climate which supports passable forest cover.
Our trip was to the head of Falls River - an ideal spot.
Access is easy and short.
numerous

The climbing is excellent with

ascents possible from base camp.

The rock is generally

good, the glaciers magnificent, and the weather somewhat better
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than that found among peaks adjacent to the ocean.
Access is via the road from Williams Lake to Bella Coola.
A road leads south from Hanceville Crossing over the Chilcotin to
the base of the mountains. (Ref. VOCJ 1973 - Coast Range Access,
by P. Jordan; new edition (1978) of BC land status map (1:250
Taseko Lakes, BC) shows recent roadsj

It is a good road which

crosses the Taseko River and heads off past Konni Lake towards
Chilko Lake. Where the main road crosses the Taseko River, a
smaller dirt road travels up the east side of the river to Taseko
Lake, a branch road heads up Becce Creek and eventually ends up
within ten or fifteen miles of Warner Pass.
The standard approach to the Tchaikazan and Falls River
area is to cross the Taseko River at the lake outlet and follow
an old jeep road for twelve miles to Fishem Lake where there is a..
hunting lodge.

Having carried heavy packs earlier in August, it

was impressed upon us that one should avoid such packs wherever
possible.
However, it ended up that all three of us, along with our
packs, piled into a 15* canoe and paddled down Taseko Lake.
Canoeing was made difficult as a result of the strong winds.

The

mouth of the Tchaikazan River is a huge sand bar with channels
braided everywhere.

Our idea was to drag the canoe up one channel

and down another in the hope of coming closer to the west shore.
By nine p.m. we reached the southwest corner of Upper
Taseko Lake, where we camped, leaving the canoe by an abandoned
cabin near a lagoon.

A large set of grizzly tracks made us a

little uneasy.
A rather overgrown pack trail passes between the lagoon and
the talus slope and eventually joins the remains of the jeep road.
A few windfalls, yet the travelling was good.

We hiked near the

river on sandbars and game trails, and made base camp at the base
of the Falls Glacier.

Canoeing down Taseko Lakes meant we had

eliminated the access to a mere one day pack in.
Day 3: "Tight Sphincter Ridge".

In the morning we walked

up Falls Glacier, intending to climb Metacarpus Peak.

At its base,

Steve and John had, as usual, totally different ideas on what was
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the best route.

After a token discussion, Steve set off alone up

the east ridge, which he claimed would be direct and straight
forward.

John and Wayne walked around to the north side to climb

a snow and ice slope which appeared safe and pleasant.
While they were still finding a way through crevasse fields,
John and Wayne looked up in amazement to see Steve far above,
slowly making his way on narrow snowy ledges near the top of some
impressively exposed cliffs.
ridge walk.

It did not look like a carefree

John and Wayne continued their own route (which was

safe and pleasant) and found Steve waiting on top, not very
enthusiastic about his route.

The rocks were icy and exposed, not

to mention rotten, and were good for some tense moments.
excellent workout for the sphincter muscles.

An

Lunch was spent

watching storm clouds pile in from the west, and then we descended
(together this time) the ice and snow slope to the glacier and
camp.
Day 4: Beehive Peak.

The weather was not promising next

morning but John was enthusiastic as usual.

After suitable effort,

he finally convinced Steve and Wayne to arise and accompany him to
Beehive Peak.
The approach led up old avalanche tracks, through an alpine
meadow, and up a long talus slope.

Steve elected to scramble up

a peak overlooking the Palls River valley, while John and Wayne
continued to Beehive.

Some searching revealed a cleft in the side

of the peak, with a snow ramp part way up.

Then two short leads

on class 5 rock reached easy snow-covered rocks near the summit.
John led while Wayne shivered violently.
A brief pause on top to admire fog and swirling snow, then
down.

Detour to bag a nearby peak, this one with a summit record,

last entry 1964.

Then to camp, reaching it in darkness, where

Steve had a fire blazing.
Day 5: The Black Hole.

Play-time was declared after an

aborted attempt on Mt. Winstone. (This mountain dominates the head
of the Falls valley.

Several routes exist, from class 3 to 5.

elevation is in the 10,000 range.)
A huge hole gaping in the middle of the Falls Glacier
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Its

promised amusement.

We decided it would be good fun to rappel down

and take impressive pictures, so we set up the rope and each took
a turn rappelling.

But the first thing you feel when you go over

the edge is RAW FEAR.

The rope dangles below you over this

horrible black abyss, and falling water echoes from far down.
next feeling is to GET OUT! NOW!
Days 6 and 7:

The

No-one took pictures.

The following day was miserable and we sat

around our fire and filled our faces, on the pretense of lightning
our loads for the trip out. Next morning we packed up camp and
waded out through dripping bushes.

By evening, we were soaking wet

and back at the car.
Normally, after an excellent trip, the drive home is rather
anticlimactic and not much of an adventure; however, this was an
exception.

Wayne's Volvo took to guzzling oil and not putting out

much power.

It took three hours to get the car started and the

better part of a day to drive the fifteen muddy miles to Dandson
Bridge.

Oil consumption rose as we drove towards Hope.

quarts of oil saw us safely into Vancouver.
John Baldwin

Wayne Nagata

Steve Grant

SUMMER

Summer ...
Laughed in the mountains
Turned days into music of melting snow
Whose magic notes plunged
Down waterfalls
And danced themselves dizzy in a mountain sky.

Margaret Symon
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Thirty

AUTUMN 1978

A TEA PARTY ON THE CHIEF
LONG HIKE, 1978
Kathy Ourom
We got away from Squamish High School rather late because of
certain clean-up duties that could not be neglected.

Five minutes

later the party arrived at the foot of the train and we were off.
The gentlemen offered to carry the packs (they just needed an excuse
for their slow pace), and we gladly consented.

After a short while

we arrived at the First Peak and what with the previous night's
inbibing. Miss Lemon threw-up and coloured the gray granite with an
interesting combination of night-old brew and french toast. The
advance party set up the svea stove and went searching for some
water.

Later, as opposed to sooner, we sat down to a delightful

tea - Earl Grey with lemon cream biscuits. The Autumn sun was very
kind and proved to be good therapy for tired old bodies.
We poured more tea - and of course attracted the attention of
other hikers on the summit who were quite surprised to see a real
china tea pot, tea cups and silver.

The afternoon lazed on and so

did we, but alas as most idyllic scenes do end, so did ours.

We

slowly packed up and meandered down the trail. The drive home was
very quiet as most members of the Party were overcome in blissful
slumber.

Those in attendance were:

Kathy Ourom

Gail Franko

Julie Ourom
„ ,
Helen Lemon

Julian Dunster Esq., B.Sc. For.Hons, U.C.N.W.,
U.C.N.W., Bangor
„ , , . , „
„ „
„
*. „.., . ,
Leon Kolankiewicz Esq., B.Sc. For.S Wildlife
Hons., Blacksburg, Virginia
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GULF ISLANDS BICYCLE TOUR
Leon Kolankiewicz

Sept. 23

Unbeknownst to most clabbers, a team of phantom bicyclists
braved 70° temperatures, blue skies and the sandy beaches (have
you ever tried riding on a sandy beach?) of Galiano Island on
this extraordinary day.

Despite these punishing conditions, not

a soul was unable to complete the tour, not a single complaint
was heard, and "a good time was had by all", much to the lasting
remorse of all those who snickered at every meeting when the
subject of a bike tour arose.

Another tour of the same area has

been postponed indefinitely.

LEAVENWORTH LONGWEEKEND
Trevor Boyd

Sept. 1-4

This was planned to be a combination hiking and climbing
trip into the mountains above the Icicle River Valley.

A chance

to get away one more time before school started again.

The poor

weather forced us to stay on the trails, however, and off the rock
faces for most of the weekend.
Friday afternoon,

We left Vancouver in the rain on

when we reached the Leavenworth area, the tents

were pitched in the dark at the 8 mile campsite on the Icicle
River Road.

It was an important lesson on how to grope around in

the dark without falling on your face.
The next day we were on the Snow Lakes trail at 10:00.

The

trail head is situated about 4 miles up the Icicle River Road
which can be reached by taking the turnoff about a half mile west
of the town of Leavenworth.

The trail is- an interesting

experience for the average VOC'er who is used to the desolate .
routes which pass as trails in the Coast Mountains.

It was

crowded with Seattle hikers who seemed to carrying all the latest
handy dandy equipment from Gore-Tex.

We hiked quickly up the

trail exchanging comments with the various people we passed,
depraved hippie offered us amphetamines.

one

We reached the Snow

Lakes and put up the tents while the weather threatened to turn
ugly.
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The next morning it rained on and off as we scrambled up to
the Enchantment Lakes. We climbed around on the boulders above
the lake, for the rock kept its friction despite the driving rain.
One can understand why this area is so popular, because the
possibilities for rock climbing are excellent here, for both the
expert and the inexperienced would not be bored.

I would

certainly like to return during better weather. "We descended
quickly in the rain and spent Sunday night making the traditional
pilgrimage to "Good Home Cooking" and "Luckey's".

The next day

was spent fooling around on the Shasta Rock faces and we returned
to Vancouver that night.
Andy Chan

Al Knutson

. Trevor Boyd

Anders Ourom

jay Page (L)

Beverley Zubot

Gail Franko

Bob Gephart

Julian Dunster

Jay McArthur

Paul Phillips

Jane Weller

MOUNT SEYMOUR
Peter Spasov

Sept. 17

Sunday morning, the V.O.C. climbers met at the parking lot
and prepared to climb to the top.

A few that were scheduled to

come didn't for various reasons - not a bad record considering what
often happens.

It was impossible for our fearless leader to

restrain us, so the journey began.
The Mt. Seymour hike was fairly easy, consisting of three
peaks to climb and a good view of the city and surrounding area.
Departure from the parking lot occurred shortly before 9:30 and
the summit was reached by 11:30.

There was some of the typical

confusion about which way to go.

The favourite topic of

conversation was about some people who got lost in the same area.
It had made headlines a few days earlier.

There was some snow

along much of the route, which had possibly fallen the night
before, and it was probably the first snowfall of the fall.
The descent was a running battle of people hurling snow-
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balls at each other and experience was obtained in guerilla tactics.
Others were content to eat blueberries.

By this time, there were

hordes of other people on the trail. The trip ended at an A s W
on Hastings Street.

It was definitely a good trip, despite what

some keeners would say.
Berni claus (L)

Malcolm Smith

Peter Spasov

Mark Barley

Ted Ockenden

Mike Catherall

Andrew Leoir

Rebecca Abbott

Jane Weller

Randy tTratch

Brenda Young

Shervyn Polansky

Linda Wandel

Tim Tyler

GOLDEN EARS
Phil Hall

Sept. 17

Well there I was. It was my first V.O.C. trip of the school
year and I was looking forward to a nice, pleasant, Sunday stroll up
the mountain.

After a summer of tremendous inactivity I felt that

this "beginner's" hike would be a great way to ease back into shape.
We gathered at the parking lot at the appointed time, (a tribute
to Stu Buroker' s driving, as he had picked me up forty-five minutes
late) , and set off down the highway to the start of the trail.
We arrived at the beginning of the trail and began to hike.
During the first section of trail, which was quite muddy, I found
myself a little ways back from the leaders. I' felt pretty smug
because I was keeping pace with the infamous Underhill.

I was soon

humbled, however, when Graham decided to travel with the leaders. I
was left in his "dust".
After the slog up the hot, dry, logging road and the misery, of
the steep, muddy trail to the ridge, I teamed up with Michel to •.
attempt the summit.

The. alpine ridge seemed easy and pleasant com

pared to the rigors of the lower trail, that is until we reached the
crucial snowfield just below the summit.

It was here that we met

the leaders coming down, about half an hour ahead of us. Graham was
sliding down, at very high speed, on the seat of his nylon pants.
(Does Graham do anything slowly?)
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Paul looked cool and collected as

only the leader should, and Louise looked downright dangerous with
the ice axe she was swinging.

There were others in this*.; group, but

after Louise I endeavored to stay far out of their way and not worry
about who they were.
At the top of the snowfield, Michel decided to call it a day,
so I went to the top while he waited down below.

I don't remember

much about our descent. My mind went into a fog and my only thought
concerned the length of the gravel road leading to the cars.

It

seemed that it's length had increased since the morning.
Paul fulfilled his leader role by waiting for us at the bo.ttpmj:
we arrived about on half hour after dark.

All in all, it was, a

pleasant hike, and a painful reminder of how far out of shape I was.
Next summer I think I'll "ease" into shape, first. Among the twentyfive hikers on this trip were:
S. Burokea

P. Hooper (L)

A. Pacheco

K. Higgins

G. Underhill

A. Knutson

P. Hall

L. Hooley

M. Telegrand

RAINBOW LAKE VIA LIZZY CREEK CABIN
Paul Phillips

Sept. 17

The trip started in true V.O.C. fashion.

Originally we had

decided to leave Vancouver about 7:00 a.m. and all meet in Pemberton
about 9:00 a.m.

At 8:00 a.m. Waldichuk and Boyd arrived on my door

step with some pathetic excuse that doesn't merit space in this paper.
We eventually arrived in Pemberton, which was promising, but no Jay.
Half an hour and four packets of cookies later we decided that our
intrepid leader had pushed on, so we followed in haste, then a little
less haste, and a little less, until the car's speed was incompatible
with our stomach contents.
Some ten miles from the destination we espied our leader coming
in the opposite direction. He enquired as to why we were so late and
then informed us that a gentleman with a persuasive-looking chain saw
was putting things across the road.

An ingenious plan was hastily

formed: .stay in the U.B.C. ski cabin and go up to Rainbow Lake the
following day.

Fine, except that was the last we saw of Jay, Marg,
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and the new club member who by this time looked thoroughly confused.
"Yes, Jay was at the ski cabin, left ten minutes ago, gone over
to the B.C. Hydro cabin, which he also left ten minutes earlier;
must have gone back to the ski cabin", or so the cabin manager told
us.

One hour later we were getting very bored.

I scrambled off ~

into the bush to investigate the possibility of poisoning the cabin's
water supply.

During my travels I spotted an interesting looking

hump about 200 feet high some distance above the cabin, so I returned
to the others and demanded that we assault this virgin hill.

After

half an hour of bushwacking in the pouring rain we arrived at the
base of the first lead, fifty feet of class three moss.

I thrust my

arms up to my elbows into the green mass and fearlessly led the way
up.

Thirty minutes later we were on the summit, no cairn, a first

ascent (if you ignore the logging slash marker on top).

We built a

cairn and posthumously named the outcrop after a club member who had
left us.
On return to base camp we were greeted by the cabin manager,
who requested that we pay the A.M.S. some exorbitant sum for the use
of a V.O.C. building.

Unfortunately he was a true A.M.S. lacky who

was left unswayed by our hard arguments or our pleas not to take away
our beer money.
Over dinner we discussed our hiking route, the keg, the Boot, or
the Christiana, and the optimal method of distributing our remaining
$15.05. We settled on the Boot, packed our bivvy gear and hoofed it
three miles up the road; no Christian soul volunteered to pick us up.
The Boot was less than exciting. Fifteen cans of Seattle sewer water
at $1.00 a shot.dampened our spirits.
While travelling down the road we encountered an interesting
boulder problem.
tarily.

Trevor led the first pitch and retreated involun

He stared idly at the first pitch from his new position in

the^middle of the road, decided to call it a night, and we dashed
"home" hoping we wouldn't get mugged and lose our remaining five cents.
The hike to Rainbow Lake was, well, successful!
clear, the trail muddy, but straightforward.

The weather was

The only thing to

ponder was why did I only make it half way on my first attempt at
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this trail and why did it take seven hours to get to the lake on my
second attempt.

Anyway, given the absence of white-out conditions

and a certain sense of familiarity with the route (do not swing
right and cross the stream, either in the logging slash or in the
woods.near the rock avalanche area) . The trail is easy to do and
a worthwhile day hike.
The ride home was the usual, via the Squeamish D.Q., until we
reached Brittania Beach, that is, when Waldichuk's Beetle fuel
guage said empty, but we all know what liars Beetles are so we
pressed on.

So half an hour later there we were by Lions Bay Post

Office, fresh air in the fuel tank and five cents in our pockets.
No?

Fifteen cents: Trevor had found a dime in the ski cabin. Saved!

Waldichuk would phone his parents in West Van, -who would drive up
with a gallon of gas for us. Waldichuk will never be forgiven for
phoning the wrong number.

Despite Dave's efforst, all was not lost;

the post office was still open. We extracted a gallon of gas from
the clerk and then told him we didn't have any money.
accept a can of tuna instead?

Would he

There was a glint in his eyes as he

told us that a member of his family had recently choked to death on
a fish bone. Suddenly my memory jarred and I hastily retrieved $1.29
worth of stamps from my wallet and thrust them into his now steaming
paw.
So ends another hike, two days of our lives for the privilege
of walking ten miles through the mud . . .
Jay McArthur (L)

Dave Waldichuk

Marg Symon

Trevor Boyd

Paul Phillips

unidentified new member

>>

DEEK'S LAKE
Mark Barley

Sept. 24

This was supposed to be an A one hike led by the "Hairy Monster"
On arrival, I found that on my first real hike with the V.O.C. I was
the only "bunny" out of five hikersi.

The trip started in fine V.O.C

style with a quick dash up the first five hundred feet of steep trail
Five minutes later and five hundred feet higher my stomach was
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threatening to part company with my breakfast on a permanent basis.
The trail levelled out
regained my breath.

mercifully into rolling woodlands and I

The party split up into segments with the

Hairy Monster (P.P.) and the Silent Partner (A.K.) leading the trip
from a respectful three kilometers in front. Myself and the Executive
brought >up the rear and in between was the Nonchalant One (L.K.),
who treated the whole thing as a casual stroll in the Great Journey
of Life.
After grinding our way uphill for two hours we finally reached
the lake only to find that Hairy and the Partner had decided to
climb a nearby peak and all that could be seen of them was a couple
of packs. However, after shouting unintelligible ape-like sounds
across the surface of the placid unspoiled lake we finally located
the pair attempting to imitate orangutans stranded half way up the
mountain.

Once the tea was on, however, Paul, like any good English

man, homed in on it with breathtaking accuracy.

After taking

suitable photographs, we descended, leaving the Nonchalant One
contemplating a waterfall in a mystical frame of mind.

Having almost

gotten lost in the maze of pseudo-trails I finally caught up with-.
the rest of the party who were worried that the Nonchalant One was
still seeking inspiration from the waterfall or may have become lost
in the Alder maze. Hence more audio pollution of the countryside.
Finally we all arrived back at the V.W. and headed home.
Leon Kolankiewicz

Paul Phillips (L)

Mark Barley

unidentified member of the Executive*

Al Knutson
(*Ed. note: surely from the description we can infer that this can
be none other than Rob McClaren the McMightyl)

SEDGEWICK
Louise Hooley

Sept. 30 - Oct. 1

We left Vancouver one ominous-looking Saturday morning, several
hours before the first sailing of the Woodfibre ferry.

Innocently

arranging to meet at The World's Largest Tire (Brittania Beach) , we
did not realize that there are both pre-Tire and post-Tire parking
lots.

When we finally figured this out, we had five minutes left
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to catch the ferry. We caught it', thankfully, as the next one didn't
leave until noon.
You have to seek out and chat with various officials in Woodfibre
before you can get through the plant gate and onto the road.

After

the requisite signature forging session (me kicking Pat under the
desk while I cheerfully assured the first aid man that we were quite
competent ... thirty seconds later forgetting my map in his office),
we found the road.

The road isn't at all confusing (only one turn- i

off to the left about a mile up which you don't take) and it is in
quite good shape.
The trail itself takes off on the other side of the single log
bridge which marks the end of the trail. It's off to the right,
flagged with blue, then orange tape. After twenty minutes we reached
Henriette Lake, where the trail gets a bit confusing as you have to
traverse the back yard of a Hermit.

(I flagged the route here, but

doubt if the "Hermit enjoys orange ribbons, so they're probably gone.)
Anyways, just pass the hut and go about 100 feet up the lake, taking
off through old bedsprings and heavy blueberry bushes up the ridge.
At this point a deluge commenced.

After eating lunch in the

pouring rain, we decided to camp somewhere soon and fast; hence
Sylvia Lake.
decorations.)

(Route there now also festooned with many orange
After tea and several unethical games of cheat (N.B.:

Pat and John Burke cheat at cheat!) in the big tent, we all ended up
buvbuacking under one roof, as no one wanted to get drenched en route
to the other tent (pitched a few hundred feet away on the only other
relatively non-soggy spot) .
Next a.m. however, only pea-soup fog in evidence. Great
Improvement!
ful.

On to the peak!

The hike there was relatively unevent

We had several cairn building sessions (to lure the unwary off

over the cliffs) and eventually ended up on the summit in clear
weather.

Interesting views of I'm not quite sure what, due to the

shifting fog.

We really had to hoof it back down the trail to catch

the desired 8 p.m. ferry (the next one was at midnight) .
The trip could easily be done as a day hike - except you'd have
to camp at the trailhead the night before because of the weird ferry
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schedules.

For a rainy weekend, we ended up quite lucky!

Jean MacRae

Ian Groll

Pat Burke

Louise Hooley (L)

John Burke

A STROLL UP MONTE ROSA
Bruce Fairley
The small public library in Shepherd's Bush, a notably working
class district of London, is not a place one would likely associate
with the start of a climbing venture, but it was here that I ran
into Jacques Bilinski early one summer's morning.

I had been lead

ing a somewhat shiftless and dissipated life in London; Jacques had
just come from three months in India. We had not seen each other
for months, but both felt it would be a fine thing to do a bit of
climbing before heading home. Returning to my bedsitter in Stanlake
Villas (the regal name for a street of rather dreary tenements) , we
had a short discussion and agreed to meet in mid-September in Zermatt
to make a try at the Matterhorn, reasoning that anything climbed by
the tourist mountaineers of the nineteenth century couldn't be that
tough.

We also thought it would be nice to bag something famous with

which to impress the folks back home.
I did not see Jacques again until we met several weeks later at
the campground in Zermatt, having hitched our separate ways from
Britain.

The weather was superb. We made some quick plans, rented

equipment, bought food, and hiked up to about 9000 feet,, where we
pitched Jacques' tent.
I had nurtured visions of the East face, but it looked to be
covered by a very thin layer of snow indeed.

We began adjusting our

expectations towards the Hornli route, the ridge which is almost •
always shown in pictures of the Matterhorn, flanked by the East face
to the left and the steeper North face to the right. Edward Whymper,
in making the first ascent of the peak, traversed out to the top of
the lower snowfield on the East face, then moved back on to the
ridge to complete the ascent.

The chief problem of the ridge is

loose rock and rockfall, especially in the steeper upper section.
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where the ridge swings out and back again.

It was in this area that

four of Whymper's party fell the 4000 feet to their deaths, while
descending after their successful climb (Whymper's eighth'.try-at.;the
;

mountain).
Jacques and I turned in early.

The night was savagely windy

and we did not get much sleep. As we rose at 4:30 a.m. the mountain
looked magnificent, absolutely gold in the sunrise. However, it was
piercingly cold and windy.
We hiked up to the Hornli Hut at 10,300 feet, the start of the
climb, in very fierce winds which whirled ice and snow in the air.
When we arrived a couple of guides were about to head down with
their clients.
guide.)

(It costs about $300 to $400 to do the climb with a

They were quite forthright in saying that it would be

suicidal to attempt the mountain under such conditions. We also
learned that the thirteenth climber of the season had been killed on
the mountain the day previously.

Somewhat scantily equipped even

for favourable conditions, we took the advice of the guides and re
treated, going off on a long slog to the Breithorn, a bump which we
failed to climb due to lack of time.
Winds had demolished the tent during our absence; we returned
to find gear strewn everywhere.

As darkness fell we frantically

picked up what we could find and bundled it and ourselves into a tiny
terminal building at the top of a ski lift.
Back in Zermatt a day later, we woke in good time and hiked up
to Gonergrat, a hotel complex which is the terminus of a short rail
way running up from Zermatt. Sometime during the hike we made up
our minds to attempt Monte Rosa, and after taking a good look at the
peak from Gonergrat we hurried back, quickly assembled gear and food,
and caught the last train up to Rotenboden, another stop on the rail
way, at 5:30 p.m.
Monte Rosa is chiefly distinguished by being big.

At 15,217

feet it is the second highest summit in Europe, after Mont Blanc.
It lies about ten miles across a great basin, to the east of the
Matterhorn, and is not a particularly aesthetic mountain.
We descended from Rotenboden and traversed a glacier to the base
of the mountain by moonlight. We had some trouble finding a route
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up from here, and. spent a lot of time squinting at large boulders,
hoping that one of them would materialize into a hut.

The hut was

finally found and was pitch dark inside. Neither of us had
thought to bring so much as a candle; we were striking matches to
navigate our way around doors and benches when the wardens (both
women!) heard us and got out of bed.

They were not the least bit

upset, however, and cheerfully supplied us with an alarm clock,
flashlight, and tea water (after collecting our 16 Swiss francs
each).
The next day was superb for climbing, and we completed our
ascent in seven hours, following a route slightly to the left of
the normal route, which was a bit steeper, but much shorter. The
view from, the top was, to say the least, overwhelming, and enticed
us to remain on the summit for over an hour.
The final summit ridge had been rather exposed and required
constant belays; a feeling that we should hurry along, led us, at
this point, into one of the classic mistakes in mountaineering, ^
and we decided to take a short-cut.

This involved dropping over

to the Italian side of the mountain (the peak forms part of the
boundary between Switzerland and Italy), into what appeared to be
a straightforward series of gullies. I must confess that Jacques
was rather dubious of the possibility and it was only my confident
(and, as it developed, utterly mistaken!) assurance that they were
just what was wanted, which persuaded him to proceed.
course, worked out.

Nothing, of

The gullies were iced up and treacherous.

Belay stances were shaky and difficult to find.

Although there

were :rappel pins, they were too widely spaced for our rope, and
usually weren't much use to us. While I belayed, Jacques led
across an iced up slab and dropped his ice axe. Then I fell about
twenty-five feet while attempting to get down a piece of downsloping rock in crampons. This was quite exciting for me as I had
not had the experience of careening down ice and rock at such a
rate before; it was also exciting for Jacques as I knocked him off
his belay stance on my way by.
rather solid pin.

Fortunately he was tied into a

I was arrested (how, I am not sure to this day)
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about ten feet below him.

One more pitch took us to an exit snow

gully. We had taken about three hours to descend perhaps 500 feet,
and fairly flew down the rest of the mountain. However, darkness
again overtook us, and once more we found ourselves peering at
large rocks in search of the illusive hut, which was finally
located at about 8:00 p.m., ending the climb.
The European Alps are perhaps beyond the financial means of
most students, however any V.O.C.'ers who do find themselves in
Europe and think they might like to sample the mountains where it
all began, might like to avail themselves of the following advice:
1. Early to mid-Septerriber seems like an excellent time to climb in
the Swiss Alps.

The hordes of climbers have mostly gone home,

but the weather can be very fine.
2. Bring your own rope.

Those available for rent have probably

been cramponed many a time, and are of dubious value.
3. Crampons, boots, ice axes can be rented, but not hardware.
is about ten dollars a day.

Cost

Renting crampons means you won't

feel so bad about walking over medial moraines in them.
4. The Swiss have never heard of snow flukes.
5. Don't buy anything in Zermatt if you can help it. Prices are
fifty percent more than the usual Swiss rate, which is high
enough to begin with.

Migros Market is usually the cheapest

place to buy food in Switzerland, Zermatt included.

Learn to

like eating a lot of sandwiches as you won't be able to afford
much else.
6. A good way to spend an odd hour in Zermatt is to walk through
the immaculately kept graveyard, which is packed with the bones
of many a climber who lost his footing.

More people have fallen

off the Alps than you would ever believe.
7. In Zermatt, everything is closed on Sunday. Even the police all
take the day off.
8. Don't believe everything you hear about the difficulty of routes.
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THE SECOND ANNUAL NIGHT DESCENT
Dave Waldichuk

Sept. 30

On Saturday, September 30, about fifty V.O.C.'ers gathered in
Squamish for some extracurricular activities. For the second year
in a row, Gordon "the Squire" Schindel and I participated in these
frivolities.

After rock climbing all day the squire and I adjourned

to the "Chieftan Hotel" in Squamish to ponder the following question:
had we achieved perfect karma in the summer of '78?

We had barely

assumed the proper positions for such an intellectual debate when
we were joined by Bob Gephart and assorted other merry men. Trevor
Boyd, who was chairing the debate, ruled these intruders out of
order, but the infiltration of intellectuals continued.

It seemed

that the story of the "First Annual Night Descent to the Whistler
Inn" had found its way into the 1977 Journal and almost everyone
was anxious to experiment in this extra-extracurricular activity.
After dinner at the high school, the debating club reconvened
at the aforementioned Hotel and the debate continued.
however, had changed.

It was now:

The topic,

"could one achieve perfect karma

while under the table at the Chieftan?"

The Squire decided to

experiment by slowly sliding out of his seat during the course of
the evening, eventually landing in a prone position on the floor.
Just as the crowd was finding "Nirvana", Leon announced it was his
birthday, and since he was not only older but wiser the band in the
Chieftan serenaded him; "Wasted Days and Wasted Nights" never
sounded so sweet. Well, the bar closed and after ordering a final
forty-seven draught we all levitated back to the Howe Sound High
School, where we checked into our accomodations and "found ourselves"
on the gym "floor.
J. Dunster

S. Churchill

B. Gephart

R. Rainsford

p. Phillips

K. Ourom

A. Knutson

J. MacRae

B. Blackwell

J. Ourom

G. Schindell(L)

J. Baldwin

L. Kolankiewicz

M. Barley

D. Waldichuk (L). J. Weller

G. Underhill

T. Boyd

K. Delaney
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"MEADOW" SECTION OF THE GREAT DIVIDE TRAIL
Rob Boyce

September

The southernmost section of the Great Divide Trail in the Rockies
extends 65 miles from the south end of Banff Park to the Vermilion
Highway in northern Kootenay Park. We began our trip further south,
and trails now connect as far south as Elk Lakes. The trail stays
above 6000 feet almost the whole way, and we crossed the continental
divide eight times. Access can be conveniently gained at several
points from Banff Park.
John Leighton and I had actually been planning this trip for
years.
noon.

We kicked off from John's place in Kamloops on Friday after
Both cars rumbled along under summery skies, a change from

the previous month.

But Evilstoke was naturally being rained on.

Due to mysterious automotive ailments requisite on each trip, we
bivouacked in the Revelstoke Hotel (cheap).
In the morning it was proven to John that in small towns, no-one
works on imported cars.
into the cloud.

But Ferdie fixed himself and we swept off

Once past Roger Spazz, the sky was friendlier.

With

choruses of "Alberta Bound", we motored up into the blustery Yohoho.
We lunched at a picnic site where food would blow off the table.
Amusement was provided by three California ladies upset at the
barbaric climate.
Once we'd kicked over the Horse, the sky was smiling.
weather followed us down into Kootenay Park.

Wholesome

Twenty miles from

Eisenhower Jet., where the Hawk Ck. culvert is crossed, we turned left
into the highway maintenance yard. Floe Creek Trail, on the Larch
Section of the GDT, is just across the highway.

After some argument

we parked the Honda in the salt-encrusted but weatherproof shed.
back to Marble Canyon.

(V.O.C. president '75-'76).
car in the shed.

So

Turned out the warden there was Tom Volkers
And that it was not alright to leave the

So we had to go back and move it.

Next move was to dutifully register with the Warden's Office in
Banff.

They were sceptical of our ambitions. The blanket trail

report was "muddy".
Proceeding east on the 401 out of the park, to Seeke, a large
sign directed us to "Kananaskis Country".
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Over the summer, the

Kananaskis Forest Road had blossomed into a two lane highway with
paved shoulders.

The scenery of the Front Ranges certainly warranted

more time than we were prepared to give.

Thirty miles from the 401,

there is a turnoff to Kananaskis Lakes and the entrance to the new
Kananaskis Provincial Park.

This road was being rebuilt, hence a

mixture of pavement and morass.

Camping in the park will be enforced

in future, but we lodged in the picnic site at the end of the road.
The darkness judiciously filled our cookpot so we didn't know
what we were eating.

Relying on my experience camping in the Rockies,

we merely lay on the ground, "while "round us the cold pines thrust
at the stars".

1

Day 1, Sunday, September 10
We were roused by the pitter-patter of little drops on our faces.
Heaving everything into the car, we cowered there till the gray
fingers of dawn spread across the leaden sky.
rain across Upper Kananaskis Lake.

Squally winds lashed

As we were overstuffing our packs,

three hikers from Banff passed us. We would leapfrog with tliem all
the way to Assiniboine.
The trail, newly upgraded to a rough track, led above the lakeshore. We hadn't gone far before a Jeep Wagoneer gave us a bouncy
ride Ih miles to the end. Here squatted a large trail crew camp,
part of the new park's development.

The new, muddy trail went another

1*5 miles to a bridge which was being completed as we arrived.

The

Upper Kananaskis R. b&ils through a gorge here. Just past the bridge
is a junction from which one can take the trail to Three Isle Lake
and South Kananaskis Pass.

Reportedly, this is a shorter and more

distinct route to Palliser River.
The new trail continued up the west bank, under brightening skies
and over gravelly terraces.
countered.

Another camp, and trail crew, was en

Hikers should note that the real trail is several hundred

feet higher than shown on the topo map.

We wound through pleasant

subalpine meadows and past a sinkhole pond before dropping to Lawson
Lake.

Tilted limestone slabs of Mt. Jellicoe loomed at the head of

the valley.

We considered the.pleasant camp spot, but were a bit

dismayed at our progress.

So we. ground on upward to Maude L.

It lay

just above treeline, "a spit" from the divide, bordered with talus.
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as the stiff wind was now spitting at us and dragging down the clouds,
it looked. especially desolate-

Our tent was speedily set up, and the

Qptimus puttered into the dark.

We slept like the dead.

Day_2
Morning dawned (after a fashion) with the wind keening eerily
through North Kananaskis Pass.

Once out of the sack, we wasted little

time in preparations.

At departure, the deceitful sun gleamed damply

on talus of the pass-

The green tent shuffled.

The assault party

marched a steady 5 minutes to the brink of B.C.

All that could be

seen was wet scree sliding off into fog.

The zig-zag trail was in

distinct, and in fact not maintained, being in Unorganized Territory.
A cascade whooshed somewhere in the gloom.

Two hours of rattling

down talus, bouncing on our bums, crashing through dripping bush, and
following a maze of paths brought us to Leroy Creek.

The Banffers

were having breakfast ahead. Hopping down gravel bars and back onto
a trail on the north bank, we reached Palliser R.

Though narrow,

that really is the main trail up the east side. We found ourselves
below the cloud, and got a hazy glimpse of the Royal Groups, supposedly
a spectacular, ice-hung massif.

"What a grunt, eh?" described the

crawl up the valley headwall. The meadowy Palliser Pass environs
exhibited several pastel lakes and cosy camping spots. Still, we
pressed on down Spray R. valley on a trail that was already much im
proved, a result of being in a park.

The author daintily twisted his

ankle (old war would) and had to wear a tensor bandage for the rest
of the trip.

After a mile, we dropped down a headwall, and into the

beginning of an interminable brown swamp. Here we made note of-a
feature often missed by coastal hikers: Rockies trails are used by
horses.

A cold drizzle started.

We debated over a miserable camp

site, and the Banff crew wandered up and collapsed into it. Continuing,
we realized there was no where to camp. So at half past dark, we just
set up in wet buckbrush behind some scrawny trees. We both had hypo
thermia. But recovery was quick after crawling into the Blue Thaw
Annelid and Camp Sodden Purple Slug.

The reader may have already

guessed that this purgatory was designated "Camp Sodden".
Day 3
The weather gods were afflicted with insomnia, so it showered all
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Climbing M t . Tantalus

By J.

Baldwin

night.

We discussed endlessly the thought of turning back.

a lull, we made our break.
across the ridges.

During

A high-level wind was shipping clouds

In half an hour, it had cleared the sky!

Ahead

lay an uninspiring, muddy, braided horse trail that wandered in and
out of the water.

John seemed to delight in the mud, trying to im

personate a tar-baby.

We had coffee break at the site of a warden's

cabin and an ancient cleared campsite. When we opened up the Camel
Dung, we could almost hear the sounds of the desert.
perhaps a bull moose?

We didn't wait to see.

Or was that

The Spray River had to

be forded at a point where it was fifty feet wide and up to three
feet deep.

But it was clear and fairly calm, and showed a gravel

bottom.
The White Man Ck. trail branches from this point.

Theoretically,

from here the GDT bushwacks up Currie Ck., traverses to Marvel Pass,
and joins a trail to Marvel Lake. We'd been advised by parks staff
to avoid this, so continued downvalley.

But coastal bushwackers would

probably have little problem with Currie Ck.
Spray trail ducked into the drier forest.

The last part of the

We met two tidy-looking

girls, and didn't have the heart to tell them what lay ahead.
Still under sunny beams, we reached Spray Reservoir and turned
up Bryant Cr. Henceforth we would be on "civilized" trails. We found
the Banff group at the campsite two miles up.
in the great dismal swamp.

They'd passes us unseen

They were sunning on a bridge, and drying

out their equipment. We rustled through the tall grass of the upper
campsite as the Sundance Range stained orange. We went over to look
at the shelter (full of trail crew) and got water from the stream.
On our way back to the tent, the level sunlight picked out the
highest summits of the Sundance in crimson, while the valley brimmed
with purple dusk.
2

But how can you sleep when "the night is a starry

dome"?
Day 4
The morning was decked out in a glistening rime of frost,
including a pair of socks left out. We chose to take the trail to
Wonder Pass, which is undoubtedly the longest, highest, driest, and
most rewarding approach route to Mt. Assiniboine Park.

The alternate

trail, via Assiniboine Pass, branches off at the Warden's Station near
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the campsite. We had to make a detour h mile to Marvel L. to fill
our water bottles.

In the still morning air, the water held a

burnished reflection of Mt. Gloria and the glacier on Aye Mtn.

The

mountains seemed the epitome of Birney's "Stairs from the valley, and
steps to the sun's retreats".

1

Ominous clouds building sent us scurrying up the trail, but they
soon dissolved.
up ahead.

The snow-barred east face of Mt. Assiniboine towered

Switchbacking high onto a bare spur, the trail revealed

ever more spectacular views.

Turquoise Gloria L. and jade Marvel L.

were laid out at the feet of Marvel Pk. and Mt. Surora.

The tilted

and folded ridges of the divide marched to the southern skyline.
Wonder Pass was attained at noon.

The talus-streaked meadows were

the home of marmots and clusters of golden larches.
Unfortunately a high overcast prevailed once we stepped into B.C.
The pleasant, rambling trail down to the lakes boasted log bridges,
many colourful larches, and a head-level wasp's nest. We spent some
time poking about Naiset Cabins ($l/night), where we last saw the
Banff crew.

The view of Mt. Assiniboine from. L. Magog was disappointr

ing, as the peak was veiled in a snow squall. A chill wind made us
hurry through the badlands to cobalt blue Og Lake, set in a drab gray
background.
The region from Assiniboine to Citadel Pass is dominated by karst
topography.

Sinkhole lakes are common, but surface streams are rare,

due to underground drainage through the permeable limestone.
product is a rough, sparsely vegetated moonscape.

The

Og Lake and others

are subject to seasonal fluctuations in water level. We found a camp
site that wasn't flat but was dry.
Day 5
We filled our bottles from the lake, as there was no water for
the next eight milesout on the horizon.

Citadel Pass, our next goal, could be picked
The trail wound north down the valley from Og L.,

and wandered through the bouldery Valley of Rocks. First lunch was
called in Golden Valley, which surely must have been named following
the first frosts.
Nasswald.

John tried to telephotograph some goats on Mt.

This is one of the few Rockies trails that is too narrow

and sidehilled for horse traffic.
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Rounding the corner, the over-

burdened sherpas were confronted with a 1500 feet climb to the pass!
Sob!
The height of the pass is a windswept bowl, cradling several
ponds, with camping shelter in groves of larch.

At the crest we met

a lone hiker who'd walked from Banff, and had just come over Fatigue
Pass.

Banff Park was regained at the divide, and from this point we

traversed rolling alpine meadowland all the way to Sunshine Village.
Stands of larch and tiny lakes were tucked into hollows. However,
the going wasn't pleasant, as the wind tore out of the Pacific and
into our clothes. These meadows have been historically popular, and
the heather is deeply incised with old trails and wagon roads. The
exhausted mountain men finally discovered Rock Isle L.
go another step.

They couldn't

A shelving campsite was found near the smoke-coloured

water.
In the remaining minutes of daylight, we relaxed over supper.
Rain sluiced down on the tent far into the night.
Day 6
There was little incentive to crawl out to meet the day. The
tent billowed and snapped, and rain rattled unevenly on the roof.
abrupt silence and brightening caused us to peer out.
wind was tearing large rents in the cloud cover.
immediate order to evacuate our position.
grits and packed.

An

The capricious

There was an

We hastily donned morning

A short ten minute trip was made to view Larix L.

A stygian cloud suddenly reared out of Simpson Valley.
could roll up the tent we were enveloped in snow.

Before we

The crackle and

boom of thunder sounded on all sides. We set off as rapidly as
possible toward sunshine.

Twenty minutes later the sun burst through.

The two inch snowfall began to melt.
The traverse of sloping meadow was quite slippery, so we followed
a chairlift onto the ridge.

Two repairmen at the top were left . .

doubting our sanity after a few words.

Topping the ridge, another

brief snowstorm overtook us. The ensuing two miles of graded trail
wound through a storybook forest of gnarled Lyall's larch, resplendent
in gold, orange, and vermilion.

Colours were so vivid that one had

the impression of brilliant sunshine, though the sky hung heavy.

The

trail descended to Simpson Pass, a windswept bog, where we met two
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disheartened Californiansjunction-

We then climbed 3/4 mile to Healy Ck.

Here were encountered three uncommunicative characters dis

consolately munching crackers under an umbrella. With their trench
coats, pressed trousers, and beetling brows, they could be mistaken
for the KGB.
There was no snow on the meadows leading up to Healy Pass.
Instead, they were covered in sheet wash up to ankle depth. We
slashed up to the pass.

We were greeted by a buffeting wind, and a

truly breathtaking view of the dark ramparts of Pharoah Pks. rising
from the Sparkling Egypt Lakes. The descent route was an oozing
morass of mud and horseshit which maliciously glistened in the
watery sunlight.

Once inextricably committed to the "trail", it

whitted out again. Why did we join the army?

We emerged from the

shadowy alpine firs to a very homey park shelter near the head of
Redearth Ck.

The building looked inviting, and indeed would com

fortably house a dozen cross-country skiers in winter.

But in order

to have a slack day on the morrow, we'd have to push on.
Casting a jaundiced eye at blue holes in the sky, we took to the
trail past Egypt Lake.
to the upper basin.

Improbably steep switchbacks led up the rocks

The trail stays high in the trees, and one gets

only glimpses of Egypt, Scarab, and Mummy Lakes.

The trail then

traverses into Whistling Valley (really a pass).

Again snowflakes

began to waft past us. But this time it more closely resembled
horizontal hail.

It was theorized that this valley was named by

someone who visited it during a gale, while wearing a frame pack.
Two pairs of hikers each told us of a "perfect" campsite on Haiduk
Lake.

We scrambled blindly down the well-built switchbacks through

the boulders. Haiduk Lake was reached as the cloud opened (briefly
of course), revealing a spectacular, steep-walled setting.
f

The campsite might ve been perfect had the wind been blowing the
other way.

Half an hour of crashing through windfall and brush con

vinced us that it was the only place to camp. We froze our hands on
aluminum tent poles. By the time our hovel was habitable, it was
covered in white.

"Camp Frozen" was accepted as title. We felt

"Burned out from exhaustion, buried in the hail,"
^
Poisoned in the bushes, and blown out on the trail."
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Day 7
The sun was trying to part a veil of snow, and appeared to be
highlighting the peaks. But we weren't taken in by the weather gods.
The day's first obstacle occured where Haiduk Ck. was spanned by two
saplings crowned with four inches of snow.

A light snowfall swept

us to Ball Ck. junction. Here we had our first taste of the Roaring
Forties.

The trail to Ball Pass sketched its way along the creek,

and among boulders on its way up the headwall.

Rather steep.

Presumably the view from Ball Pass was all-encompassing.
the nearby meadow would make a pleasant campsite.
on us as we squinted into level spindrift.
leaning against the wind.

And

But this was lost

At the crest we rested by

Once back into B.C., the trail strode im

portantly straight down Hawk Ck. valley, ignoring gulleys and rockslides.

Descending ever further below the weather, we could sometimes

pick out the Rockwall, in the Floe Lake area.
was attained after only 5*i hours on the trail.

The Vermicelli Highway
(Note that the trail

is on the north side of Hawk Ck.)
We drove uneventfully back to the Kananaskis valley.
decent in the foothills, but up valley it was snowing.

Weather was

A short con

ference decided that we didn't want to camp in gumbo and snow.

Upon

returning to Canmore, on the 401, we decided we didn't like cooking in
the wind,either.

As dusk fell, the casual observer might have noticed

two cars, headlights off, moving carefully up a dirt road, very near
to Lake Louise.

Sure that we hadn't been detected, we set up the tent

on dry grass, among the lodgepole pines.

Then, twenty feet away, a

car fired up and drove off.
The End
The last morning was the coldest yet, due to overnight clearing.
We were not too keen about cooking in the cold either, so drove out to
Lake Louise.

As one might guess, it started to snow.

We casually

sauntered into the Post Hotel, and discussed the trip over a leisurely
breakfast.

Other restaurant patrons obviously recognized us as true

Mountain Men; bold, adventuresome, and pioneering.
emptied quickly.

Tables around us

•.******

The only piece of advice we have to offer about this trip is:
don't try to do it all in a week.
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Allot more time, or do a shorter

section.

This way you'll have time to relax, make a side trip, climb

something, or get out of the rain sooner.
Trip Log
Elevation

Mileage
0

Upper Kananaskis L.

5600"

N. Kananaskis Pass

7700

Leroy Ck. Jet.

5300

3.5

Palliser Pass

6900

4.0

Spray Reservoir

5600

13.3

Bryant Ck. Jet.

6000

5.4

Wonder Pass

7800

6.4

Og Lake

6800

6.0

Citadel Pass

7700

8.6

Sunshine Village

7200

5.6

Healy Pass

7700

5.1

Egypt L. Shelter

6600

2.1

Whistling Valley

7500

2.3

Ball Ck. Jet.

6300

3.1

Ball Pass

7770

1.6

Vermilion Highway

4400

5.0

12.3

84.3
Plagiarisms:
1

Earle Birney:

David

2
Joni Mitchell:
3

Carey

Bob Dylan: Shelter from the Storm
DIAMOND HEAD HIKE

Derek Smith

October 9

The Diamond Head hike was my first, and it left me forever
addicted to fresh air and gorp.

After leaving Vancouver at 8:00, the

drive up Howe Sound didn't look too encouraging, because as we drove
further towards Squamish the clouds and fog were building with
intensity.

I pressed on undaunted, however, because the leader was in

the back seat and she looked supremely confident of the weather ahead.
We started the hike at 10:00 and by then it was almost a clear
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sky.

Once the hike was started, the more experienced members quickly

stopped to remove heavy shirts and jackets-

We less experienced types

who didn't wear jackets in the first place, kept the pace up that long
first hill to the point where the trail branches from the main road.
Once on the trail, the footing was quite good for the most part
but there were stretches of mud that came up to our ankles. The
stretch of trail that starts from the Red Heather Camp and goes to the
Elfin Lakes Hut was the slowest part of the hike by far. There were
blueberries everywhere, and we didn't even have to step off the trail
to find them.

By the time we made it up to the Elfin Lakes we were

all quite hungry, so we decided to have lunch beside one of the lakes.
The wind was strong and cold enough to make jackets appear again, but
the view made us forget the cold.

A few of the more experienced

"mountaineers" claimed they could see what they thought was the Sphinx.
After lunch we walked over to the shelter by the lakes.
The hike back down was pretty routine except for a few unexpected
slides on those slippery stretches of mud:. Once back at the parking
lot we decided to meet in the Dairy Queen in Squamish for some high
energy health food. We made it back to U..B.C. by 7:00 that evening,
and it was 120 miles (193 km.) round trip.
Tracy Bond

Dorothy Fairley

Rob Maclaren

Sandy Schmidt

Ted Parsons

Karen Juba

Sheila Churchill (L)

Diane Kita

MT. SPICKARD ATTEMPT
Peter Wolfe

Oct.

7-8

On Saturday morning, thirteen of us found ourselves heading for
Depot Creek Valley; our destination was Mt. Spickard (8980').

Two

drivers managed to take their cars to the end of the road while the
rest of us walked the last lh miles. Four and a half hours of back
packing at a leisurely pace: at first beside the glacier fed waters of
Depot Creek, then scrambling up a headwall, brought us to the upper
valley where we set up our camp. The northern flank of Mt. Redoubt
towered 3500' above us, while Mt. Spickard, to the East, was hidden by
a small peak.
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The next morning we awoke (some of us at least), at 5:00 a.m. to
cloudy skies.

We left camp in semi-darkness at 6:30, heading up the

valley following Depot Creek.

Here our leader tested his route-finding

ability by wandering across the creek several times in an effort to
create wet feet and mild feelings of annoyance in the remainder of the
party.

(He succeeded.)

Two people stayed by a small lake at the head

of the creek while the rest of us scrambled up to a rock basin at the
base of "Spickard. Seeing a likely looking couloir we headed up it
meeting loose rocks, soft snow, and a rock step which required belaying.
Scrambling to the top of the couloir and up the ridge soon showed us
that the route we had chosen was less than optimal and we had run out
of time.

As it was we maintained fine V.O.C. tradition by stumbling

out to the cars in the dark with the assistance of a few headlamps.
The lack of a summit was -made up for by excellent views of Mt. Redoubt
and North Cascade Park peaks which showed as the skies cleared during
the day.
This is a fine area for mountaineering, both of Mt. Redoubt and
Mt. Spickard.

An ascent of either of these peaks is possible at this

time of year though daylight hours cannot be wasted.
Route:

(see Culbert pp. 128, 135)

Depot Creek Valley is reached by heading down the Chilliwack River
road to Chilliwack Lake.

Take the logging road up the second valley

that leaves the lakeshore (near the southern end).

Drive until the

road gets too rough, then walk, making sure to stay left at all forks.
The road is almost passable right up to the U.S. border.

From the

clearing at roads end, cross the border swath immediately and pick up
the trail in the forest beyond.

Don't follow what looks like an obvious

path down the border swath; where that leads nobody knows. The trail
heads to the creek very soon (15 minutes) and follows the creek until
a waterfall is reached.
a headwall.

From here it swings left slightly to overcome

Beyond this lies the"upper valley.

The trail is good and

marked occasionally by rock cairns and flags beyond the waterfall.
Camp spots are plentiful on the northern side of the valley.
A better route than the one attempted would be to head up the small
glacier from the rock basin taking a large couloir which should lead to
the summit ridge.
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MCGILLIVRAY THANKSGIVING TRIP
Al Knutson

Oct.

7-9

The vehicles left Vancouver Friday evening under relatively clear
skies.

The laid-back crew (LBC) spent Friday night in Lilloet while

the hard-cores (those in Mark's and Ander's cars) bivouaced near
Bralorne.

Saturday morning saw the hard-cores lugging a chain-saw,

gas, oil, and food up the trail; the laid back crew was delayed some
what by the late opening of the local liquor store.
Upon arriving at the cabin the hard-cores set out to play CrownZellerback.

By late Saturday afternoon, enough dead trees (well, they

looked dead) , were down and sectioned for Christmas fuel requirements.
On Sunday, most of the crew got a mid-morning start wandering up
towards Mt. McGillivray; some stayed behind to clean up the cabin,
split wood, etc.

Dan and Dave arrived at the cabin for lunch, having

trekked in from the south end of the pass.

They had left the BCR stop

at McGillivray Falls the previous afternoon.

Al and Louise left the

cabin at 3:00 p.m., met the laid-back crew on the summit of McGillivray
at 3:20 p.m., and returned to the cabin an hour and a half before Bob.
A few managed to bag Royal Peak as well that day.
Sunday night saw the Christmas booze supply demolished during a
marathon, gross-out, sing-song session.

The Telegraph Ridge summit

bivy group managed to get two hundred yards away from the cabin before
crashing out for the night. Peter went for a solo bivy high on the
western dope slope.

Finding him the next morning was a difficult group

project.
Monday morning we slept in to.ensure a late start, packed up,
(who's got my stuff-sack?), found Peter and trekked out.

After coaxing

the vehicles to Bralorne, the drive out was uneventful.
The true hard cores (those in Mark's car), upon reacing Vancouver,
headed straight to the American Hotel, staying until bar-closing.

All in all, a typically untypical McGillivray Thanksgiving trip.
Bob Gephart

Al Knutson

Alex Szabo

Jean Macrae

Bev Gephart

Louise Hooley (L)

Rein Raudsepp

Anders Ourom

Dan Moore

Mark Barley

Jane McKinnon

Linda Wandel

Dave Waldichuk

Eberhard Filip

Tony Montague

Peter Hookoft
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MCGILLIVRAY PASS VIA B.C.R.
Japhy. Ryder

Thanksgiving

Having never ridden the B.C.R- past Pemberhole, I though it would
be interesting to take the train to Anderson Lake and hike up the
McGillivray R. to the McGillivray Pass cabin, and then bum a car ride
out via Bralorne.

Dave thought likewise, so —

The Gentleman and I shuffled onto the train at 8:00 a.m., blearyeyed from the last night's debauches, to find no seats available.

We

conversed with the baggage until some seats came open, then we sat down
to_ watch the scenery roll past.
the trail at Mons.

That is, until the driveshaft fell off

An hour later the bud car rolled forward again,

until the hydraulic, system bagged out at Mt. Curry.

The local natives

promptly surrounded the train-, drinking whiskey and threatening passen
gers who stepped off the train during the two hour layover.

After

hasty repairs, the train, now only marginally mobile, limped towards
Prince George, aided on the uphills by a following freight train.
We got off at McGillivray Palls and started up the horse trail.
"Damn the B.C.R.," we cursed, VWe won't make the Pass tonight."

In our

haste, we made a wrong turn on the logging roads, and charged to the
top of the wrong side of the valley.

Luckily, a thrashed beetle driven

by two climbers, who were also lost, appeared and transported us to the
trailhead.

We camped out on a rockside, and, with the aid of suitable

depressants, enjoyed a brisk sleep in the rain (we had ho tent).
Awakening bright-tailed and busy-eyed, we walked the rest of the way to
the Pass, stopping for coffee at the Whitecap Resort. At the V.O.C.
cabin, we toasted our adventure with Bohemian beer (imported from the
U.S.) , and then walked to the col below Mt. McGillivray in hopes of
finding some bunnies (refer to V.O.C. dictionary).
The Pass via B.C.R. is a scenic hike with historic cabins along
the way; however, it is NOT feasible to do the trip in one day.
a detailed map, indicating cabins and campsites, is invaluable.
Japhy Ryder (L)
Dan Moore
Dave Waldichuck
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Also,

CATHEDRAL LAKES
Jane Weller

Oct. 7 - 9

Once upon a Thansgiving, ten V.O.C."ers found themselves snug in
their sleeping bags a five hour drive just east of Osoyoos. A
Scottish mist lay upon their tents; the season's first frost glistened
in the chill air; snorts and grunts were discerned in the nearby
vicinity.

Wild animals?

Brian?

As for reality, it was an October long weekend.

I need not bore

you with the atmospheric details, only to say that the sky was clear
reflecting azur blue - the type that is only found far away from
cities.
Ian decided with misapprehension, that skateboarding up the trail
would antagonize the Parks Branch, and thus was reluctantly forced to
leave his skateboard behind.
relatively steep and

Anyway, the first part of the trail is

long although it is in excellent condition.

The

promise of what lay above us kept the troops at an active march.
Fields of sage took us unaware, as did a tourist lodge by the first
lake (reached by a logging road from the other side); we also ran into
the occasional cow.
We camped by the second lake to admire how the glory of fall had
splashed the nearby meadows with colour. We watched with envy the
next morning, as five or six trout dangled on a neighbouring fishing
line.
Mount Keen was attempted the following day.

Peter, Brian, Guy,

Joel and myself unintentionally found a "keener" route to the 8900V
summit.

The rock was quite decent with a spectacular view and extra

ordinary granite formations that have been weathered by the wind.

An

easier route (a mere scramble) does exist for the less intrepid.

The

entire area has escaped glaciation; one might as well have been in the
Sahara Desert, the sand was so abundant in some places.
Certainly one requires more than a three day weekend to explore
the Cathredral Lakes area

I retire to my Camp 7 t o contemplate

such things. And so to sleep - under the stars, mind glow, the sound
of Brian's snores echoing through

Utopia.

Jane Weller (L)

Peter Jordan

Lorraine

Michele

Helen Lemon

Brian Guy

Joel

Brian S.
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Ian & skateboard

MT. BAKER CLIMB
Leon Kolankiewicz

Oct. 14

On Friday, October 13, with the Baker ice school just two days
away and glowing weather forecasts for the entire weekend, several of
us thought we'd call Mother Nature's bluff and go for the summit of
Mt. Baker the very next day, Saturday, the day before the school,
before the bubble burst.
Thus, on Saturday morning at about 7:00 we set out from foggy
Vancouver in two groups that would later comprise the climbing parties:
Ted and Leon, and Louise, Al, and Paul.

Through the sometimes dense

fog driving eastward, we could see the Giant Behemoth itself towering
skyward, perpetual snows on its western flanks still hidden in chilling
shadow from the eastern sun, and looming ever closer and more massive.
We left the Trans-Canada, crossed the border at Sumas, and climbed
into the intervening wooded ridges of Washington on a delightfully
narrow, winding road.
lot at 10:00 a.m.

Ted and I embarked from the roadhead parking

Already prospects for a successful climb were un

certain - it was so late in the day to climb nearly 7000 vertical feet
to the summit and descend about 6000 back down to the cabin where we'd
have to rely on spending the night.
light remained.

About nine hours of useful day

We saw no sign of the Three Stooges, and wrote off

their chances completely.
By about noon Ted and I had dumped our night gear at the Coleman
Glacier cabin and reached the foot of the sloping glacier - time to
donn rop, crampons, goggles, and ice axe. We had an embarrassing
incident moments before when we had zipped by an eager teacher and his
high school class trudging up the trail: we were fifty yards in front
of them when we heard "Heh!" from behind.
climbing Mount Baker?" inquired the teach.

We turned.

"Aren't you

"Yep," we replied; we'd

just told him that was our aim as we'd sped by minutes before.

{He

had acted surprised when we casually mentioned we intended to do it
that very day.)
this before?"

"Well, you're going the wrong way.

Have you ever done

In passing this group I had felt like a hero; now I felt

demoted, dishonoured, identified as a charlatan.

The class that had

whispered respectfully as we strode past, two confident Mountain Men,
seemed to snicker as the dubiously helpful teacher pointed out the
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correct path to us.
As we got ready to step aboard the glacier, all but having given
up on Al, Louise, and Paul, who should arrive but the Triumphant Trio
themselves - preceded, of course, by their incessant bickering and
good-natured

banal bantering.

After the customary insults, we

started upward, rope in one hand, ice axe in other.

It was my first

time roped and goggled on a glacier, and it was surrealistic - a
whole new and strange dimension.

Every so often, the drone of planes

buzzing about Baker's crown, like horseflies about one's head, rudely
interrupted my reverie.

We met several other climbers returning who

brought good tidings and reassurances to counter our reservations
about daylight.

These fell on eager ears; for my own part, what had

been a desire to reach the top was now an obsession.
For me, one thrilling moment was stepping up onto the ridge lead
ing into the so-called Roman Wall and there beholding might Mt. Rainier
on the southern horizon, the furthermost object visible to the naked
eye in that direction, and about 120 miles away, as I discovered
later.

After a year and a half in the region, I had at last been

granted a viewing of the "Queen of the Cascades". She was far more
glorious than any mortal queen could ever be.
The last 1000 or so feet were real effort - the snow was soft and
slumped beneath our treading feet.

The slope was steep and the

elevation high (10,000' + ) . At last though, the slope tapered off
and crested out altogether and we stood atop the gigantic dome.
was 5:30 p.m.

It

The sun was sinking fast and the thick, low-lying haze

became a veritable screen impenetrable to human vision as it reflected
the golden sheen of the sun.

180 degrees opposite, a full harvest

moon was rising in the eastern heavens. Displayed around us were the
major geographic features of this region of North America - the
Cascade Mountains, the Coast Range, the Olympic Peninsula & Mountains,
The Vancouver Island Ranges, the Fraser River and Lower Mainland of
British Columbia, the Strait of Georgia s Gulf Islands, and Puget
Sound appeared later when the sun had passed into the west. Alpenglow
flushed and faded away.

The lights on Grouse Mountain twinkled

silently and unmistakably some seventy miles away, but Vancouver it
self could not be discerned within the luminous nebula of haze and/or
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smog that enveloped it.

It occured to me that many people down there

would have marveled at the lovely blue day they'd just had, but unless
they ever reached places like this, they would never know what clear
ness really was. Sad.
As we galloped over the edge and down the side we once again met
our three companions.

Throughout the climb, the assurance of their

presence behind us was immeasurably uplifting; whenever we doubted it,
the steps became less confident.
The temperature was remarkable - such that at 7:30 p.m. and
descending, we wore only t-shirts.

Eventually it became too dark to

see the route well and we decided to stop and have a munch rather
than pit our luck against the crevasses to come. With a full moon it
certainly couldn't get any darker.

Never will I forget how the pale

snow began to shine with a celestial glow, darkness retreating before
an advancing front of lustrous white, as the moon climbed above Baker's
shoulder.

Never will I forget how, once, glancing over my own shoulder

I was stabbed suddenly by a curved sliver of incandescent whiteness
peeping over the black ridgeline.

Both parties were guided safely

(though not without several harrowing moments for Louise, Paul, and
Al) through the crevasse-fields and down to the snugness of our log
cabin by the light of the silvery, beneficient moon.
Ted Johnson

Al Knutson

Leon Kolankiewicz

Paul Phillips

Louise Hooley

(no designated leader)

BAKER ICE SCHOOL
Phil Hail

Oct. 17

As far as I'm concerned, half the fun of Mt. Baker is the "Baker
Highway".

There is nothing better than racing along in my Mom's

Honda and trying to drag the door handles on the ground at every
corner.

This fun is heightened at 6:30 in the morning when the only

other cars on the road are Hondas, their drivers having the same
intentions as I.
We arrived at the Kulsham parking lot and journeyed uneventfully
up to the Kulsham cabin.

At the cabin we met several V.O.C.ers who
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had come up on Saturday and had climbed Baker itself the same day.
The weather was absolutely perfect and the view over the meadows
onto the Coleman Glacier was awe inspiring-

Reid Carter was the

leader this time and he set up several ropes on a short vertical wall
for prussiking practice.

I travelled up the glacier with several

people to another wall which was less steep, where John Howe taught
us some technical ice climbing.

After a few hours of this (it's very

tiring stuff) we went back down to practice our prussiking.
The pool of ice water situated at the bottom of the prussiking
wall made for some very exciting experiences. Some would say that it
gave one a greater impetus to get up and over the top and not loiter
about and chance getting wet (like I did).
After a few more hours of enjoying the beautiful weather it was
time to load up and head for the cars.

Racing down the gravel road

was great fun but the rest of the trip was typical Sunday night
freeway fare.
The weather was what made this trip and because of that it was
completely enjoyable despite the initial annoyances like driving the
streets of Kitsilano at 5:30 in the morning looking for a certain
apartment (sorry, Louise).
T. Tyler

J. MacCrae

P. Phillips

H. Sovdat

P. Benner

G. Underhill

A. Knutson

S. Moraw

A. Mclnner

J. Baldwin

J. Howe

S. Perepelken

K. Lewis

B. Claus

R. Carter (L)

M. Burley

L. Hooley

J. weller

SINGING PASS
Peter Spasov

Oct. 22

This trip used the Fitzsimmon'g Creek route as opposed to the
Whistler Chair Lift route. After navigating through the labyrinth in
the gravel pit, we drove along moderately rough road to the beginning
of the trail. We started the hike shortly before 9:3Q a.m.

The sky

at this time was mainly overcast. This is typical since the day
before was sunny.
Let's face it: This trip wasn't hard.
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The guide book gave a time

estimate of eight hours and I had classified it as B2, a mistake.

Al

or A2 would have been more accurate. We reached the cabin in three
hours.

There was one section of climb that was somewhat strenuous.

The trail was like a highway with not a single log to cross over.
At the cabin, it started to snow and get very windy and cold.

As

a result, we decided not to climb or hike in the area and headed back
down to the cars instead.
The meadows that occur along the route and Singing Pass itself
are scenic.

At the cabin, which is located by Russet Lake, one can

get good views of Fissle Peak and Overlord Glacier.

With better

weather, this would definitely be an easy pleasant one day trip.

If

one were more inclined towards climbing, one could spend several days
travelling up the numerous peaks and glaciers in the Singing Pass
area.

The fact that there is a cabin there adds some attraction to

this type of trip.
Nothing much eventful happened during the trip except for the
following.

One member enjoyed running and hopping down the trails.

The party became surprisingly talkative on the way down.
At the parking lot (a place where cars are parked as opposed to
a rectangular flat piece of ground) we met another group of V.O.C.ers
who had stayed up in the Singing Pass area for the whole weekend.

I

believe their's was an (oh, heaven forbid!) "unofficial" trip.
Dwight Hawes

Linda Wandel

Berni Claus

Audrey Gilmour

Mark Simpson

Andy Pachero

Jean Heineman

Michel Talagrand

Bev Zubot

,
,
._
(no designated
leader)

OVERLORD MOUNTAIN (AN ATTEMPT)
Leon Kolankiewicz

Oct. 21 - 22

On Friday evening, the 20th of October, six of us forsook the
bright lights of Vancouver and headed up the gloomy Squamish highway
into the vast wilderness of darkness beyond.

We gathered at a choice

inn in the Resort Municipality of Whistler to cheer away the gloom
with a few brews. This accomplished, we readied ourselves for the
harsh night now upon us - a hapless bivouac in the horrific heat and
unaccustomed luxury of a Whistler resort home owned by a friend of
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Louise.

Despite dogged attempts by several of the expedition's

lonelier members, we all slept at least an arm's length apart that
eventful night.
The following morning's hike up to Singing Pass started under
gray, frowning skies, but by the time we'd climbed through the
chambered forest cloaking the slopes south of Fitzsimmon's Creek and
entered the frozen quagmire of the Pass area, the clouds had begun
to disperse. We set up camp on a lovely flat grassy patch above
Russet Lake and almost directly below the ominous dark upthrust of
rotten rock that culminates in Fissile Peak.

It was becoming a

glorious afternoon, so after pitching the tent and stuffing our faces
with lunch, we headed for the hills to reconnoitre the route for the
next day's attempt of Mt. Overloard.
Before too long, four of us (Paul and Hugh had opted to forego an
unco-operative talus slope) had attained the summit cairn of Fissile
Peak, 7002', and stopped just long enough for two compulsory V.O.C.
summit activities: more eating and the usual hero shots. We beheld
Mt. Overlord for the first time; a truly classic mountain, reminiscent
of Himalayan peaks over three times its elevation.

For me, too, even

its name had an alluring quality, suggesting peerless power and sac
rificial offerings by repentant humans.
That night was cold, but surprisingly enough, not clear.

Three

of the boys - Rein, Paul, and Hugh - elected to keep each other com
pany in the privacy of the McKinley, while Louise, Dan and I chose to
do the same outside ("the lesser travelled road"), with the vast dome
of the illimitable heavens as our only roof.
By the time we got under way the next morning (Sunday) the clouds
had returned.

Winter was in the air.

Across the Cheakamus River

valley, the summits of Mt. Davidson and Castle Towers gradually began
to vanish into the lowering gray ceiling.
us.

Bits of driven snow stung

The throne of Overlord was still far away, and in our minds,

growing even more remote as the flakes pelted us ever harder and the
sky descended wrathfully. We climbed atop the tapering spike of
Whirlwind Peak as a consolation prize. A good time was had by all on
the summit (all who made it that is; two of our number, who shall go
unnamed to avoid undue embarrassment, were incapacitated for sundry
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reasons).

The four of us descended from Whirlwind quickly, collected

our truant companions, packed up,-and were off down the trail in what
was now a steady drizzle.
Later we gathered in a Squamish ice cream shoppe with a party of
day-trippers to Singing Pass for two more favourite V.O.C. pastimes:
post-trip junk food feasting and tall tale trading.

Ah, the good

times, eh?
Louise Hooley (L)

Leon Kolankiewicz

Rein Roudsepp

Paul Phillips

Dan Moore

Hugh Inglis

THE BLACK MOUNTAIN SAUNTER
Paul Hooper

October

We arrived at the parking lot at the leisurely hour of 9:30.

Our

sprite co-leader Marianne, was very knowledgeable of the contours of
the area.

(Eds. note:

some of us are very knowledgeable about

Marianne's contours too Hoop!

D.W.)

building trails on Black Mountain.

She had spent most of her summer
Dorothy Fairley, Dave Waldich.uk,

Steve Ludwig, and Gordon Schindell had been up there too, all on Parks
Branch wages.

These present and past V.O;C. members had constructed

a network of trails along the crest of Black Mountain.

Other Parks

Branch employees were involved too.
We sauntered to the top of the chairlift and started onto the
trail.

The day was sunny and warm.

I started to enjoy the serenity

until jogging suits began to crash through the bush.

Apparently we

had co-ordinated our hike with an orienteering meet.

Things soon

settled down, however, and our tour guide (Marianne) continued to
describe areas of interest.

Areas of particular interest included

Waldichuk's $150.00 "cattle gate", the many small lakes and ponds, and
the meeting place of the B.M-'B.A.(Black Mountain Bathers Association).
There are a couple of stupendous viewpoints on Black Mountain.

On

a good day you can see all of Vancouver and south to Washington.
Another vantage point allows you to see up the Sunshine Coast, Vancouver
Island, and Howe Sound.

Fortunately the clouds had cleared away,

allowing us to see all these areas except Vancouver.
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We finished the hike and still had plenty of time.to consume
quantities of ice-cream and frozen yogurt cones on Denman Street.
I strongly encourage everyone to try this area because of the
close proximity to Vancouver and the tremendous views it offers.
Peter McRae

Sandy Morgan

Mark Barley

Michel Talagrand

Jane Etchell

Sue Perepellen

Lorraine Pawcett

Paul Hooper (L)

Dianne Kita

Marianne Etchell (L)

MT. JIMMY JIMMY
Steve Grant

Nov. 18

Jimmy Jimmy is a 7200* peak supposedly located a few miles north
west of the Tantalus area.

I say supposedly because we never saw it.

We did manage to find our way through the maze of logging roads from
the Ashlu Creek valley to Pokasha Creek.

Above the end of the logging

roads, the trip degenerated into bushwacking on skis through dense
forest and avalanche slopes. We were moved to admit that we weren't
completely certain of our position.

Eventually a halt was declared

and we set up camp in a snow-buried swamp.

A steep ramp was dug three

metres down to stream, providing Graham with a place to push people.
Sunday brought slightly better weather, so we attempted to ski up the
steep hillside to the small lake north of Pokosha Creek.

This was

eventually thwarted by hopelessly steep grades and dangerous avalanche
conditions.. After fumbling around the area for a while more, we packed
up and went home to dry out.
Steve Ludwig

Steve Grant

Mr. Ludgwig

Richard Wiedeman

Graham Underhill

John Baldwin

MT. OUTRAM
Steve Grant

Nov. 15

Mt. Outram is a fine peak supposedly located just north of the
entrance sign to Manning Park.

There is a parking lot there, and the
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trail starts just across the road.

It is not marked for winter use,

and those who have never been to Outram before, such as ourselves,
had little chance of locating Mt- Outram-

The trail soon became a

narrow, faint, and steep line in the snow, marked by ancient blazes
which were scarce in number.
Since the trail was too steep for cross-country wax, Steve G. took
his skins off and started walking, quickly leaving the trowlers behind.
Higher up, the grade lessened, so he put the skis back on.

It became

necessary to scout around in the woods to locate the next blaze. The
others came up to find a maze of trails resembling a Los Angeles road
interchange.
kept going.

Predictably, they took the wrong tracks, and then just
After a while they decided they weren't going the right

way, and began calling for guidance.

Steve G., far ahead and above

them, and on the real trail, heard their indistinct calls and returned
to the cloverleaf, thinking they had found a better trail. So they
were somewhat surprised to hear him come crashing down the trail,
loudly remarking about the family life of the people that are sitting
just below him.
After this was all sorted out we spent the rest of the day search
ing for the stupid trail, and camped when snow conditions suggested
that avalanches were remotely possible.

Conditions being no better

the next morning, we returned to the highway.

As a consolation, the

Manning Park entrance signs were climbed, and moon photos taken on
the summit.
, .
Steve Ludwig

Peter Benner
Bill Lee

John Baldwin
Ted Johnson
Steve Grant
MT. JOFFRE ATTEMPT
Al Knutson

Nov.

3-5

In spite of a dismal atmospheric prognosis, some of V.O.C.'s keen
est climbing degenerates battled torrential downpours and dropping
temperatures in order to make it to the Pemberton Hotel before barclosing .
By 3:00 a.m. Saturday morning, we had finally settled into a cozy
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M t . Baker

by P. Jordan

cabin up in the Pemberton Valley.

Sunrise, under clearing skies,

Sound us sacked out and dead to the world, thus substantially re
ducing the probability of successful peak bagging.

After a late

start, we found ourselves trudging up through 40 cm. of fresh snow
toward a nameless knoll above Joffre Lake. Luckily, dropping temp
eratures and deteriorating weather prompted us to abandon the climb
and retreat back to the valley cabin.
Saturday evening was spent mellowing out around a blazing air
tight, drinking beer and giving back rubs.

Sure beats a McKinley

tent on a windswept ridge.
Sunday afternoon was spent thrashing lh vehicles in order to get
within a five minute hike of the Hot Springs, but man was it worth it I
To. avoid hypothermia, every ten minutes we had to stagger out of
the hot pool (temperature 50°C) , walk thirty. meters over to an ice
cold river and jump in nude.

The return trip was made with much

greater haste. What a neat feeling it is to sit in a hot pool in
November and watch the snowflakes fall.
Sooner or later, we had to jerry-rig the vehicles back together
(water bottles lashed onto bumpers make excellent gas tanks) and limp
back to Vancouver.

A late dinner at Dan's brought a most unusual and

memorable trip to a close.
Al Knutson (L)

Jean MacRae

Dan Moore

Trevor Boyd

Louise Hooley

OLYMPIC MOUNTAINS (ANDERSON PASS)
Leon Kolankiewicz

Nov. 18 - 20

I'm lucky I was even present to record the episodes of this
momentous trip south of the border (though other trippers may not con
sider themselves so).

In the early stages of the night before, I was

showing off my legs, guzzling drinks as thirstily as a "bushed out"
prospector, and doing my level best to impress the ladies at a "Shorts
and Tequilla" party.

In the later stages of the night before, I was,

in succession, standing outside in shorts and t-shirt, shivering and
doubled over, regurgitating; standing bent over a kitchen sink, puking?
lying on a mattresss, hand to mouth, vomiting; and overall, doing a
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barf-poor job of impressing the ladies. At 8:15 on the morning of
our trip, I bolted up from the crusted mattress on which 1 lay, a bit
dazed and a bit sick, and. cleaned up after myself as best I could in
five minutes before hopping on my bike and wobbling out to U.B.C. for
my 9:0Q a.m. rendezvous with Mark.

If only I had packed the night

before!
It was a combination of such unpreparedness (though not necessarily
accompanied by my own debauchery) on the part of several of us that
gave our journey south such a late start, elongated it, and in the end
accounted for our not arriving at the trailhead before darkness did.
We spent Night One camped near the banks of the Dosewallops River,
waiting for the rain to start pattering against our tents (as it had
on the previous year's trip to the Olympics, on the same weekend and
with the same number of people, for three days without let-up) .
But it never happened.

Instead we awoke the next morning to an

even more dreadful sound - Bob's cheerful shouting, chirping, and potbanging.

Then lo! as the sun climbed higher it became apparent that

the sky was actually blue instead of gray!

Thus began a very enjoyable

day of hiking through the tall timber of the Dosewallops Valley up to
ward Anderson Pass. Mt. Anderson itself, the second-highest mountain
on the Olympic Peninsula (next, of course, to Mt. Olympus) stood above
the head of the valley like a veritable celestial palace.

Its sublime

heights beckoned those among us more susceptible to mountain hypnosis,
which led, as you might well imagine, to some disagreement between the
peak-baggers and the woodland walkers over the purpose of the entire
excursion.
Lunch was cordially served on a giant of a log lying prostrate on
the edge of the Big Diamond Meadow, which, quite in contrast to our
version of meadow, was a grove of slightly thinned old patriarchs
carpeted with a mat of grasses. While most of the day's hike was along
dry, if not sun-drenched trail, climbing the last several hundred feet
to the shelter below Anderson Pass was largely a matter of avoiding the
path itself, which had become sheathed with ice. Vte had entered a
frozen world concealed by the steep walled valley from the friendly
warmth of the sun. Because the shelter was large enough to hold us
all, and because there was a coat of snow blackening the area as well
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as a stiff breeze, its shelter was quite appealing, and we knew where
we'd stay.
The evening saw various festivities: partially successful attempts
to keep food outside the shelter itself (for two black bears were
sited the night before by another party at nearby Honeymoon Meadows);
several attempts at fire-building that were thwarted by the pitiless
wind and general incompetence; yummy meals prepared on the lee side
of the cabin; yummy meals spilled on the lee side of the cabin; and
forays up to the Pass itself by several of us to peer at the darkening
world, look for a Bigfoot (Sasquatch) , and experience the good karma
of the Enchanted Valley across the divide. Later, we all warmed our
bones and bums beside a crackling fire (begun by that ingenious pyromaniac Peter H. who was brilliant enough to discover the applicability
of fossil fuels for such purposes), chatting, imbibing warm or intox
icating beverages, and feeling the chill of the frigid, moon-lit
universe outside our ring bite at our backs. The last memory of the
evening I have is that of Peter, bundled and hunched over beside the
flickering fire, writing in his diary:
advertisement.

straight out of a "Yukon Jack"

Peter and Bob actually spent the night outside, and

according to eyewitnesses, took turns mistaking each other for bears.
At the nippy hour of 7:00 a.m. the following morning, Dave awoke
me and soon at a brisk pace we were hiking up the Mt. Anderson trail,
visions of a glorious victory dancing in our heads. We had consented
to returning by 11:00 a.m., allotting four hours for what the guide
book described as an eight hour return trip. Well, on this occasion
we had to forfeit the race with time due to a sudden mishap. While
nimbly loping across a treacherous, snow-crusted talus slope, I slipped
and lacerated my right hand, which required immediate attention. My
sweaty headband and a sock nobly donated by Dave were quickly improvised
into a dubious bandage, which for a time did the trick, but our hopes
for glory were dashed.

No matter, there was still a beautiful blue day

to be enjoyed.
In the meantime, other party members amused themselves by clamber
ing up and down over the rugged terrain in the vicinity of the Pass.
When we regrouped, a ploy by Helen, Dave, and myself to render Bob
speechless by feigning serious injury failed from an attack of the
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giggles.

After we assembled for group pictures, the walking wounded

started down the trail, Trevor with his bum knee in the lead.

Poor

Rob resembled Evil Knievel, limping as he was on two badly blistered
feet.

It was tough,

but we made it.

Later, the survivors assembled in a Bellingham pizza joint for a
last supper together.
pizza down.

Amazingly, we actually had trouble packing the

(It was a good thing that nobody recognized who we were,

or the V.O.C. may have tarnished its reputation!)
Outdoor experiences offer all kinds of education: Mark Barley,
"straight" from Cambridge (or is it Oxford?) , received invaluable
instruction in "how to recognize good karma" from Dave and Rob, our
two practicing Buddhists.

The knowledgeable among us agreed that the

trip was definitely good karma.
Bob Gephart (L)

Helen Lemon

Bev Zubot

Mark Barley

Rob Cameron

Andrea Leitos

Jean Heinman

Trevor Boyd

Leon Kolankiewicz

Dave Waldichuk

Peter Hlookoff

DAY TRIP ON THE NEVE
Steve Grant

November

The prospect of another perfect day prompted us to attempt the
Diamond Head to Lake Garibaldi traverse, using cross-country skis.
Carrying the minimum gear for crevasse rescue or bivouac, we left the
Diamond Head parking lot in the pre-dawn darkness. We travelled along
Paul Ridge, past the Elfin Shelter, up the old road into Ring Creek
Valley, and into the Opal Cone.

The greatest hazard was that we were

skiing on ice - except for John who removed his skis and kicked steps
all the way to the Neve.
We lunched at the site of the Neve Hut, then we continued climbing
to the west.

This got us to the correct place to descent through the

ice fall to the Sharks Fin.

Since there was a little recent snow the

route through the crevasses was less obvious than usual. Steve G.'s
solution was to follow some goat tracks through the seracs. This
tactic was abandoned when the goat tracks led into and along the bottom
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of a large crevasse.
When we reached the Sharks Fin, John, Steve L., and Graham decided
to climb it. Steve G. decided this was a futile idea, and headed off
towards Glacier Pikes. The would-be climbers confirmed that the Sharks
Fin is composed of acutely collapsable rock, and is also somewhat ex
posed.

We met up with Steve G. who had skied over the peak west of

Glacier Pikes and begun the tricky descent to Sentinel Bay.

At least

it was tricky for those lacking metal-edged skis.
Another lunch stop was declared on the sun-warmed rocks at the
Glaciology Camp.
We made good time across the lake to Battleship Islands, and made
our way down the frozen trail to the Barrier.
gambled and skied down the Barrier.

Graham and Steve L.

John and Steve G. played it safe

on the trail. Graham and Steve L. nearly froze while waiting for John
and Steve to appear at the parking lot.
down the road and walk to the highway.

All that was left was to ski
This was done by six, ending

twelve hours of travelling just as it got dark.

More time was occupied

hitch-hiking to the Diamond Head road to get the cars.

The most danger

ous part of the trip was provided by the people who picked us up, most
notably two off-duty R.C.M.P. officers playing Stirling Moss in Chekamus
Canyon.
This is an excellent day trip in appropriate weather.

It doesn't

leave you much time for sight-seeing, however, and it is thirty-three
miles of skiing and walking.
Steve Ludwig

( n Q

d e s j g n a t e d

l e a d e r )

Graham Underhill
John Baldwin
Steve Grant
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WINTER 1978

MCGILLIVRAY PASS CHRISTMAS TRIP FOOD PLANNING
Louise Hooley
This is a revision of and addition to Bruce Fairley*s article on
McGillivray Food Planning in the 1974 Journal. We both planned menus
for twelve people for eight days.

In the following list, I have not

included our menu, which is basically the same as his for the eight
days we were supposed to be there, with:-the exception of the arrival
night, where we dined on Vancouver-made pre-frozen imported stew,
instead of munchies.

Instead, I have included a list, in point form,

of comments, additions, and changes for future organizers.

Going by

1

Bruce s recommendations, I tended to overbuy for three reasons. One:
there ended up only being eleven people instead of the twelve I had
planned for.

Two:

these eleven only stayed six dinners (days)

instead of the eight (and one contingency) that I had expected.
Three:

ours was a less active group than the '74 group due to the

extreme avalanche danger, wimpiness, blisters etc.

(Temperatures

were very cold too - -38°C where we think the thermometer stuck.)
Total cost for the expedition was $46.25 a person (not including
gas money), compared to $18 a person in '74. This increase is due
to inflation, my overenthusiastic shopping, rental on the chainsaw
($5/person), night in Bralorne in a rented hall ($4/person), odds and
ends ($2/person).

Thus, food, itself, ran us about $35 a person,

about twice as much as four years ago.
- Breakfasts didn't cook fast enough. We often ended up eating lunch
food for breakfast because it was out.
- Pancakes take too long, and the stove isn't really hot enough to
cook them properly.
- Be sure to grind the coffee beforehand if you send it up; or take
instant.
- Tang should be included amongst group food (on this trip we left
Tang and candy entirely up to the individual) .
- peanut butter should be the crunchy kind.
- Christmas cake is an excellent idea, even though its atrociously
expensive. We bought ours at Woodwards.
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the

way up to Mt. MacGillvray

by H. Lemon

- Soup:

we didn't drink it but its a good idea. Next time, take

less cup of soup and more of the Magqi or Honig brands.
- The frozen stew is a good idea: quick.

"

;

.

=

- -r--*-'

- The stew'meal, made up there, is a good idea, but it takes a long
time't6~co6kand requires- someone 'to''come in early to get it going. '
- Too much jello, by far.

'
•

.....a^;

- Cocoa: next time bring up the instant kind in pouches rather than
the powder.

"

1

..= '.^:

- Could have used more milk powder.
-^Cheesecake,hasbeen popular in-previous years,, but-;this -year,,
;

;

snacking cake was much preferred.

I brought up two boxes, which is .
:

probably the least number that should be brought in coming years.,. A...

-•Vegi flakes: good - can be bought at Woodwards..
- I was told Bruce's cracker reckoning was wrong.

I thus changed the

quantities and bought 9 boxes, of stoned wheat thins, 5.boxes of rye
crunch.-and.. one huge ground' cracker package...•..I1^ seems this.-;quantity
:

r

was. good,-but-more- variety is-needed. ;7

^

:

F-:v,;-o- r-:.--;-.

- Bruce' s estimation of dried fruit is also out - our group came back
with li lbs raisins, 3 lbs dates and 5 lbs of-various kinds of dried
:

fruit. Prunes aren't too good-an idea.
- Too much sugar - we came back with 1.5 kg brown and,some white as
Well.

.-

•

- Too much jam - 1.5 lbs back.

•
.

- -- --

- We brought bought granola up. it, wasn' t oaten much, but group .
y

t h i n k s

it was a good idea.

:

(3 lbs bought.)

.v..

-

-

- 12 lbs sausage needed, if it is going to.be oaten for breakfast at
all, instead of the noted 10 lbs.

ft:

•••!•.]

- we didn't make bread, just brought enough flour to thicken the stew,
etc.

Probably not needed at all.

..
;

- Lots of spices up there, except for nutmeg.

--

-. -

- Cheeses: we only brought 14 lbs instead of 17. Seemed okay in
smaller quantity.

—

.

- 4 lbs margarine instead of 6.

= •• • • •

..

n i

•

- Too much tea - 1 lb brought out.
- A 13 lb turkey supplies, when deboncd, enough meat.
- For meat allowances generally, h lb/person is enough even for-the
raoosos.

- .

^:.l-,7

r,..- . --J:

:
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r:

. '

:

N.B. These quantities will obviously have to be scaled up slightly,
depending on the size and makeup of the group, but are basically more
reasonable estimations, I hope, than the previous ones.

(Also, this

whole article has been based on hearsay, as I, due to an accident,
was unable to be there in person.)

MCGILLIVRAY CHRISTMAS TRIP
Martin Trotter
Bralorne 5:30 a.m.

Too dark, too cold, ... too early! We forced

some Granola a la powdered milk down and entertained ourselves with
the predictable "getting started" routine. Driving as far as the old
;

mine we parked the cars and started off on skis under heavy packs and
fading stars. For most, the pace was slow and easy, becoming pro
gressively slower and easier as the miles began to pile up.

Al, on

the other hand, had his heart set on a Pioneer-McGillivray unpowered
land speed record and using skins only once (!) managed to open the
cabin door after only three hours and fifteen minutes.
The cabin is still sinking.

Most of the floor is a moderate

class 3 but under icy conditions a stiff class 4 would be a more
appropriate rating.

The old place certainly has character.

The sleeping arrangement battle provided the expected evening
melodrama.

Finally Helen slept downhill, Greg napped in a rather

annoying gale, and Jane and Jean crammed themselves simultaneously
into a lower bunk.

Just as well we're all good friends.
6

Temperatures at McGillivray were rather nippy (around -30 C
most of the time) and snow conditions appeared at first glance to be
generally dismal - some reasonable powder perched precariously on
six inches of "marbles". However, several reconnaissances proved
that up high on Mt. Royal and Mt. McGillivray the snow was quite
acceptable although very hard and windblown near the ridges- Berni,
quite rightly, still had his doubts and together with Rein he con^
ducted an avalanche safety talk (argument) and a "pieps" practice.
The BDS crew were the most active at the higher altitudes,
making ascents of McGillivray and Royal (accompanied by several
crazed LBCs).

The snow on the lower slopes of Royal proves so enjoy

able that the BDS went up the following day for some "dope-sloping".
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Most of the LBC were content to ski in the valley although a
"half-way up McGillivray" was attempted by a sleet few. Valley trips
included a visit to the Star Cabin and the occassional "dope-sloping"
expedition.

The Telegraph Ridge side of the valley was in shade most

of the time and seemed truly dangerous and certainly not very skiable.
Although we all went to McGillivray to ski, it must be remembered
that at least sixteen hours out of the day were spent inside the cabin
itself. However, in case this fact leads you to believe that cabin
life was boring, a short rundown of personnel and idiosyncrasies might
^interest you.

In random order:

Berni - wore avalance cord and a transmitting Pieps - inside the cabin.
Greg - proclaimed loudly the joys of toothpicking and then used a
Brillo pad to strengthen the epoxy while repairing his
broken tip.
Jane - sat quietly in a corner with candle, book, and an ample supply
of Kahlua and hot chocolate.
Jacques - sat quietly in a corner with candle, book, and an ample
supply of overproof rum.
Pat - "Don't cut the cheese with the peanut butter knife:;" Need I
say more?
Martin - recited Monty Python before dinner, at dinner, after dinner,
and (so I'm told) in his sleep.
Al - possibly the most sensible member:

spent the entire cabin hours

either eating, drinking, or sleeping.
of Midnight Madness Ski

Also the co-initiator

Expeditions, Inc.

Helen - became extremely upset when she, along with her good friends
"Joe", "Sven II", and "Harriet", couldn't think of a name
for her new pile jacket.
Rein - official minstrel and storyteller. He managed to prevent
McGillivray week from sinking into sanity.
Jean - BDS mascot who relished in waving the peanut butter knife
under Pat's nose and swearing at burnt clothing.
Dan - the other Midnight Madness initiator who, among other things:
1) wore Lange ski boots no less than 12 hours each day,
2) puked and didn't know it,
3) sunbathed at 20 below.
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Gerry - the only big-as-life hero in the group.

Pour days from

Anderson Lake to McGillivray Cabin on snowshoes, solo.
CBoy, are you stupid Gerry!)

In his own words, "

a

nightmare". His arrival put a halt to Helen's slowly
encroaching insanity.
Group exploits included the worst sing-along I personally have
ever been subjected to and the infamous dental flossing party among
many, many others.
In retrospect it was an extremely enjoyable trip with excellent
weather, beautiful country and a comradery among the group that made
over 100 hours with a dozen smelly people inside a 25" x 10' cabin
the highlight.

Thanks to Louise for all the work she did getting the

whole thing off the ground.
Jacques Belinski
Pat Burke

(trowels - LBC)

(toothpicks - LBC)

Berni Claus

(trowels - BDS

Rein Raudsepp

(trowels - LBC)

Al Knutson

Dan Moore

(trowels - BDS)

Greg Shaw (toothpicks -LBC-BDS)

(trowels - BDS)

Martin Trotter (toothpicks-LBC)

Helen Lemon

(trowels - LBC)

Jane Weller

Jean McCrae

(trowels - BDS)

Gerry Moore (toothpick, snowshoes
- unaffiliated)

(trowels - LBC)

LIZZIE CREEK CABIN - AS TOLD BY G. UNDERDOG
G. Underhill

Dec. 26 - Jan. 2

Having only barely missed the suspicious eye of a cop as the
"Ludwig Landcrusher" screamed around the city during the wee hours of
Boxing Day morning, everyone was soon rolling down the Squamish Hwy.
northbound for Pemberton.

As dawn broke, the vehicles found them

selves sliding their way along the icy Lilloet Lake road to within a
few hundred yards of the logging road junction.
In case of heavy snowfall, the three drivers returned the cars
to Heather Gene Properties - something that would entail a nine mile
walk for the drivers if we could not hitch a ride. Well the ride did
not materialize.

After several hours of walking we arrived back at

the trail-head.

By the time we were ready to begin skiing with our

packs, everyone else had about a four hour head-start.

I naturally

assumed that as the trail takes about 2k hours with packs in the
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summer and there was less than 2 hours worth of road skiing, the first
people would be arriving' at the cabin within the next hour (2:00 p.m.) .
:

They would have the cabin warm and dinner cooked wheit we; arrived some time after dark.
I expected to b e a t Lizzie Lake, the halfway point, at about • -

5:00'p;m. My hopes faded - I saw the broken trail make a major-wrong •
turn.

Whoever was" leading Was chasing"every perceptible piece of -

flagging tape in the forest.

:

Their path went over and under windfalls,

across and into the creek, backtracked through, above and around the
:

swamp, and finally ehded'up at the lake after a"ridiculously unnefe- '. "
1

essary amount of bushwackirig. ' it was dark by how. 'How' many people'
had made it to' the cabin I wondered. " ' *

:

r

^ ' "

' However,~ the first stragglers were soon to be encountered.Weiidy was attempting 'to' push, pull or coax Dorothy',- Whose skins
refused to co-operate arid stay on her skis', up the hill.

• :

Helen was ~

next to be found - sitting on her ehsolite pad beside a roaring fire
(ignited and fed by the New Year's turkey fat) , mumbling about ..; .
:

:

"catching" hypothermia. 'As darkness had falien, she Kad discovered
that I still had t h e battery for her wonder lamp.' Thus, finable to
see the trail, had sat down to'imagine which tree the hasty Hypo- -'
thermia

iDeas

t was hiding behind.

••••.-•-.a:

~"'*

:.v

.

It was not long before the four remaining-people were stumbled
upon - fast asleep under a bush.
soup.

So much for the warm cabin and hot

:

More of a co Id bivouac and no dinner.

:

'

At first" liglit everyone, being cold and hungry,- was up-and ori
their way (by the correct route) to the cabin.

After 45 minutes, all

were happy to sit down at the cabin to"eat a combined breakfast, lunch
and supper, to make up for the missed meals. Soon a waterhole was
established, wood was chopped, and everything was organized for the "
next few days stay.

"

Dec. 28th - Morning, dawned - fantastic weather.
the way.it was to. stay.

Clear yet very cold -

The concensus was to head towards Tandra

Peak overlooking the Stein River Valley.

Two hours climbing found us

all in the sunshine on the east side of Anemone Peak.

Cold feet was

experienced by almost everyone, especially Steve Grant in his tooth
pick boots. Excellent skiing on the slopes leading down into the
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headwaters of the Roger's Creek Valley.

Psychologically, the sunlit

slopes took away most of the cold.
Dec. 29th - Delayed morning starts due to lack of sun on cabin Wendy and Doug skiied the slopes to the west of Long Lake, while
Heather, Helen, Steve L. and Garry climbed Anemone Peak.

Some open

bowls proved to be more wind crusted than we expected but we managed
several good runs.
The last run of the day undoubtably was the best:

I had been

eyeing a steep 1500' vertical ridge above the cabin. Having decided
that Steve and I needed a taste of the extreme, we set off. When
Steve appeared at the bottom, I found him in more or less disagree
ment with my opinion of this "fantastic" run as he mumbled something
about killing oneself falling off cliffs. All was well however-- he
had not yet made his new year's resolution to avoid doing that sort
of thing.

So ended another good day.

Dec. 30th - Good weather again. Helen and I climbed Long Peak while
Steve led the masses on their trowels up and down toothpick terrain
to the east of Long Lake. We had an amusing time as we watched the
two toothpickers going in big loops up and down small hills and
around knobs. Nevertheless, the summit of Long Peak provided the
most spectacular view of the trip.
Dec. 31st - Today was to be a mass assault on Tundra Peak; a mass
assault, that is, without Steve Ludwig and myself who got side-tracked
for the whole day by some more incredible skiing on the avalanche
chutes.

The "Exterminator" - named by us - provided one of the

longest continuous runs I have ever skiied ... yet a sure death trap
if avalanche conditions were right. As a significant layer of hoar
frost separated two major snow layers, Pieps were functioning to
optimum output. New Year's Eve dinner proved to be good even without
Gary's bottle of wine that had been sacrificed to the needs of the
"Manson Monster" during our forced bivouac on the first day.

The

New Year was welcomed hy all members in the upper loft while the
Sergeant and Gary snored peacefully in the lower bunks.
Jan. 1st, 1979 - A light snow dusting during the night and the temp
erature rose.

In fact, you could even take your mitts off long

enough to take a picture without receiving terminal frost bite.
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The

afternoon was spent seeing who could get the farthest and the highest
in the air without "impoling" themselves on one of the trees in the
landing site after taking off the jump built by Spokes.
Jan. 2 - Ski out day. Not desiring a repeat performance of the trip
in, everyone was leaving the cabin by 7:45 a.m.

Due to lack of snow

depth in the trees meant that one's skis stick in every rock imagin
able.

Extreme caution by all people prevented any injuries or mis

haps and concluded another very enjoyable Christmas trip for myself
and hopefully all concerned.

If it had not been for Gary getting up

and starting the stove to produce heat on all those cold mornings
when water bottles in the'rafters froze solid, I'm sure everyone would
have stayed in bed until noon when the sun could be seen in the cabin
windows.

Outside the warmth of the cabin the coolness of the air

necessitated constant movement to avoid frostbite and other nasty dis
comforts associated with cold temperatures.
Graham Underhill (L)

Steve Ludwig (General Halfbrack)

Steve ("Spokes") Grant

Anders Ourom (Sergeant Lightening)

Helen Sovdat

Dorothy Fairley

Heather Manson

Wendy Hogg

Gary Spence

Doug Hogg

BLACK TUSK CHRISTMAS SKI TRIP
Ron Balden
A. cross-country ski trip to Black Tusk Meadows during the Christmas
break was led by Sheila Churchill. The ten of us left Vancouver on
December 27th, arriving at the Taylor Creek campground in the late
afternoon. We established base camp in the shelter there.
The cold made getting out of your sleeping bag in the morning a
definite act of will.

The first person up started a fire in the stove;

everyone then got up, made breakfast, and thawed their lunch sandwiches
and assorted bits of clothing.

The weather was clear and sunny during

the trip but the sun gave no warmth; warmth existed only in movement.
On the 28th we skied up the meadows to the foot of Helm glacier,
breaking a fresh trail.

Individually unrecognizable with balaclavas

pulled up against the wind, we might have been a group of people intent
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I

l a t e .
off

down the road to meet John and found his car squatting in its usual
pool of oil, smoke and debris, on the ice. John was not there so I
ambled off to the base of the falls where I found "himself" and two
other guys, watching a party of four already on. the climb.

They were

in two ropes of two but for some reason they moved very slowly either
through inexperience or fear. During the three hours that we watched
them, they only moved up one pitch - hardly a fast pace by anyone's
standards.
We decided that since I didn't have my helmet with me, the route
would be too dangerous, due to the continuous barrage of ice coming
down from the people above. Having reached a consensus of opinion,
we beetled off to climb a series of ice-covered slabs to the left of
the falls.
The next day I was back at work, being my usual diligent self,
except that I could not forget the sight of the Shannon Falls in all
its frozen splendour.

It had to be climbed; after all, I probably

wouldn't even be in B.C. in nine years time. Late that evening I
phoned John again and we made plans to attack the beast early the next
day.
With our usual (well known) efficiency, we arrived at the falls
good and early, ready to start the route at ten past eight, having
left Vancouver at half past six. There was no one else around and the
silence seemed to add to our fears.
The start of the ice fall was a ramp which gave an easy walk up
to the first belay and the start of the real climbing.

From here, on

we would be committed to going up - since at the time, I don't think
either of us felt much like rappelling off ice screws left in the
rotten ice (could be we didn't want to leave any screw as well!).

The

ice was quite wet with rivers of water running over and under it.
Both John and I had discussed the possibility of the whole thing coll
apsing on us, and had decided that the "squash factor" would be more
than enough to spread us fairly thinly on the ground.

So with such

happy thoughts in our minds the climbing began.
Technically none of the route was very serious, the exposure on
the first four pitches being the main problem.
on through to bring me up to the next belay.
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John came up and led

The next pitch took me

to a rather cramped stance belaying on two, rather dubious, ice screws,
and right, across from the window.. The window was a large hole in the
ice out of which water was gushing forth, and then vanishing
under the ice some fifteen feet below.
here.

back'

Needless to say I got very wet

It seemed rather strange to be climbing a frozen icefall, on

top of a waterfall.

The "squash factor" was foremost in my mind here

... what a disaster it would be if one were attached to this when it
came slithering down off the rock.
the top of the steep section.

John led through and vanished over

I couldn't hear him shouting due to the

noise of the waterfall, but since the rope was taught, (and I was
raring to go) I decided to climb on up.

Coming over the edge I found

John perched on the edge of the ice, and belayed to the rock.

An easy

ramp led up to the stance where we took photos and prepared for the
next pitch.
route.

This next lead was probably one of the best on the whole

Moving out from the stance the route went up and around through

a narrow section of rock to reveal an incredible sight. Beyond the
narrow section was a frozen lake, at the back of which, vertical ice
reared up in a huge wall of convoluted shapes and formations. Right
at the back of this lake was a jagged hole, into which water was bubbl
ing and gushing from behind the ice wall.

Not wanting to go for a swim

down to the window at that time, I steered clear, but the whole scene
was rather hypnotic.

The route seemed to lie anywhere up the wall, so •

I chose to attack the left side, which gave a really pleasant pitch of
climbing.

In fact in my ecstasy, I completely forgot to protect it,

not that it really mattered that much, had I come off I would only
have slithered back to the lake, and besides, with the "squash factor"
no longer a serious problem, the climbing was definitely to be enjoyed.
John came on up, grinning like a drunken fool in a stupor, in fact
we both laughed and yodelled and cavorted around so good was the feeling
engendered by the route. After this the route went over a series of
flat parts, interspersed with ice walls of varying difficulty.

Finally

we came to a twenty foot section where the ice was really rotten; water
was pouring all over it and the whole thing looked ready to collapse.
With some regret we decided the route had ended.

The climb had

been nine full lead outs and took four and a half hours to do. We
packed the gear and prepared for the thrash down through the bush back
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to the car.
The..descent was fairly easy apart from one rappel down an eight
foot ice covered slab.

A new technique was evolved here, where due

to the lack of friction, we lay against the slab and slid down.
Actually, it was rather good fun, but not a method to rely on. As
John said, "Where else but in B.C. does one have to rappel through
the bush to get down."
So, five and a half hours later we were back at the car, still
grinning uncontrollably and feeling distinctly euphoric.

A quick

drive over to the Klahanie inn, a few more photos, and so home after
an excellent days climbing and the fullfillment of a chance of a life
time.
Julian Dunster
John Baldwin
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SPECIAL FEATURES

FEDERATION OF MOUNTAIN CLUBS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Leon Kolankiewicz
The FMCBC is an organization composed of twenty-one B.C.
conservation and outdoor pursuits clubs.* V.O.C. is one of these
member clubs and is represented in Federation affairs by one official
delegate and other interested members. Monthly delegate's meetings
are held at which issues of general interest to all Federation clubs
are raised.
In addition, the FMCBC has three standing committees: the
Recreation and Conservation Committee, the Trails Committee, and
the Safety and Education Committee. Each of these also holds
periodic meetings to review issues falling within their purviews.
Some of the Federation's more notable recent activities have
been the offering of mountaineering and hiking courses, strong
involvement in the debate surrounding the Stein River Basin,
participation in the planning of resource management in the Tsitika
watershed on Vancouver Island, regular input into forest policy
matters through representation in the Forest.Land Use Liaison
Committee (FLULC), and the production of an audio-visual show on
proper trail construction and care.
By banding into a federation, the concerned members of various
organizations interested in the outdoors can achieve a voice on
important environmental matters that would probably not be achieved
without unity.
* Alpine Club of Canada - Vancouver Section
Alpine Club of Canada - Vancouver Island Section
B.C.I.T. Outdoor Club
B.C. Mountaineering Club
Caledonia Ramblers
Canadian Hostelling Association - B.C. Region
Comox District Mountaineering Club
Island Mountain Ramblers
Mountain Rescue Group
North Shore Hikers
North S West Vancouver Search & Rescue
Okanagan Similkameen Parks Society
Outdoor Club of Victoria
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Outdoor Club of Victoria Trails Information Society
Outsetters Club
Outward Bound - British Columbia
Sierra Club of British Columbia
Simon Fraser Outdoor Club
Valley Outdoor Association
Vancouver Natural History Society
Varsity Outdoor Club

FURTHER USES OF AN ICE AXE
Steve Grant
Most climbing manuals do not mention the versatility of the
ice axe. An extended awareness of the capabilities of this versatile
tool will surely enhance one's enjoyment of the great outdoors.
Golf.

The ice axe may be used in the fashion of a putter. In

this way one may have the pleasure of a round of gold in the alpine
meadows.

The pleasure is increased if one remembers to bring golf

balls, as rocks are a poor substitute.

The aspiring player is

cautioned not to engage in this sport; in open crevasse areas unless
the ball is roped up.
Tent pegs.

'

Besides being a good tent peg by itself, the ice

axe is also useful for levelling tent sides and hammering regular
pegs.
Road work.

Removing boulders, filling holes, drainage works

and digging mud are operations facilitated by the enthusiastic use
of someone else's ice axe.
Car repair.

Many car repairs necessitated by logging road

travel are made easier by an ice axe. Examples include straightening
the jack sockets and removing broken shock absorbers from V.W.'s.
Axe.

Certain ice axes, of the MSR Thunderbird pattern, are

useful for chopping wood, especially if the pick has been honed to
a razor-sharp edge.

In addition, the adze is a perfect tool for

blazing trees, skimming off a shallow bit of bark, which hopefully
isn't as painful to the tree as traditional blazes.
Bog tool.

The ice axe can be used to make one's toilet,

literally, by digging a hole in the ground.

Then the informed

hiker drives the point of the ice axe into the ground behind the
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hole so that the shaft is at an angle with the head over the hole.
The hiker can then rest on the top of the axe, tripod-style, and
leisurely contemplate the view while relieving oneself undisturbed
by quivering knees. Stray bits of toilet paper can be recovered
in a sanitary fashion, and manoeuvered into the hole with the axe,
which is then used to fill up the hole and replace the sod.
It is hoped that these suggestions make your next camp more
pleasant.

THE EFFECT OF FREEZE —THAW CYCLES ON CLIMBING SLINGS
John Baldwin
You often find yourself hanging from a thin piece of webbing.
Naturally it is very important to you that it works. Strangely
enough most webbing (with the exception of Troll) is made by large
nylon manufacturers who never even thought it could be used for
climbing.
Much is known about webbing - it is weaker when wet, subject to
acids, weakens with exposure to sunlight, is affected by tight bends,
the kind of knot used, and so on. However, many times in mountain
eering the sling is wet and/or frozen. What effect does this have?
For this reason (as part of my course work) a group of us undertook
a controlled experiment to determine the effect of freeze and thaw
cycles on the strength of slings tied from webbing; We tested fifty
slings tied from one inch tubular webbing with a water knot: (or Frost
knot) . It was found that the strength of the slings is determined by
the strength of the knot used to tie the slings and that freeze-thaw
cycles do not affect the strength of the slings provided they are
thoroughly dried before loading.

The average strength of the slings

tested was about 6000 pounds.

V.O.C. INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Anders Ourom
This year, for the first time, the V.O.C actively participated
in the wide ranging Intramural Program, at U.B.C. Previously,
individuals had entered of their own volition in such events as
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N e i l Carter accompanied by Tom Fyler (right)
u s i n g mapping compass on Pylon Peak in Upper
L i l l o e t River area —
1932
(from Carter photo c o l l e c t i o n )

running and cycling, but now whole teams began to be entered for a
few select events. The first one, in the fall, was our Division II
soccer team, which did outstandingly well and thus confirmed the
validity of our entering.

The team lost only two games out of seven

(including the division final), and placed second in its division of
twenty-five teams. Individuals were also entered in appropriate
events, with varying degrees of success.
Spring saw an expansion of our participation as interest
warranted.

Men's volleyball and inner tube water polo teams and

Women's volleyball and soccer teams were entered, although results
are as yet inconclusive.

With luck and a little enthusiasm the

number of our teams and individuals fielded next year will increase,
and although we cannot expect to do as well as such tightly knit,
large groups as the Engineers in intramurals standings, we should do
reasonably well.

It is a well known fact that many V.O.C. members

are very athletic, once motivated.

A TRIBUTE TO THE PASSING OF
OUR COASTAL MOUNTAINEERING PIONEER
DR. NEAL CARTER (1902-1978)
V.O.C. HONORARY MEMBER, F..R.G.S.
Karl Ricker
V.O.C. President 1958/59
Who was Neal Carter?

Almost everyone in the mountaineering

circles of Coastal British Columbia and certainly most members of the
Varsity Outdoor Club from its inception to the present, recognized
at least the name if not the character of this friendly and easy
going man. As an exploratory mountaineer of the first order, a
brilliant scientist, and a most generous community spirited individual
we could say that he was the best long-term asset the V.O.C. ever had.
He encouraged the continual development of the club through the
decades with unusual donations of time, money and, more recently,
recreational space. Third generation Carters are now passing through
the club; good old grandad always had his expansive view home and
pool ready for that brutal plunge from the top of British Properties
to Point Grey in the annual back to the classes bash.
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Over the years

there were his hundreds of dollars of donations, as well as persuasive
encouragement to establish the V.O.C. Journal as a permanent record of
the club's activities (see Vol. II, 1959).

It was the humour and

light headed reading of the journal, he remarked, which made it so
worthwhile.

The stultifying red pencils of editors were not there,

and this allowed uninhibited flow of the words which best described
the situation.

Neal also encouraged the development of the Whistler

cabin with donations and visits to the construction site in 1965 and
1966.

He had fond memories of the area from his Summer student day

rambles in 1922, 1923 and 1924, as written by him in the V.O.C.
Journal (Vol. VIII, 1965).
In fact, the story of the development of Dr. Carter's mountain
eering skills pre-dates so precisely the evolution of today's, and
only yesterday's, V.O.C. climber. Before highlighting this facet of
his (and our) career in the hills we would be remiss not to mention
his exact affiliation with the club, because it is somewhat mysterious.
Neal enrolled at UBC in 1920 before the V.O.C. was a viable ski and
mountaineering club.
remarked:

As his fellow old-timer friend. Mills Winram,

"In those days it was nothing more than a Sunday afternoon

picnic and hiking club", and by that time Neal, of course, was already
a full fledged and recognized extraordinary member of the B.C.M.C.,
having been nabbed into that organization by that venerable, and still
living, 91 year-old pioneer, Tom Fyles. He had encountered teen-aged
Neal and his fellow high school friends while hiking between Grouse
and Crown Mountain one weekend, and swiftly pulled them into the fold.
About 1923, the V.O.C. started to become an entity with its present
day goals and pursuits.

While he never joined the organization he

lent a very generous hand to its members and their outdoor program.
This leads to the question - When was he elected to an honorary
membership?

Mr. Winram claims it was long after he left the V.O.C.

organization in the early 1930's, whereas another grad and honorary
member. Art Morton, maintains it was long before he personally joined
the club in 1928! Now, that is a challenge for the club archivist,
because the old records of the club had been long lost when the writer
passed through the mill in the 1950's.
At any rate, Neal collected his B.A.Sc. in Chemical Engineering
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in 1925, and as he once told us:

"By helping move the university to

the new campus over the summer, this entitled him to a quick M-A. in
1926."

This was also the year he edited the B.C.M.C. journal, which

in turn was followed by his, and fellow cronies, prompt resignation
from the club when they couldn't see eye to eye with their executive
on the running of their Grouse Mountain cabin. No doubt this was
the start of an era of mountain cabin fever which has plagued all
club structures operated on a volunteer effort in Western Canada ever
since.

There is something to be said for the manner in which the

Europeans operate their varieties of styles and sizes of alpine and
base huts in a professional labour controlled method.

Neal had a

look at some of these while in Europe on a post-doctoral a few years
later.

This hut scuffle heralded the departure of Neal to McGill

for a much longer three year session at a PhD (1929), followed by a
one-year post-doctoral stint at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in
Dresden, Germany.

This was the source of his fluent mastery of the

German language, and as we notice - in only one year!
The exploratory mountaineering career of Dr. Carter is an
untiring interesting series of forays to map the Coast Mountains.
It began in earnest in Garibaldi Park in 1920 with Tom Fyles, on the
highest and seldom-climbed pinnacle of the Black Tusk.

There were

first ascents of the Bookworms and Deception Pinnacles in 1922,
Davidson, Isoceles and Parapet in 1925, and Luxor in 1926, as well as
many other mountaineering achievements around the lake. Of course
there is also his second ascent of Table Mountain, and in 1926 the
production of the first accurate topographic map of the Garibaldi
Lake area.

Its construction was a marvel of ingenuity.

Painstakingly,

he measured two short baselines at either end of the lake; from the
ends of both, as well as from several summits, he took great pains
to level a simple camera for the necessary panoramic photos.
Elaborate calculations from the angles measured on these photos
provided the data needed to construct a topo map with 250 foot contour
intervals at a scale of ^-mile to the inch.

Almost all of the

calculated peak elevations proved to be within 50 feet or less of the
more recently established heights, and the map compares quite favor
ably, contour-wise, with the 1928 and all subsequent government maps
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of the area.

This exercise triggered his more expansive mapping

projects undertaken in the decades to follow.

In the 1926 season,

he also began the first systematic monitoring of the retreat of the
Sphinx and Sentinel Glaciers, and pursued this task until he left
for other parts of B.C., turning the data over to a government
specialist, and the eventual loss of the records, he bemoans, in a
May 14, 1976 letter written by him to the federal glaciologists.
During his university era he was constantly wandering into the
local North Shore hills, but also exploring other partb of Garibaldi
Park such as the Diamond Head area, the Fitzsimmons Range (2 trips),
the Spearhead Range and, of course, the first ascents of mighty
Wedge Mountain and Mt. James Turner.

A summer surveying exercise of

the Cheakamus Lake basin with the Water Power Bureau, for a hydro
electric feasibility study, led to his first acquaintance with Whistler
Mountain.

On a late afternoon he ran to its top from the lakeshore

and sketched the panorama of the peaks around the basin.

The survey

chief gave him $5.00 for that valuable extracurricular mission!

After

the passing of his student days, Neal returned to Garibaldi Park
intermittently throughout his life.

In 1946 he took his two sons,

Dave and Burce, up Castle Towers; his name was entered in the
Blackcomb Mountain register in 1962, and in 1967 he finally climbed
his namesake - Mt. Neal as a long overdue second ascent.

Some

V.O.C.ers had "scooped" him with the first ascent in 1950. He and
his wife walked back out to the road after that latest episode by
way of Wedge Pass.
Across from southern Garibaldi Park lies the Tantalus Range, and
according to Dr. Carter, this was always the best mountaineering area
near Vancouver.

The lure they presented, as viewed by him from the

park, was irresistible. He explored the area on repeated missions,
though oddly enough, never managed one first ascent in the entire
range throughout his 50 years of sporadic visits. His first trip was
in 1923 and his last known visit was in 1973 by float plane to do
some work around the cabin.

There were several important missions

between 1944 and 1949, including a near first winter ascent of
Tantalus, and another which pioneered the first float plane landing
on Lake Lovely Water.

He rambled the range from this lake to Zenith
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Lake, mapping it all, and eventually summarizing the exploration
history of the area in a lengthy and exactingly precise Canadian
Alpine Journal (1966) article-

When Dr. Carter researched something,

he left no stone unturned, and his work was fortified by his well
kept photo albums of his trips and of scrapbooks with newspaper
clippings pertaining to mountaineering in the Coast Mountains.
Upon Neal's return to Canada in the autumn of 1930, his interests
turned to other areas of the Coast Mountains on usually once-only
missions.

As his first full-time post-graduate employment was at the

Nanaimo Biological Station, he tramped on weekend trips to the
customary Mt. Benson (behind Nanaimo) , Mt. Arrowsmith, and Forbidden
Plateau.

On one longer outing he and his wife went to the Cathedral

Lakes area to do (and name) the first ascent of Mt. Grimface. Little
did he realize that 45 years later he would be embroiled in an argu
ment with recent arrivals to the area who consider that the peak
should be named after a still living "Mr. McKeen"I

Neal almost gave

in to their demands to re-establish peace, but luckily the official
government nomenclature committee has overturned the new name
proposed with an adamant declaration that its name is GrimfaceI
The 1932 Summer holiday saw him with his old mainland friends at
the then remote Meager Creek area. He mapped these interesting
volcanic peaks, occupying Pylon Peak as a control station (see photo).
1

Views westward from there inspired the 1933 expedition to the Lilloet
Icefield using the rough Toba Inlet and River as the access. Only
two peaks were climbed but he earmarked the area for further visits,
which came about twenty years later.
Not long afterwards. Dr.'Carter was transferred to Prince Rupert
to manage a new federal research station.

However, by this time

unclimbed Mt. Waddington had been exploited by the Mundays, and Carter
and his friends felt that they too should line up for the sweepstakes.
Unfortunately their 1934 attempt ended in tragedy, with the burial of
one of their companions, A. Dagleish, in a bergschund.

This event

may have had an influence on his activities in the years to follow
because his objectives shifted to the lower peaks of the Skeena River
area, end especially the Khatdu Lake area.

However, the spectacular

and much higher Seven Sisters in the Hazelton Mountains became of
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special attraction and it was not until after several repeated visits,
finally in 1941, the highest of the Sisters was topped for the first
time.

Views to the south of this peak revealed another extraordinary

and out of place massif - the Howson Range, but by 1942 his several
year stint in the central Coastal zone drew to a close with a return
to Vancouver, and the Howson project was filed away as a partially
completed mapping exercise with yet no on-site visit.
The effects of the war years are probably responsible for the
hiatus in big expeditions.

There were only local trips, but many to

be sure. However, soon after he was spirited away to Japan on a year's
"sabbatical" including the ascent of nearly all the higher peaks of
the Japanese Alps, as well as Fujisam.

After this refresher course he

again launched himself into the Coast Mountains with several expedi
tions including:

a Waddington area rescue mission in 1948, Tchaikazan

Valley in the unlikely company of the Alpine Club with the RCAF in
1951, Chilko Lake area in 1953, Mt. Gilbert area in 1954, and Mt.
Raleigh area in 1955.

By this time aerial photos were commonplace and

he spent laborious hours producing planimetric maps of these regions
utilizing both the new tools and his field observations. And, as a
special favour to a fortunate few local alpinists, he drew up a map
for the government-sponsored 1958 Centennial ascent of Mt. Fairweather.
He did not personally go along because of yet another move to Ottawa
in the mid-1950's. That promotion was regarded with disdain and was
considered unacceptable on several counts, and by 1961 he chose
"Love of the Mountains" and early retirement at the age of sixty as
priorities in his life.
Neal's return to the Vancouver area in 1962 was warmly welcomed
by all. He participated in the development of the newly built Lake
Lovely Water cabin and made enormous volunteer commitments to the
editorial committee of the Canadian Alpine Journal (1963-1968).

He

actively encouraged the completion of the compilation of the first
Coast Mountains Climbers' guide which had been undertaken by those
upstart V.O.C.ers, Dick Culbert and crowd.

Neal stepped into the

fray to help them as well as dispel the doubts of many Alpine Clubbers
suffering from severe cases of nasal contortions and tight bank books.
They only had $90,000 in paper assets to play with at the time and
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had yet to make their first financial risk venture! He middle-manned
the road to the Alpine Club's eventual bank rolling and publication
of the book and tossed in a few of his maps and many hours of editorial
assistance as well, to ensure adequate coverage and high quality
completion standards.

The guide was an instant seller requiring a

reprint with an addendum in 1968. Guess who helped with the second
edition.

Dr. Carter was a bear for such punishment and in 1974, after

yet a third rendition of the Coast Mountain guide, he accepted a much
overdue Honorary Membership in the Alpine Club of Canada for his
decade of efforts of mapping, leadership, writing, editorial assistance,
rescue work and seminars on the mountain environment.

That was a

mistake; soon after, he was immediately pressured into the position
of representing the mountaineers of Canada on the Subcommittee of
Glaciological and Alpine Nomenclature under the Canadian Permanent
Committee of Geographic Names. He took this work seriously and left
his desk at the time of his death with piles of such matters in
various stages of research and submission.

This leads us to a fitting

conclusion to this story of the history of the mountain spirit and
service by our fine old man:. - what is the origin of the names:
Lecture Cutters, Ubyssey Glacier and Veeocee Mountain in Garibaldi
Park?

As the reader can surmise, it was Dr. Carter's advice and

approval at an ad hoc committee in 1965 which led to their official
recognition.

He left the world as a happy and contented mountaineer,

knowing that we recognized his ever cheerful assistance and leader
ship over the decades.

LOGAN 1977 - FOOD LIST
Jay Page
This list is taken from the proposed food lists, and from what
I remember actually went in.

It was organized to feed five men for

forty days.
Breakfast
Pilot Biscuits

3 /m/d*

30 days

30 dozen

Oatmeal

2 oz/m/d

10 days

8 lbs.

*m/d = man per day
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Granola (Quaker)

4 oz/m/d

Red River Cereal

6 days

8 lbs.

20 days

16 lbs.

Powdered Eggs

4 pkgs/m/d

Margarine

8 oz/m/d

Jam

1 oz/m/d

4 lbs.

Sugar

2 oz/m/d

30 lbs.

Powdered Milk

2 cups/m/d

6 days

24 pkgs.
20 lbs.

15 lbs.

Bread (Dark Rye)

10 days

Peanut Butter

8 lbs.
6 lbs.

Lunch
Dried fruit

2 oz/m/d

raisins

12 lbs.

dates

6 lbs.

apricots

6 lbs.

prunes

6 lbs.

Chocolate bars

1 /m/d

240 bars

Cheese

1*5 oz/m/d

24 lbs.

Sausage

2 oz/m/d

18 lbs.

Beef jerky

12 lbs.

Citrus Drinks

2 lbs/wk

12 lbs.

Assorted Nuts

2 oz/m/d

24 lbs.

Hard candy

6 lbs.

Crackers

1 Ib/m/wk

6 lbs.

Supper
Dried soups

2 pkgs/m/d

Japanese noodles

4 pkgs/m/wk

Rice

2*5 oz/m/d

20 days

12 lbs.

Dried potatoes

2*2 oz/m/d

20 days

12 lbs.

Freeze dried meat

2*5 oz/m/d

3Q days

80 pkgs.
24 pkgs.

chicken

15 days

10 lbs.

grade beaf

15 days

12 lbs.

3 pkgs/m/wk

6 days

18 pkgs.

shrimp creole 3 pkgs/m/wk

6 days

18 pkgs.

pork chops

Freeze dried vegs.

6 oz/m/d

peas

20 days
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120 oz.

Freeze dried vegs.
green beans

6 oz/m/d

peas & carrots

10 days

60 oz.

10 days

60 oz.

Freeze dried fruit
pineapple

1 case

apple bits

1 case

apple sauce

1 case
1 case

strawberries
Jellow

4 pkgs/m/wlc

24 pkgs.

Cookies

3 lbs/m/wk

18 lbs.
100

Tea bags
Hot chocolate (instant
Fuel

2 lbs/m/wk

12 lbs.

1/3 pint/m/day

Salt

18 gallons
(U.S.)
1 lb.

Miscellaneous

6 lbs.

(peppery, gravy, onion flakes etc.)
Zip-Lock bags

2 pkgs.

Plastic scrubbers

6

Large spoon

1

Base camp food included canned meats, fresh vegetables, canned
vegetables, and fruit.
Food Comments
The food was organized into six one-week bags for each meal,
ie. six breakfasts, lunches and suppers. The bags were easily
packed, handled, and tied to anchors. On the descent we tied them to
our packs to hold extra equipment. While skiing out we dragged the
bags behind us. Organizing the food in this manner was very efficient
and simplified the handling of the food on the mountain.

It also

ensured that there were no shortages on the latter part of the trip.
It is a good idea to have lots of extra food in base camp,
especially for your return from high altitude.

During the descent,

we found that we had to eat a meal every four hours with between meal
snacks.

We appreciated candies, dried fruit and nuts during the day

on the trail, for fast energy.

An infinite number of chocolate bars

could be consumed on a trip such as ours.

Some notes:
- Red River Cereal was the preferred breakfast- Pilot biscuits were preferred over Rye-Crisps because they didn't
break up as easily.
- We could have had twice as much jam.
- We added the raisons to the porridge, and we enjoyed them more this
way.
- Beef Jerky was excellent, being light weight and tasty.
- The freeze dried foods we used were "Hardee" brand and generally we
found them quite good, especially the freeze dried apple sauce.
- A pot of hot soup before supper' was essential every night to restore
liquids and salt.
- We found the citrus drinks were too acidic at an altitude above
15,000 feet and so they were thrown away. Kool-Ade, however, was
enjoyed at all elevations.
- Our favourite drink was hot chocolate sweetened with creamed maple.
We made this most nights.
- One of the most popular meals for supper was: two lbs. of ground
beef, two cups instant potatoes, two large packages of freeze dried
vegetables, one package of instant gravy and salt.

This meal was

easy and quick to prepare in a pot of boiling water.
- We had an excess of fuel (five to six cans), but this was because
none was lost on the mountain, and because of the good weather we
were able to melt snow, bivy sacks, and garbage bags up to about
13,000 feet.

The extra fuel, however, was useful as a safety reserve.

LIFE IN THE BUSH OR
LIVING ALTERNATIVES AT U.B.C.
Leon Kolankiewicz
So you like camping out, eh?
a cheap place to live, too?

You say you're always looking for

That you're tired of commuting and that
Well

your roomie's a bore

then friend, listen up with ears unplugged by bias or bunk, and you
shall learn of one man's ingenious solution to these age-old maladies.
I can promise you that no-one's, but no-one's, living arrange
ments can beat the cost, convenience, pleasant surroundings, freedoms,
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and absence of roommate hassles of my own living arrangements. At
the end of the school year I shall have spent exactly $0 on rent. I
am but a 5 minute stroll along shaded'paths and' walkways from'.'my
campus office.

I have a spacious wooded "lot" all "to"myself without

even the customary bother of a lawn to maintain. "The beach lies only
a hop, step, and a jump (albeit a high one) from the entrance to my
cozy quarters.

The nearest neighbors possess elegant multi-room
J

homes and are out of earshot, as well as" being, I'"should~men'tibn; "
suitably prominent to reside in "my neck of the woods" - you can * t
blame me for being justifiably concerned about local property
:

N

depreciation; after all, I do have"an investment to protect. '(The
0:

fact that the president of a great Canadian university formerly " '
resided in one of the neighboring houses"shouldindicate "to''you just
what kind of standards my neighborhood" has I) Lastly, each hlght*I"am
lulled to sleep by the soothing'sound^of the wind'whispering through
the firs, sometimes accompanied by the gentle,* timeless lap"or"'" the"
waves against the seashore below. '

••<-•-:•-.

;.•---. = ,,... -- . „ . .. •
:

What I simply fail to understand is why I haven't had-any ' off:ers
to buy, and only a few lame requests to move in (one of which was
tendered by Master Phillips, and retracted the instant it occurred to
1

him what the implications of sleeping beside me at" night' might be;
his' fears were quite unfounded!)

:

After all, one' would think that,

with all the assets just described, I should be ^ttie^'ehvy of every
middle-class Canadian, right?
WRONG!

~" '

• ^-^

V:

-

instead, fellow comrades, when I attempt modestly arid"

patiently to describe the advantages of my lifestyle,

^iTneet

with"

shock or disbelief, hysteria or incredulity; and ~ye£," my felXbws,
unbelievable as it may seem, sometimes even with derision or scorn.
r

I ani written off as a "squatter, "hobo", "hippy",' "^reak",'''weirdd*',
or by the more pseudo-intellectual, a "nihilistic'Trtahff©station
neanderthal reactionism compounded by an acute case of'nature-worship
exacerbated with deluded misanthropy."

;

And do you know why?- it "'is

my sincere belief, dear reader, that it is because we"hkve^become a
soft society controlled by and pandering to the fetishes; fashions,
whims, rages, and manufactured needs of a mass of "whimpering,
snivelling, status-seeking, flabby wimps.

Ill

'

Obviously, I have not given a full disclosure, for based solely
on the partial (but factualI) information furnished above, it sounds
more plausible that I'd be living in the plush luxury and golden sun
of San Clemente, California (which would certainly not incur the above
set of responses from the materialistic masses) than on the musty
ground beneath a plastic sheet in the rain forests of British Columbia
(which might well incur the above responses from the materialistic
masses).
So here you have it: YES, I admit to the following acts and
atrocities:

of sleeping nightly in a sleeping bag that has not been

cleansed in its lh years of existence,- of sleeping in this manner on
the ground - bumps, lumps, slugs, bugs, and all; of sleeping in this
manner on the ground beneath a 10' by 12' clear plastic sheet pur
chased for $4 (my investment); of not knowing enough to come inside
when it's raining or below freezing; of living in the manner prescribed
for the past 5 months; and of liking every minute of it (or nearly getting out of my bag on frosty mornings sometimes leaves something
to be desired, though I still haven't quite figured out what).
There; at long last my conscience is clear - I have told all;
all that is, except the precise location of my woodland hideaway.

If

you haven't guessed at least the vicinity already though, then you
obviously just don't know where it's at, man.

Now, I would ask only

two things of you who have borne with me this far:

for those who

have seen the light from above, I have placed application forms for
residency in the clubroom.

Many plots are still.open and I have good

rates, as well as good companionship.

If it is of any help in

applying, I select only on the basis of fortitude, personality, and
sex (so as to avoid confusion - in the straight biological sense).
I'm sure you understand the need to maintain the quality of the
neighborhood.
For those of you who have not (yet) seen the light, PUH-LEASE
don't go flappin' your tongue to the Campus Cowboys or the RCMPI

I

don't know whether or not you've noticed, but they don't tend to be
as, uh, shall we say (politely), open-minded about such matters, and
all it would take is one posse in the middle of the night to spoil a
very good thing.

I have now entrusted myself to you, and I beseech
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you, give me trust in return —

'cause if I ever catch the #$%±%;!

m-f who ratted on me, he'll do more than just sleep in the dirtI
Editors Note:

It sounds very nice Leon, but I still like the rooms
in the "American"- „ „
D.W-

THE HISTORY OF THE HOWE SOUND CREST TRAIL
Paul Hooper
The V.O.C. has been a major influence in the construction of
this trail.

The trail starts at the Cypress Bowl downhill ski area,

and wanders six kilometers towards the Lions. Eight difficult kilo
meters still have to be built before the intermediate objectives of
the Lions is reached.

It will be one of the most heavily used trails

in B.C. because of the scenic areas and the easy access from the
Lower Mainland.

V.O.C. has been involved in the construction since

the beginning, and completion of the trail will be a symbol of the
energy of the club.

The trail has been sponsored by the B.C. Parks

Branch, Young Canada Works, and the V.O.C. Eventually the trail will
stretch from Cypress Bowl to Whistler, a distance of 144 -kilometers.
Construction started the first year on May 16, 1977. The crew
was one hundred percent V.O.C. and consisted of Steve Ludwig
(project manager), John Morgan, Vicki Seraphim, Paul Hooper, Gordon
Schindell, Dorothy Fairley, Dave Waldichuk, and Marianne Etchell.
About three kilometers of trail was completed during the summer of
1977.
Another grant was received in 1978 and three more kilometers
were completed.

The trail ends at the top of the first ridge north

west of Strachan Mountain.

Only three V.O.C. members were on the

crew - Allison Millar (project manager), Bruce Blackwell, and Trevor
Boyd.
We hope to have the trail completed to Unnecessary Ridge by the
end of the summer if the 1979 grant comes through. Hopefully there
will be two crews and a fly camp.
Each crew has. had a tremendous time clearing trail, and we hope
the federal government will continue to be generous in its allocation
of funds.
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CONTINENTS APART:

CLIMBING MT. BLANC

Graham Fishlock
Berni Claus
The Mt. Blanc Range made its slow emergence forty million years
ago.

For most of human history the Range was defiantly known as

"Montagnes Maudites" or the "Accursed Mountains".

In the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, this negative attitude was particularly
evident.

At this time, the growth of glaciers into habited valleys

of the Mt. Blanc Range caused considerable damage to fields and
buildings.

And with the perception of mountains steeped in super

stition and fear, a Bishop actually arrived at Chamonix in 1960 to
exorcise the advancing glaciers.
Nearly 100 years later, possessed with the seemingly illogical
desire to climb, the first ascent of Mt. Blanc occurred.

This first

climbing of Europe's highest peak (4809m = 15,771 ft.) dispelled many
myths concerning mountains while igniting the imaginations of
centuries of climbers.

Certainly this first ascent of Mt. Blanc

remains comparable in significance to the climbing of Everst as it
initiated the rich history of Alpinism.

And today, the Mt. Blanc

area is still considered as the world centre of Alpinism.
After cycling through Europe during the summer of 1977, Berni
and I spent several weeks climbing in the French Alps.

Our jaunts

centered around Chamonix; a town filled with climbers (usually
Italian, French or British).

In this time, we climbed Mt. Blanc as

well as enjoying various other journeys. By recounting some of the
most significant events while climbing Mt. Blanc, I wish to reveal
how climbing in the Alps is indeed "Continents Apart" from what most
V.O.C.'ers encounter in their Canadian mountaineering.
After our arrival in Chamonix, we hurriedly assembled our gear.
Mt. Blanc and surrounding glaciers more than satisfied our expectations
as viewed from the Chamonix valley. We shared no wonder as to why
Chamonix has long been the focal point of climbers - it was full of
activities of those going into or coming out of the Alps.

By the

next day we had arrived at Bellevue, 800 m above Chamonix, and began
hiking to our first destination - La Refuge de Tete Rousse (3167 m ) .
Once we were upon the open slopes of glacier and rock, after cycling
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through such diverse foreign areas as Scotland's Outer Hebrides and
East Germany, we agreed, "We are finally at home now." But then, the
differences began emerging.
In Chamonix we were persuaded to leave our tent and cooking gear
behind.

"Why bother," we were told, "the huts provide everything,

even water."

This first refuge was disappointing.. If the hordes of

pushing climbers were not forbidding then certainly were the prices
of food. While we persisted in eating cold sausage outside, we felt
deep regret in accepting poor advice.
However, we were told that sleeping bags are not needed in the
Alpine huts.

This is certainly true but listening to Berni slowly

broil in the midnight heat of the hut's stuffed sleeping loft
prevented any sleep whatsoever. While we broiled, we dared not roll
onto our side for fear of another thigh or elbow pressing even closer
amidst the sticky heat.
With joy early next morning, we began climbing a steep are"te,
gradually leaving below the disturbing memories of the previous night.
After three hours of hazardous scrambling we reached our second day's
destination- - La Refuge de l'Aquille du Gouter (3817 m = 12,482 ft).
Upon arrival at this hut, we envisioned a more pleasant night,
particularly after the caretaker's warm greeting, "So, you are the
Canadians."

But differences in this style of mountaineering became

still more readily apparent.
For instance, in a mixture of cheapness and principle, we. refused
to pay 9 francs for a litre of water.

I became a matter of attraction

with some following, when I began gathering meltwater from the hut's
aluminum roof.

It seems hard to believe that despite buying a beer

at over 12,000 feet, climbing with only a minimal amount of equipment,
and being served tea at 2:00 in the morning, we both wished for the
privacy of our own tent. While we tried to sleep, the night sky
filled with snow.
The next day began with an early morning pledge to never stay in
a French Alpine Club Hut again. Without sleeping, Berni and I waited
until 2:00 when we planned to begin climbing.

At this time, climbing

impressed us only as a haven from the dingy, sweat-soaked and sleep
less night.
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The resistance of ice and snow to our crampons soon filled the
darkness of the surprisingly fine, star-filled morning.

The string

of headlamps and trodding bodies we found ourselves among gradually
thinned.

And by 8:30, five hours later, we gazed down from the peak

of Mt. Blanc towards France to the west, Italy to the east, and
Switzerland to the North.
Shortly, we began descending the steep sided ridge which led to
the peak.

In the daylight, we could now share delight in such a

glacial, mountainous expanse. With the light, we also were allowed
to witness rather unusual and certainly shoddy technique for glacier
travel.

On the route up and down, Berni and I persisted in allowing

as little slack as possible in our rope.

This way, if one person

does fall, hopefully the distance is minimized by a reasonably taught
rope.
We watched in disbelief as European climbers uncaringly stepped
on our rope with crampons while, typically, the last person in each
group would coil all of the slack rope and then walk five feet behind
his partner.

The extra coiled rope would then usually be slung around

the follower's neck.

Imagine the leader falling in a crevasse.

Immediately the coiled rope would choke his partner.

Almost simul

taneously, of course, the choked partner would be pulled in the
crevasse.

A week later, while descending the famous La Mer de la Grace

(The Sea of Ice), we shook our heads and watched five climbers, all in
a row, with loops of slack rope around their neck, cross thinly
covered crevasses while they snickered at the 120 feet of space between
ourselves.
Our shock and criticism at such shoddy, careless methods were
quickly substantiated.

After our third day on Mt. Blanc, we already

had witnessed a fatal fall and two other near fatalities - all of
which, through care, could have been prevented.
On our trek down the slopes of Mt. Blanc that day, we crystallized
many of our feelings and thoughts of the French Alps.

Certainly, the

Mt. Blanc Range is most rugged and dramatic but it also has been
.humanized.

The human enjoyment or use of this ruggedness, as we dis

covered in our climb of Mt. Blanc, differed noticeably to our limited
Canadian expectations.

Still, the wonder-full spaces of valley and
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mountain instilled a strong desire to return.

I am certain this is

inevitable.

AID CLIMBING ON THE SQUAMISH CHIEF
Julian A. Dunster
The weather in the early months of the year had been uncannily
wet - nothing unusual I was assured and so weekends were spent either
trying to ski or aid climbing on the numerous crags around and about.
By late February the weather relented for a few days and so after a
particularly good all night party the decision was made to sober up
by having a crack at one of the wall climbs on the Chief . .. Kannabis
Wall A4 and a good V.S. Being of a rather frail disposition I opted
out of the Saturday's struggle and -joined the team early on the
Sunday morning.
Confronted with jumaring up three long pitches of steep slabs
first thing in the morning is not the best way to start the day, but
it had to be done and I soon found myself belayed in a small tree way
up on the face whilst the other two climbed up above me. Well, by
three in the afternoon enthusiasm was waning, (probably due to with
drawal symptoms from lack of alcohol), and so a retreat was duly
made.

This in itself was exciting.

I had quite forgotten that wet

ropes don't have much friction and I literally shot down 150 feet of
rope to land neatly in the tree which was my earlier belay point.
Not a very graceful descent and certainly not good for the nerves.
This had been my first foray onto a big wall, using North American
techniques, bashees, bat hooks and rurps, in fact one belay was on
stacked rurps and a tree root. Needless to say I was apprehensiveAnyway once back on good old Mother Earth I was determined that one
of these wall climbs would have to be seriously attempted later on in
the year.
As always, time flew by and it wasn't until early June that the
chance came for a try at the Grand Wall.

This was the first big aid

route to be done on the Chief and was put up over several days.
Today the local whizz kids do it in 8 or 9 hours.

The route is graded

at A2 and 5:7 and is reckoned to be the classic route up the Chief.
Early in the Friday afternoon I snuck away from work and nipped
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into town to buy a few more pins and tape and then we were off to the
races, arriving at the Chief about five o'clock.

It took us nearly

an hour to sort out all the gear and rack it, eighty pitons, over a
hundred krabs and a huge assortment of tapes and slings. Plus all
our own gear, harnesses, four ropes, hammers, haul sacks, water
bottles, food and head torches. Rather a daunting sight especially
as we had to carry it .all up to the start of the route, nearly half
an hour away.
The first pitch starts on the top of the Flake, by which time
one is already some 200 feet up the slabs. Below the rock seems
bare, holdless and steep, while above, the situation appears to be
somewhat less pleasant.

The rock is vertical, bare and holdless -

surely no place for a sane man.

In no time at all Jay is ready to

go, so at last I am belayed and belaying as Jay steps down to the
first bolt.
For the first few hundred feet there is a bolt ladder but progress
is not quite so easy as may be envisaged since some super freak has
deamed bolt hangers to be too easy, hence every so often only the
rivets are left sticking out of the rock for about 1 cm.

This not

only makes the route hard to find, since the rivets are easy to lose
in this vast expanse of rock, but is also means that protection is by
means of tied off boot laces.

The whole thing led to hair raising

climbing.
Finally after much effort in the fading gloom Jay is forced to
finish the pitch in the dark and so it is 11 p.m. by the time he is
back on top of the flake again.

We retreat for a hamburger in the

local town and finally hit the sack at one in the morning.
All too soon we are back at the start of the route, an alpine
start today, we arrived here at 7 in the morning!

Jay jumers up the

first pitch leaving me to organize the haul sacks and ropes, and
taking photographs.

Soon its my turn, the first moves involving a

60 foot pendulum across the slabs - already 200 feet up and praying
that Jay has tied his knots correctly.

Now its my lead on the second

pitch, more bolts and horror of horrors a 20 foot section of free
climbing to get to the next bolts. Time drags by, the rope drabs by
and my brain becomes entirely focused on the few feet of rock in
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front of me.

Finally I am on vertical rock and to my horror discover

that we have combined pitch two and three and I am now out of rope,
some 8 feet short of the next belay and with my last protection nearly
20 feet away.

Jay untied his belay to give me a bit more rope, and

with a convulsive leap, a la Superman, I grabbed hold of a nearby
tree and heaved up into it. Having persuaded Jay that I was tempo
rarily safe, he moves up two bolts and then its my turn again, this
time aiming for the belay.
At the time it was a horrifying move, the 165 feet of rope
dragged me down, the gear seemed like lead weights and only after I
had undipped from the tree could I move left. What a move, the only
hold consists of a small two finger pinch grip on an out of balance
move, nearly 700 feet above the ground.

It took me several tries but

finally my fingers reached out and gripped the slings hanging there
in a grip of iron.

Never was sanctuary more gratefully sought than

when I clipped into the bolts and hung back (literally), so that I
might relax and absorb some of the fantastic scenery around.
Jay jumared up to the stance and together we hauled up the sacks.
What a damnable task that was. The stupid sacks seemed to snag on
every single bolt and it seemed to be hours before they were finally
up with us. The belay here was a real mind boggier, two good bolts
and two manky bolts, all tied together with various bits of tape. So
there we are, two climbers, two heavy rucksacks and all hanging off
these bolts 700 feet above the ground.
The real aid climbing now started in earnest, up the Split
Pillar, a huge flake of rock with a crack running up its side. Some
of the local hard core have freed this at 5:11.
designed to be an aid crack.

Clearly it was

By the time Jay had led this pitch I

was having kittens on the hanging belay.

Every time I moved the

bolts creaked and the tapes seemed to be coming slowly undone, hence
I was really rather glad to be jumaring again and climbing up to
clean the route.

On the top of the Split Pillar one can rest on a

platform, all of two feet by one foot in size.
The view from here was really excellent, nearly 1000 feet of
vertical rock or slabs beneath us and easily as much above us- We
could look down Howe Sound and in the far distance see Vancouver Is.
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whilst across the valley we could see far into the coast mountains.
By now the sun had hit us and it became so hot that it melted our
cheese butties before we could eat them.

Perched on the top of this

ledge I am afraid to say we fell asleep and only woke up when Jay
rolled over the edge to awake finding himself looking straight down
the face.
jolt.

Needless to say the squeak that he gave woke me up with a

By now we had been climbing nearly eight hours and were still

only half way up the route.

Obviously we were moving too slowly to

complete the route in a day and the prospect of a bivoac without any
food or gear was not really too appealing.
was in dire need of slaking.

On top of this our thirst

We did have plenty of 'water' left but

unfortunately Jay in his enthusiasm to replenish the salt loss from
our exertions, had overdone things and the fluid tasted awful.

In

fact, we both felt quite sick after drinking it.
"Hell, we didn't want to climb this thing anyway did we?"
"Well, no.

I only came out for a day trip!!"

What with the incredible heat, the salt water and the thought of
the fleshpots back in Vancouver, we did the only thing possible. We
went back to sleep again.

Some time later two very sunburnt climbers

started the descent, a horror of fixing rappell rope after rappell
rope.

It took us over three hours to get down, we didn't even stop

at the Flake, but carried right on down the slabs. By now we were
both very tired, and the heat was beginning to sap our strength.

The

descent also involved reversing the initial pendulum moves, but more
by good luck than planning, I managed to grab the crucial hold first
time.

Probably the thought of running to and fro across those slabs

when wearing an SO pound pack and with that exposure, inspired me
somewhat.
So we failed to complete the Grand Wall, but it was the best
day's climbing I have had for many years, definately a day trip to
remember.

Finally I begin to see why people who climb in places

like Yosemite have such huge ears.

Its because they are constantly

listening to those creaking bolts and the fear of God is constantly
with them.
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Life

in the Bush

By R.

Ohrner

THE ENERGETICS OF LOCOMOTION
(OR WHY WE GET KNACKERED HIKING)
B.S. Phillip
The basic idea for this article has been plagiarized from a series
of articles in the Journal of Chemical Education (H.A. Bent, J. chem
Ed. v.55: 8 - 12 (1978)).

All the principles involved are embodied

in (English) high school science courses and should be understandable
to all V.O.C. members. My discussion is by no means complete and in
many cases is limited to hiking.
the limits of human capability.

I have made no attempt to discuss
In accordance with the Law of the

Land, I have used S.I. units throughout.
1 W = 1 J/sec, 700 W = 1 HP.)

(1 cal. = 1000 Cal = 4180 J,

I assume an average 75 kg (male) hiker

throughout.
For our purpose the body can be considered a black box machine

heat and warmth.
•coj

respiration

H,o)
— ^ (heat) excess
—>work (locomotion)
—^basic energy requirement
(10M J/day)

fuel (food)

The body is of course an extremely complex servo-mechanism and
we can't really separate input and output. However, we can naively
describe the relevant feedback loops by applying Le-Chatelier's
Pr-inciple (LCP) to the basic body-chemistry equation.
• ECHOH-^
C0
tCHrl
2 n
f.ood (carbohydrates s fats
respectively)

2

+ .H 0
2

respiration
products

air

+ Energy

heat,
locomotion

Briefly, LCD requires that if we wish to move the reaction further
to the right (ie. produce more work) we must increase the concentration
of the species on the left tie. eat more or breath faster). However,
the converse is true; if we are hot the reaction moves to the left and
we do less work.-

Of course working generates heat so the amount and
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rate of work are automatically limited.
For convenience, I'll deal with. each, input/output parameters
separately and link them as appropriate.
Respiration:
Anything that limits CQ^/K^i

dissapation should in theory slow you

down. However, the body is 80% water and as such acts as a large sink
for CO^ and excess H^O, so this parameter is of little interest to r.t.
LCP.

Excess CO^ in the bloodstream does have a number of complex

physiological effects. Feeling tired is one effect, stimulated breath
ing (yawning and/or panting) is another.

These symptoms can be limit

ing factors for bunny hikers since they normally associate them with
exhaustion and "psychosomatically collapse" on the trail as a result.
Basic Bodily Function:
This is the energy requirement for minimal living (ie. lying in
bed) and is marginally more than the average arts student expends in
a week.

Most of us do a fair amount of walking in a day so the "base"

level is probably 13 MJ/day.

Those of us who jog seriously or bike

in to school, the base level is probably nearer 15-17 MJ/day. These
figures of course depend on temperature. In extreme .cold you can burn
a lot of extra energy just keeping warm, for basic winter mountain
eering 20 MJ/day is not unreasonable. This shows one interesting
point (which I didn't realize until I nearly collapsed from food ex
haustion as a result); if you are standing around in the cold you are
burning up a lot of energy. Even if you don't feel cold, it always
pays to put on a coat, not for confort, but to conserve energy (and
thus food, which is usually limited on hikes) .
Food
The group-weight of our carbohydrate sub-unit t-CH(.0H)-3 is 30 g/mol.
For saturated fats it is 14 g/mol.

A little bit of elementary thermo

dynamics will show that burning one mol of either of these sub units
will produce about the same amount of energy (.0.5 MJ/gm) ie. for carbohydrages you get approximately 16 KJ/gm and for saturated fats you get
approximately 37 KJ/gm:

over twice as much energy for the same weight.

So what's all this we hear about eating sugar for energy? Well, every
chemical reaction needs a kick to get it going (the activation energy
Ea) . For fats, the Ea is enormous so the body can only burn them
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slowly.

On the other hand, the.Ea for carbohydrates is fairly low so

the. body can burn them quickly (as fast as you can get them into the
bloodstream) • On top of that, fats need 50% more oxygen to burn them,
so you have to breathe harder.

There is also a psychological factor,

eating a Mars Bar makes you a lot more cheerful than eating a slab of
margarine.

(This also explains why sugar makes you "fat":

the body

preferentially burns sugars, all excess "fuel" is extracted from the
bloodstream and deposited elsewhere; namely, the fat is stored just
underneath the skin, hence the flab.)
In summary, if you are doing long slow hikes, then fat is what
you need, however if you need energy fast, (or oxygen low) carbohy
drates are better.

(Remember hot sweet tea for shock, an adrenalin

rush uses up a tremendous amount of energy.)
I've.listed a few caloric values for typical hiking foods below:
MJ/kg
17

Cheese
Margarine

30

Macaroni

16

Rice

15

Raisins

12

Peanuts

24

Sugar

16

Coconut

28

More complete lists containing a fat/carbohydrate breakdown are readily
available (unfortunately the references were unavailable at the time of
writing).
Excess Eeat:
The body is only 25% efficient ie. 75% of your energy intake is
disapated as heat. Now, running at 15 kph consumes 85 kj/min, which
generates 64 kJ/min of neat.

1 kj will raise 1 kg of water 1°C so if

our jogger couldn't dissapate heat, his body temperature would rise
16°C after one hour.

Of course this does not happen (he'd be dead in

h hour -for a start).

We can lose heat by conduction, convection,

radiation, and most important perspiration (ie. by evaporation of water
from the body surface).

Water will remove by evaporation, about

.2.4 kJ/gm '(evaporated) . So to remove, by perspiration, our basic
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living heat (~10 MJ) requires 10 MJ/2.4 KJ gms or ~ 4 L of water, one
can indeed sweat buckets.

In fact the heat is not all lost this way

so the actual figure is somewhat less.
The maximum perspiration rate is ~2L/hr corresponding to 85 kJ/min,
so if perspiration was the sole heat-loss mechanism, it would be danger
ous to run over 15 kph for any length of time. We see that perspir
ation is a limiting factor for locomotion.

Firstly if we run out of

water, through excess sweating, our body temperature will sky-rocket
(hyperthermia) and secondly by LCP as mentioned earlier.

If we get

hot we just slow down because our metabolism is slowed down (the
reaction shifts to the left, or rather moves more slowly to the right) .
Work:
Well now we know why we walk up hiking trails rather than run.
Let's look at how much energy we use up in the process.

Tabulated

below are the rates of energy expenditure for various activities.

I

will illustrate its use with an example later on.
KJ/min
sleeping

4

standing

8

walking (5 kph)

16

running (13 kph)

67

running (16 kph)

84

biking (13 kph)

16

biking (26 kph)

44

X-C skiing

63

weight lifting
(one lift at
max. weight)

270

Consider a typical V.O.C. day hike, Mt. Baker.

Starting from the

parking lot and back, 10-12 hours, -*2Q km round trip, 2500 m elevation
gain/, the last 1900 m climb being made in the last 5 km.
the energy expended?

So what's

Let's divide the hike into two parts: the trail

(A-l hike); and the mountain (C-2 climb).
The trail is about 10 km round trip (we'll ignore the elevation
gain for now).

So we have the hiker plus pack (~"80 kg) walking at

~ 5 kph. He will therefore require the following:
# hrs x energy rate/hr =

x 60 x 16 —
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1.9 MJ

or six slices of bread (~:03

MJ/sltce) . If he jogged the trail (and

some people do) , then he'd require four times as much energy (bread) .
The mountain is somewhat different with an average grade of 2:1,
it takes about six hours to climb, ie. 1 kph.

So for our horizontal

distance
~ x 60 x 10 = 6 MJ
The apparent increase is due to the extra time taken, the figure
includes the basic living requirement (7 KJ/min) . what about vertical
height; we are raising a man of 80 kg through 1900 m, ie. potential
energy increase of
80 x 1900 x 9.81 = 1.5 MJ
weight x height x g. = potential energy gain
gain
However, the body is only 25% efficient so the required energy intake
is 6 MJ, ie. the total energy expenditure is 12 MJ (to the summit from
the cabin) or 33 KJ/min.

Hardly excessive although it feels like it

as one's aerobic capacity is 25% down at 1300 km.

Walking down takes

about two hours with no elevation gain so expenditure is:
2 x-60 x 16 = 1.9 MJ
The total energy expenditure is

ocl6

MJ or 1 kg of sugar.

So as

it turns out, you don't burn up that much energy on Baker. However,
Baker is by no means cold in summer and one dissapates most of the
excess heat by perspiration.

Now at 2.4 MJ/kg water lost, one is

going to lose ~ 5 L water on the trip. Needless to say, dehydration
can be a serious problem in the mountains, especially when its cold;
one is inclined to believe you only get thirsty when its hot. You
sweat whatever the temperature; if its dry and cold, you just don't
notice it.
Mechanics:
Like anything else, technique counts. The results of good and
bad technique in cross-country skiing are fairly obvious, but it also
applies to walking.

The most efficient stride length is that equal

to the length of your leg.

If your stride is 50% longer than that,

you'll expend twice the energy.

If you h a l v e your stride, you halve

the energy (but double the time to get anywhere).

So avoid taking

long strides, it'll wear you out a lot faster than short fast strides.
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V.O.C. DICTIONARY
P. Phillips
L. Hooley
A. Knutsen
In the past few years, there has been an increased use of jargon
in the club, resulting in a communications barrier between the old and
new members.

This dictionary was written to bridge the gap, in the

hope that new members will know when they're being insulted and when
they're not.

Acknowledgement must be given to Steve Ludwig and Captain

Bivouac (Robin Tivy) who appear to be the originators and perpetrators
of many of these words. Due apology is made by each author for the
ineptitude of the others.
airtime:

The time between the mental shock of realizing you're not

where you thought you were and the concrete shock of realizing
you are twenty feet or more below where you should have been;
usually entails a considerable loss of potential energy and nerve.
bag (to): To conquer, to surmount, to overcome?

No:

to stand on top

of - thereby embracing pebbles, tables and other geological trivia.
Baldwin Trip:

Class five bushwack through mud-covered slide alder in

sleet and high winds, usually within ten yards of an A-l hiking
trail.
BDS brigade: Big, dumb and stupid brigade.

Those used to break trail

and test avalanche slopes.
beaver bottoms:

Cross-country skis with mohair on the bottom.

bedroom slippers:
bitch:

See pixie boots.

The essence of a vertical mudslide posing as a trail. Eg. Lake

Lovelywater trail or the Wedgemont Lake trail,
bivi:

A daytrip with an elevation gain of over 8Q0Q feet.

black wax:

Skins or rubber climbers. An excellent way to confuse bunny

skiers, allowing you to climb any hill, while the aforementioned
flounder around at the base with normal wax.
blodo:

A wimp who never grows out of the bunny stage.

bomber hat: Hard-core cranial paraphernalia, worn for the sole purpose
of creating a disturbance on public ski-slopes.
bullet-proof powder: West coast spring snow
bum shoosh:
slopes.

Reposing on one's posterior and sliding down snow or ice
An excellent way to destroy wool pants, and most of your
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sex life.
Bungi C• S.:

Legendary founding member of the V.O.C.

Currently residing

in the south gun tower at Wreck Beach.
bunny (adj.) : For or relating to novice hikers, easy.
bunny (noun) : Fairer member of the. fairer sex, extremely rare in the
V.O. C. after the first two weeks of term.

Often used to denote

novice hikers after those first two weeks (to avoid confusion).
bicycle path:

Grade A Parks Branch trail, designed especially for

bunny hikers.
cage:

Good for serious cyclists.

The clubroom - strictly the wire container for restraining un

ruly members.
clown suit: Cross-country skier's answer to Santa Claus, "class"
toothpicking attire.
crab:

Noncommunicative, nonedible.

crux move:

(Carabiner)

That human motion dividing life from death.

A compendium

thereof composing a Baldwin trip (cf. Baldwin trip).

Often dis

covered by individuals when they reach the end of their tether.
day trip: A trip with an elevation gain less than or equal to eight
thousand vertical feet.
death trap:

Crux move on a Baldwin trip.

(cf. McKinley)

debauch: A trip within two miles of the cars.

Eg. Leavinworth,

McGillivray, or goings on at Longhike.
eee-aaaargh:

A classical sound.

Originally uttered by C. S. Bungi as

he fell into a crevasse. Luckily he survived, now the sound is
uttered by keeners in hommage to C.S.B.
enemy vehicle: Heavy Chevy's etc.

Anything that eats more than one

gallon every ten miles, excluding functionally active four-wheel
drives.
epic:

Anything with a C.B. radio.

Hell, usually brought on by personal stupidity.

Bunnies are

especially susceptible. Eg. trowelling without skins, going to
the Olympic rain forest without rain gear, Seymour after a freezing
rain storm without crampons or ice axe, when, you take your bottle
into your purple slug to keep it from freezing but it freezes any
way, or even worse (especially if it is filled with orange Tang)
if it leaks.
Ferraris: Europa E-l cross-country skis; toothpicks with metal edges.
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G.F.I.:

"Go for itI" Usually uttered just before a long fall, almost

always by Jane Weller.
hard core: That fraction of the V.O.C. that spends literally thirty
percent of their waking hours in the mountains; those who have
dedicated their lives to thrashing their knees.
horse food:
hot jugs:

Mountain mix.

Water bottles filled with hot water brought to bed on cold

winter nights.
interesting:

Belaying Jane Weller in hiking shorts. Originally for

hard-cores requiring great skill and strength; for soft-cores
cf. epic.
Longhike:

Two days of short hikes and one evening of partying commenc

ing the educational hiking season. Bunnies first and only hike of
the year.
McKinley:

Death trap.

A tent made of a remarkable material called

XETROG which lets water in and doesn't let it out, and which only
weighs twenty pounds when wet.

Designed and built by vengeful

ex-climbers.

The symptoms of staying in a McKinley are simple and

short-death.

This can be contacted in seven well-documented ways:

1. drowning
2. suffocation
3. being blown away
4. tipping over one of the 28 guy lines (only 28?)
5. getting stabbed by the centre-pole (frequent in light breezes)
6. getting struck by lightning (tent comes equipped with a
lightening rod)
7. getting stoned by McKinley rocks
McKinley rock:

A rock used to secure a McKinley guideline, which if

you can lift it by yourself is too light.

Invariably inadequate.

Note the amazing mechanics of the McKinley rock/tent ratio:

two

thousand pounds of rock is required to keep a twelve pound tent
down.
Marathon Squadron:

The fearless eight who bagged six peaks in two

days - June 3 and 4, 1978.
marker explodomat:

The heel piece of a touring binding which blows

apart in deep powder,and ice up before you can get them together
again.
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moose:

An untrashable.

muddy:

Used to describe the conditions only when there is in excess of

twelve inches of Grade A mud present.
noon:

Twelve-thirty (in the clubroom only).

A term designed to test

the patience of new members.
pixie boots: Bedroom slippers with three holes in the front.
portable hand holds:

Find a chest of drawers, turn the handle side 45°

toward the ground, and attempt to climb the handles. This model
is a good simulation of most local mountains above 700C feet.
purple slug:
raw fear:

Camp Seven North Col down sleeping bag.

Absolutely pure terror.

Susceptibility to raw fear is

inversely proportional to an individual's store of common sense.
raw fear factor: metaphysical concept used in climbing - difficult to
understand unless directly experienced.

Roughly the amount of

adrenalin required to successfully complete an exposed crux move.
Quantity of raw fear. {cf. raw fear)
red octupus:

Rubber device placed on the bottom of crampons.

safety traps:

Straps attaching windmilling knives to your feet to en

sure your eventual intercourse with any tree in the vicinity of a
steep slope.
scheme 1:

Stay home, work hard, get good marks, get grey hairs at

twenty-one, never have any fun.
scheme 2:

Go out every weekend, have lots of fun, get okay marks, get

grey hairs at nineteen.
"settle-down":

When an ice cream fight breaks out in the back of the

Ludwig-mobile as it is pulling away from the Squamish D.Q., this
command generally is spoken by the driver.

In general, a command

from the leader of the pack that their unruly behaviour must be
terminated.
shit-rock:

Overhanging gravel.

shafflehound:

Any animal less than twelve inches long that steals your

food.
soft-core:

Enthusiastic and valuable members of the club noted by their

absence from hikes.
Sphinx Camp booties: Down or Polargard booties or old lady rubber boots.
Squeamish Diarrhea Queen:

Traditional V.O.C. stop en route home from
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climbing in the Garibaldi area.
tea:

A strictly Canadian term used to describe a hot yellowish fluid
made from the contents of the knat's bladder and one quart of
water, scented by waving a Twinning's tea bag at it.

(Salada tea

bags don't count.)
toothpicks:

"Alternative to dental floss" - a troweller,

"The only way to travel" - a toothpicker.
torch:

{cf. trowels)

Pronounced "tohhhch" - a word used by Brits for flashlight.

tourist route:

The easiest of a given set of routes, identified by

line-ups and Coke-can flagging.

(Asphalted in American cases;

with railways in European cases.)
trashed:

Divided into physical and mental categories:

1. physical trashedness - characterized by glazed eyeballs, coma
tose appearance, slurred speech, and a limp.

(cf. Underhill

trip.)
2. mental trashedness - characterized by glazed eyeballs, tremors,
and driving on the highway in third gear with the hand brake
on.
trowels:

(cf. Baldwin trip.)

"For moose only a toothpicker" - a toothpicker,

"Real skier's alternative to crampons" - a troweller.
turkey trail: Usually starts in attended parking lot by large highway
and extends a possible three miles. It is flagged by garbage cans
and overflowing with Big Mac wrappers, Coke cans, and cigarette
packages.

This ensures that the "hiker" can make it from one can

to the next.
two-cup cup: A plastic cup, one pint in volume, carried by all hard
cores to ensure that they get more than their fair share.

(At

time of printing, practice is switching to the utilization of
half-litre cups, for that extra ten percent.)
Underhill trip: Usually slow moving.(about three miles per hour), but
totally independent of the terrain.
V.O.C.D.T.:

V.O.C. drinking team.

For moose only.

The salivated soft (and some hard

core), found in' the Pit on Wednesday night, the American on Friday
night, and the Pub nearest the hiking trail on Saturday night.
wet cement: West coast powder.
wimp:

(cf. bullet-proof powder)

one who wimpers.
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wimp-out (to): To abstain for sensible reasons. Requires the inven
tion of a cover story to prevent loss of face, as it is usually
brought on by complete stupidity.

Eg., absence of gas in the gas

tank, mysterious disappearance of crampons at crucial moments,
and hangovers.
yo-yo skier:
zoo:

A purist's term for downhill skier.

An over crowded campsite. Eg. Taylor Creek Meadows in July.

Eds. Note:

The people who wrote this article seem to think it better

to burn out than to rust out.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE V.O.C. DURING THE SEVENTIES
Helen Lemon
Grad 1978
I was asked to write this "special interest" story by Dave, one
of our dynamic Journal editors, because I was the "oldest" active
member of the club. Ahem! Well at twenty-four, one could hardly say
I was old, but there aren't that many people I knew in first year in
the club anymore.

Once I'd resigned myself to that fact I began to

try to write something.

I came to the uncomfortable feeling that.I

hadn't a clue what to write.
seventies.

The evolution of the V.O.C. in the

God what a topic! Should I admit that in my.first year I

was so naive that I didn't notice anything "evolving" during that winter
of 1972-73?

Or the fact that sometimes I was so involved that I

couldn't see what was actually happening.
Looking back I can see some definite changes and perhaps "turning
points" for the club.

So I guess I just have to go through the years

and try to get an idea of the feelings, the politics, and the people
that made the V.O.C. during the seventies.
V.O.C. will always be a club where people interested in

and

appreciative of the outdoors and outdoor activities can meet and share
that interest.

It offers a chance to get away from scholastic head

aches and share the more basic sorts of success - like the feeling of
making it to the top of a peak, feeling the sun on your face after
hiking up a trail, or surviving a blizzard bivouac.

These are things

that we have done together, that we have always done together, and
that we will probably always do together.
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The thing that prompted this article was that it has been noted
that the club is "waffling" - ie. has no focus or "goal".
retrospect, did the club seem more alive then than now?

Why, in

There are a

number of possible causes, but solutions, well
The club is a large group of people who all share two things a love of the outdoors and somewhere between five and seven hundred
dollars invested in a large academic body called U.B.C.

As I look at

it, it is the accumulation and maintenance of V.O.C. traditions that
has kept the club so distinctive and stable, throughout the years. I
can't really say it is the people as a whole who have contributed to
this stability, because people change. It seems more that the club
attracts, or brings out, certain personality traits. Traditions like
Sphinx Camp, Christmas trips, the Banquet, Goon Awards, and the Salty-.
Dog Rag.
common.

These are things that past and present members all have in
They seem to separate us from the average U.B.C. student,

hence we've always been known as a clique, but what group that has been
around for a long time isn't known by this term?
Oh, help, where was I?
seventies.

Oh yes, the evolution of the V.O.C. in the

Traditions: parties, lunacy, and cabins. Parties?

Most

of the ones held in the early seventies are still held, but there are
some like the Chorus Line Party, skits, and Christmas trip song-writing
that have slowly gotten out of the traditional round.

Why?

I have

come to the conclusion that once these things slip, one has to have
enough people around who have seen them and have the "pizzaz" to re
introduce them.

There were other factors involved in the disappearance

of the Chorus Line Party, such as the loss of the cabin at Whistler and
the growing element of "academia""*", which has pervaded the Scheme 2
2
group . Periphery people, or people who took years off school, (such
as myself), were often actively involved in these activities.

In the

outside world^ this could be correlated with the involvement and rev
olutionary aspects of the sixties/early seventies to what appears to
be the Apathetic Late Seventies.
What I have been moving towards is the "Cabin".
always been part of the V.O.C..

Cabins have

We've had them all through V.O.C.

history, and they've been the place where the Club has come together
either to build or to party, and sometimes both.
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The sixties saw the sale of the Seymour cabin and the construction
of the Whistler cabin.

The seventies saw the continued maintenance of

the cabin until our transaction with the splinter group - the U.B.C.
Ski Club.

That transaction in itself markedly altered the character of

the club.

Despite the usual bickering between the downhillers and up-

hillers, V-O.C. had kept both elements under one roof, so to speak.
Both of these activities had always gone on within the club, and prior
to the late sixties/early seventies downhill skiers had been more pro
lific within the club.

At the turn of the decade the market for outdoor

equipment exploded, and the public became interested in "getting away
from it all". This coincided with a movement within the club away from
downhill towards cross-country and ski-mountaineering.
The Ski Club had been in the planning stages prior to its actual
split from the club.

Reasons:

the V.O.C. was not offering what the

average downhiller wanted, our liquor law was old-fashioned, and they
were not interested in our other activities (although a number that
joined did get involved in other areas of club activity).
So there were two clubs on campus where there had been one. The
cabin: with the growing popularity of whistler as a skiing area,, the
town site had expanded drastically in size, and subsequently the health
and building requirements changed.

New indoor sanitary facilities had

to be constructed for the Whistler cabin.
The club, however, could not finance the improvements without the
assistance of the downhill skiers, but since the orientation of the
club had changed,- our organization no longer had any real need for the
cabin.

It had become a financial burden, so a transaction was drawn

up with the Ski Club.

They would manage the cabin, and we would have

the use of it for several days of the year for our major parties Longhike and Christmas Reunion.
That was the major turning point in the club during this decade.
Perhaps in plan the cabin had been too large, but at the time of
construction the use was there and the club as a whole had come together
to build it and maintain it. It was ours, unlike our club room, as we
discovered in 1973.

The AMS had started to show their muscle.

True, like our cabins, the clubroom had been moved several times,
and had finally come to rest in the Student Union Building.
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The new

Pit operation was assigned to our old spot, and we found the AMS could
move us out of our former location without giving us anything compar
able in return.

Eventually we were reassigned space beside the Bowling

Alley, but this was conditional on their not wanting to expand the
Games area.
The change had happened:

we were without a cabin and had not been

compensated for the whistler cabin due to AMS intervention, and because
of this we had no funds with which to start a new project. The AMS had
suddenly ruled that the property of all clubs belonged to the AMS, not
to the individual clubs, so therefore, the cabin had just been passed
from one hand of the AMS to another.

Therefore we could not claim the

costs incurred in constructing the building.

We had always used the

money from the sale of one cabin to finance the next, but that ruling
cut us off from the necessary funds to start new projects.
Since the AMS has stalled on the issue of compensation, the club
as a whole has been unable to set new goals.

Therefore a lot of people

who are now involved in getting the settlement are only getting infor
mation about, the issue secondhand.

On the whole, people in the club

don't have the same attachment to the Whistler cabin and the five year
old "cause" that is associated with it.

It is not surprising, as they

toe have only had contact with it secondhand.

Blame?

I will not place

any because one could naturally say that the villains are the AMS, but
one could also say it was our fault for not working harder in the earlier
years and stating our case clearly.

I know it's so easy to say, "I

haven't got time right now"; I did it too.
Perhaps what has happened during these last five years is that a
cyclical problem has developed - the club won't set goals because it
hasn't cleared up the old problem, the old problem hasn't been cleared
up due to stalling, and the lack of a cabin and/or funding to start new
projects has left the club without a focal point.
To go ahead and set goals and to work towards them as well as
solving our present problem would help.

This is what we've been trying

to do in the past five years. There has been no visual or concrete
thing that general members have had access to which they can look at
and say, "See that, I helped build that."
pride.
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I guess one can call it club

The potential is still there. Maybe we need to build some
traditions without losing the old ones.

Because despite the move to

individuality in the outdoors, clubs still have a lot to offer comradeship, a sense of belonging, and the chance to exchange exper*iences and learn from others. That's all still there, we just need to
focus the scattered energy on a focal point.
Footnotes:
1

Academia - Scheme 1 people who spend little time involved in club

activities.
2

These people usually charge through in four years or less.

Scheme 2 - Those that get work done (or don't), and attend all
functions generally becoming involved in the club.

They may be at UBC

for four years, but usually longer.
SEARCHING WITH A PIEPS

1

Compiled by Berni Claus
Consider the most common situation, in which the victim is swept
down by the avalanche, and the rest of the party is above the area
where the victim was last seen.

Switch the transceiver to "receive",

and proceed as follows:
1) Carefully note and mark the last-seen area.

If there is

danger of further avalanches, post an avalanche guard and be prepared
to switch back to "transmit".
la) Quick Search - look for hands and feet.
2) Be sure all transceivers are switched to receive.

The leader

must check this, since a single searcher with his transceiver left on
"transmit" can frustrate the entire search.
3) Deploy a line of searchers at the level of the last-seen area
and search downward.

The spacing betw-en searchers should not exceed

sixteen metres, (fig. 1)
4) Keep volume control turned all the way up until a signal is
received.

You should be able to hear some background noise (static) .

5) Move in unison, keep the line straight, and keep noise and
talking to a minimum.

All searchers stop every ten paces and slowly

rotate their transceivers left and right, then front and back.
6) When a signal is heard, everyone should be informed, but the
line of searchers should not be broken up.
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Orient the transceivers

for maximum signal strength.

Turn the volume down until the signal

can just be heard; the ear detects changes in signal strength much
more readily at low levels.
7) Do not change the orientation of the transceiver in space
while moving.

This is very important because it causes false changes

in signal level.
8) Halt every few paces to refine the orientation for maximum
signal strength and reduce the volume.

The best orientation will

change as you get closer.
9) When the signal starts to get weaker, the victim has been
passed.

Scribe a line "A" in the snow to mark this point (fig. 2) .

10) Again orient the transceiver for maximum signal, maintain
this orientation, and reduce the volume until the signal can just be
heard.

Now, back up until the maximum signal point has been passed

and the signal fades again. Mark this fade point (line "A"' in fig.2).
The two fade points bracket the position of the victim.
11) Locate yourself halfway between the fade points. Orient the
transceiver for maximum signal, then reduce the volume until the
signal can just be heard.
search direction.

Search at right angles to the original

Establish bracket "B-B"'.

Hundreds of practice

sessions have shown the right-angle technique to be the fastest way
of finding a victim.
12) Continue systematically to improve the estimate of the
victim's position until it is pinpointed.

Three or four crisscrosses

are usually sufficient.
13) It pays to pinpoint the position of the victim.

Otherwise,

a great deal of snow may have to be moved and a good bit of time lost
before the victim is found.

Experience has shown that it is possible

to refine the fix to about one-fourth of the burial depth.
14) First Aid - warmth is very important.
If more than one person is buried, turn each victim's transceiver
off as soon as possible.

In most cases, it is not very difficult to

separate signals from more than one stationary transmitter; however,
the added complication of searching for several transmitters reemphasizes that only one person should cross an avalanche path at a time.
It is recommended that groups who purchase transceivers attend practice
field clinics arranged by the Varsity Outdoors Club.
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• ) Sufficient BMrchere to cover b) Single Marcher, laree c) Um o( two eearch partlea on
avalanche with 100 It.
avalanche
iarQ* narrow avalanche
between aearchera
Figure 1. INITIAL SEARCH PROCEDURES

REMEMBER
After an
avalanche
stops (t=0)
there is a
20% chance
that you are
100% DEAD
So don't
take chances
because you
have a Pieps.

Figure 2

—Terminal phase of search by bracketing
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Footnotes:
Most of text and fig. 2 was taken from Ref.2, and fig.l from Ref.l.

References:
1) Lawton, John G. Skadi, Avalanche Search and Rescue System.
(Buffalo, N.Y.: Lawtronics, Inc., 1975.)
2) Perla, R.J., and Martinelli, M. Jr. Avalanche Handbook. (U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture, Agriculture Handbook 489, July 1976.)
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Would you buy a used car from this m a n ?
Steve Ludwig by A. K n u t s o n
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